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SPECIAL NOTICES.

WANTED.

Corns8

Cure Your
BT USING

Corn, Wart & Bunion Solvent.
Entirely harmless; Is not a canstic.
It removes Corns. Warts, Bunions and
without leaving a blemish.
Brush for applying in eaoh bottle.
tat A

LADIES

Callous

in

nice, light

take

A

for the right party.

FOR SAL.F.
COTTAGE House with small barn and lot 80
by t)0 feet, very pleasantly located on Montreal street, will be sold very low. Inquire of C. W.

A

SMITH,

IN WANT OF BUSINESS

FOB THE NEXT SIXTY DAYS.

Ladies

FOUND?"

LiOST AND

Do you want

sndtf

may 10

l'ants and Vests

TO LET.

.$1

COATS DYED FOR

$1.

DRESSES DYED TO PATTERN all new shades.
FEATHERS a Specialty.
jnelEsnlm

•jel6d3tF,S&Tu

at house.

NICE COTTAGE at Pine Point.

A

jnel3dlw

ON

EZRA

Enquire

_

NEW HAMPSHIRE.

of

CARTER.

To Eet or Lease.
Ocean st., Woodford’s, a nice, large, two story

House and stable, with from one to eight acres
of land. For particulars inquire at the next house,
or address
C. H. ALLEN,
Standish, Maine.
jun6d3w»

HOUSE,

TELEPHONE NO. 45.

Sebago Lake aud Lung Creek

fress

I

TTS&Tlmnrm

jul

selves
with

Decker Bros” Pianos,
indorsed Dy ANNIE lOUISE GABY.

D. W. Clark & Co.,

find ouroverstocked

SAMUEL
3 Free Street

THURSTON,
Block, PORTLAND
dtf

sep29

NO. 53 MARKET STREET.
PRICES FOR FAMILIES AND OFFICES:

apd shall offer the

tire

at the

lot

en-

#1.50

10 lbs. Daily per month,
“
“
“
15 «
“
“
“
20 “

DRESSGOODS
and have taken all our
25 and a part of our
30 and 37 cent goods

2.00
2. 0

Customers can commence taking Ice at
any time they desire and delivery ns ill be
continued until notice to stop is received
at the office*

Any customer leaving town, by giving notice AT
THE OFFICE, will be entitled to a proper deduction.
We particularly request our customers to report
any neglect of our drivers in leaving tbe Ice; complaints for carelessness or any other cause, if made
at the office, will be attended to promptly,
d6w

my30

low

HORSES

price of
121 >2 Cents.
Among this lot of
goods can he found a
large variety of

36 HORSES

PUUI DRESS GOODS

ONE EOT
25

Skirts only
cents each.

Ladles’ S

miner

OISTE EOT
Cashmeres,

Colored

marked down to 42 cents
to close.

We arc offering Specials in
Lndies’ Beits, Tans. Black Spanish Laces, Hosiery & Knbber Circulars.
Call anil examine.

GO.,

499 Congress St., Corner Brown.
eoitf
jel3

1 is Morning. Among them are
several Heavy Norman Teams.
1 PAIR CHESTNUTS,
1 PAIR BLACKS,
1 PAIR BLACKS,
1 PAIR BAYS

3300
3140
3935
3860

Also Teams I'rom 3400 to 3500.
Fifteen of these Horses are from
lOOO to 1100. They arc adapted
to general business, and among
them are many good drivers.
Any one wishing a good Horse
as there are
should call early
many good bargains among the m.

RUFUS RAND.
mv20

THE

IMPERISHABLE
PERFUME.

Murray & Lanman’s

FLORIDA WATER.
Best for TOILET. BATH
and HANDKERCHIEF.

dtf

apllTT&SGmnr

We have a large
stock of Ladies’,Gents’
and Children’s

McKENNEY’S
CITY TIME
From Cambridge Observatory ev

prices.

on

sold

on

installments.

ME1EY, THE JEWELEH,
547

dim

ME.

middle

Lowell,

AND

Vis

CARD PLATE ENGRAVER

ting

Cards.

Stationer.

Engraved Cards and Invitations
for Weddings and Recep-

Specialty.
513 CONGRESS STREET.
a

mchll

dtf

Cloth

Top Button, only $2.00.
«
Glove Kid
$2.00.
Men’s Low Shoes, Straw and Oxford Tie.
Bals. and Button Boots.
Congress Boots in all prices.
Children’s Lawn Tennis in NEW and NOBBY Styles, &c. &c., « &c., at

Ladies’

381 Congress Street.

ap2G

good manufacturer’s

make,

Now is the Time for

For Sale and to Let.
—

as

Transatlantique.

W A.SHINGTON.
Sargent Mason’s Case.
Washington, June 16.—Mr. J. G. Bigelow,
counsel for Sergeant Mason, visited the White
House to-day, and submitted for the President's inspection a review of the case of his
client and his reasons for believing that the

of the court martial is void. Private
to lay the matter
before the President at the earliest opportunity
and assured Bigelow that it would receive due
consideration.
Union Pacific Directors.
The President lias appointed the following
directors of the Union Pacific railway: Robert
H. Baker of Wisconsin, George H. Haven of
New York, George E. Spencer of Alabama,
Watson Parish of Nebraska, Isaac H. Bromly
of Connecticut,
Completing the Tariff Commission List.
The regular meeting of the cabinet was held
to-day. All the members were present except
Secretary Chandler. The session was short. The
list ef tariff commissioners was completed by
the selection of Wm. H. McMahon of New
York, and Alexander R. Boteles of West Virginia, to fill the vacancies caused by the declination of Messrs. Wheeler of New York and
Phelps of Missouri. The commission was also
reorganized by the selection of John L. Hayes
of Massachusetts, as chairman. The President
had great difficulty in completing the list,
several other gentlemen having declined to

Secretary Phillips promised

serve on

being disqualified.

The President sent the following nomination
to the Senate to-day to be members of the
tariff commission: John L. Hayes of Massachusetts, chairman, Henry W. Oliver, Jr., of
Pennsylvania, Austin M. Garland of Illinois,
Jacob Ambler of Ohio, Robert P. Porter of the
District of Columbia, John W. H. Underwood
of Georgia, Duncan T. Kenner of Louisiana,
Alexander R. Boteler of West Virginia, Wm.
H. McMahon of New York.
The Product of Gold and Silver.
The Secretary of the Treasury has transmitted to Congress the report of the directors
of the mint upon the production of gold and
silver in the United States in 1881. Total product of gold for the year was $34,700,010; silver

§43,000,000.

The Utah Board of Registration.
The President has nominated to be members
of the board of registration and election in the
Territory of Utah: Alexandre Ramsey of
Minnesota, Algernon S. Paddock of Nebraska,
G. F. Godfrey of Iowa .Ambrose B. Carleton of
Indiana, Jas. R. Pettigrinof Arkanggs.
Miscellaneous.
M. ..Oatrey, the retiring French Minister,
paid a farewell visit to the President to-day,
preparatory to leaving for Paris. His successor,
Mr. Rouston, is expected to arrivejthis afternoon from New York.
The post office department will be closed
Saturday out of respect to the memory of the
late ex-Postmaster General Dennison.
The President to-day tiansmitted to the
House a communication from the Secretary of
the Interior asking for an appropriation of
§245,000 to complete the tenth census.

POLITICAL.

on execution and will be Fold at Public
Auction on Friday, June 9th, 1882, at store
No. 2G8 Middle street, in the city of Portland, in
said county, at 10 o’clock in the forenoon, the following personal property, viz: Thirty-nine Pictures,
two Mottoes, five capes containing Plated Ware.
The above named personal property having been attached on ihe original writ December 21, 1880.
Terms of the sale cash.
Dated at Portland, June Gth, A. D. 1882.
GEORGE W. PARKER, Deputy Sheriff.

TAKEN

The sale of the above
to

Castle Garden Not to Be Closed.
New York, June 16. The Commissioners of
Emigration met to-day at Castle Garden and
discussed the question of closing the garden.
President Stephenson was called upon by an
agent of the Compagnie Generate Transatlantique, who renewed the offer to pay 50 cents
per head for passengers to be landed at the
garden. The offer was accepted. The commissioners then resolved to close the garden
against all other companies, but to keep it open
for their own use and that of the Compagnie

d2m

Sheriff’s Sale,

Saturday,

named Plated Ware is adJune 17th,
at the

time and place.
Dated at Portland, this 9th

day of June, 1882,
dtd

jelO

The Arkansas Democrats.
Little Rock, June 16.—The Democratic
State Convention, reassembled this morning
and re-nominated Attorney General Moore,

Chancellor; Carroll, Chancery clerk; Collaway

and J. H. Campbell lor State Land Commissioner.
For Congressman at large 23 ballots were
taken without result and the convention adjourned till tc morrow.
Congressional Nomination.
Pittsburg, June 16.—The Democrats of the
21st district have nominated Charles E. Boyle
for Congress.

and

1-2

STOOLS.

MISS M. E.

Fringes,

St.

eodom

FAIRWEATHER,

Also, South Kensington

Crowds*
on

auy Material

war-

permanent.
M. E. FAIRWEATHER,

ranted

3

33LM ST

as

James

TO COMPARE WITH

Pyle’s Pearline.
REQUIRED,

AND THE WORK IS

DONE IN HALF THE TIME. SOLD BY ALL
GROCERS, BUT BEWARE OF IMITATIONS.
LOOK FOR THE NAME OF JAMES PILE.
ap25
eodlmlstpnrm

dlt

BUTTONS,

will be sold AT CO*tT for ONE WEEK
ONIiV, commencingMonday, June litth, at

furnish Ice of superior qualfor families and offices from Kimball
Also, POND AND RIVER ICE,
equal to any cut this winter for Stores, Steamers
and Vessels at reasonable rates.

WE ity
Brook.

Congress Street.

prepared to

BURNHAM & DYER

MRS. S. J. CJLOUGH’S,
561

BROOK

ICE
are

Passementeries, Laces,

Oiliee 73 Cross Street.
TELEPHONE

NO. 55T.

apl8dtf

ju!2~(11 w
S. H. LABMINIE,

A. W.

Chicago.

JORDAN,
Portland, Me

DB

F. W. KENISON
lias opened an office in
Portland andean be to* nd

S. II. LARMINIE & CO.,
4Jommis»ion

Stamping

THERE IS NOTHING

Gleaning

our

ORNAMENTS AND

Has just added to her stock of fancy work, Zephyr and Germantown
wools, with patterns for working
them.

For House

TRIMMINGS,
such

HASTINGS’,
Exchange

SPORTING.

KllMBAEL

-AT—

WM. P.

all

Bargains

ALSO

COVERS

PIANO

Halifax.

HER PASSENGERS SAFELY LANDEDREMOVAL OF THE CARGO.

Halifax,

laat night

June 16.

news

Between 8 and 9 o’clock

spread through the city that

a

large stamer had gone ashore at the mouth ot
the harbor, and it soon became known that the
Allan steamer Canadian, Capt. Menzies, from
Glasgow and Liverpool, had struck on dreaded
Thrumb Cap Shoals. The shoals are between
Meagher’s Beach and Devil’s Island lights.
Preparations were ai once made on Government steamer Newfield and several steam tugs
to proceed to tho scene. About half-past ten
o’clock one of the latter got oil with instructions from Cunard & Co. to Capt. Menzies. A
thick fog made great caution necessary, but
shortly after midnight, before much time had
been spent in the search, the stranded steamer’s whistle was heard in the distance, and the
tug was soon at her side. She was found lying
quietly on the shoal with a Blight list to port,
without any motion to speak of. She had
struck at half past 6, when the tide was high,
and was well up on Bliore. The captain on being questioned says he took his pilot on board at
4.30 in the afternoon off Sambro Head. The
fog was then very thick and the ship was kept
going very slowly. At 6.30, when running to
eastward of Fitch buoy, but keeping, they
thdtight, well clear of Thrumb Cape, she struck
the rocks and rebounded. The engines were
she
quickly reversed, but a few minutes after
went on again, came off and then struck a
third time and remained fast, lying with her
head to the east. There were a fe# passengers
on deck at the time, but when the snip struck
a sudden rush was made from below, and for a
few minutes
everything was excitement
The fears of the people
and confusion.
calmed
were soon
by the ship’s officers, and
as soon as possible somo fishermen from the
shore were despatched to the city in row
The Canadian had
boats with the news.
not up to 5 o’clock this morning suffered any
injury, the sea not being rough enough to
cause her to roll. It will be necessary to remove a largo quantity of her cargo, when it is
thought, if it should not beoome stormy she can
be got off, The steamer had on board 277 passengers all in tho steerage, and tugs were busy
early this morning transferring them to the
steamer Newfield, by which they were brought
tons
up to the city. There are one thousand
of freight on the ship, eight hundred of which
balance
and
the
at
Halifax
were to be landed
taken to Boston. This morning, with the assistance of several steam tugs, the transferring
of cargo to schooners was commenced, and it
will be brought to this oity by them. The war
ship Flamingo and the steamer Beta went
down early this morning to render any help
possible. The Canadian is an iron ship of 1859
tons, and was built by the Allan Company in
1872.
The Allan Line Steamship Canadian, ashore
at Thrumb Cap Shoal was floated this evening,
and has arrived at this port.

XLVIIth Congress-lst Session.

at

>o. 276 Middle St

merchants.

Edwards & Walker’s
ardwsre Btore,
from
3rd 10 ‘J6th.

Tor

Grain,

Seeds,

Provisions,

157 Commercial Sit., Portland* Me.
CHICAGO OFFICE,
122 La Salle St.
Future* bought and sold on Chicago Market on
mar3dtf
j Margin*. Corroc ondence iavlted.

I

’June

oc!7

dtf

FOB SALE.
English Png Dogs and Yorkshire Terrier JPnppiss.
i MAPLE ST.
dlw*
jnel2

THOROUGHBRED

SENATE.

NEW YORK.

ss.

NO SOAP IS

PIANO FORTES.
Also several other

Near

[later.]
Beware of Counterfeits.
Boston, June 16.—The Journal will state in
the morning that this section is being flooded with a dangerous counterfeit $10 greenback
of the issue of 1875. The bills are well executed and it is believed their circulation is the
work of a regular organized gang who thus far
have eluded the search of detectives.

dtf

Hallett, Davis & Co.’s

n
BftjG

ES

Summer

BOOTS & SHOES Just Arrived.

journed

AND

tions

may25

Complete Line of Spring and

panic

Street.

jul5

144

A

CUMBERLAND

St.

Congress
PORTLAND,

Je6

REASONABLE PR I

F. W. DEARBORN’S

Wedding William S.

STUDLEY,

253

hand the largest Btock of Clocks
to be found in the State of Maine.
kinds of Watch, Clock and fine Mechanical repairing done in the best possible manner at
lowest prices for fine work.

have always

All

•

morning.

The only store in the City, making a specialty of
Clock business and employing a practical

I

that we are offering to
close the lots at prices
lower than you can
buy elsewhere.
Don’t buy until you
have examined our
goods and learned our

SEASONABLE GOODS
—AT—

CLOCK MAKER.

UNDERWEAR

MASSACHUSETTS.

sentence

wool

all

Street,

$1 Franklin

of all shades.

alEjiiiii

GEO. A. GAY &

Arrived at my Stable,

PLAIDS!
also

_

PIANOS AMD organs.

to the cold

we

CALL and SEE

Canadian Ashore

Alto s oboico stock si firet-dsse

Bargains
season

A Railroad Suit.
Concord, June 16.—A hearing is in proin the supreme court in the case of J. H.
'earson vs. B. & C. M. Northern, Claremont
& Concord railroads. This is a bill in equity
to put the Concord road under a receivership,
and to declare the contract of April 1, 1877

void.

Stable and Garden on Willis street now
Suitaowned and occupied by C. W. Smith.
for one or two tenements. Come and see it.
dtf
ju3

Owing

Stephen.

breadth, 24 feet; depth, llj feet. She is own.
ed by parties in Providence, and by Captain
Joshua Rowley of St. George, who will command her.

To Rent.

MARK DOWN

held at St.

Launch at Waldoboro.
Waldoboro, June 16.—There was launched
from the yard of H. Kennedy & Oo., a superior three-masted schooner yesterday, called the
John H. Cross, of Providence, R. I. Register,
ed tonnage, 4CJ; length of keel, 135 feet;

the flushed appearof heat, fatigue and excitement. It makes a lady of
THIRTY appear but TWENTY ; and so natural, gradual,
and perfect are its effects,
that it is impossible to detect
its application.

TO RENT.
Apply

The barometer is highest in Florida and
lowest near Lake Superior, southerly to westerly winds, local rains and partly cloudy weath
er reported from all districts except the West
Gulf States, where clear weather prevails.
Temperature has risen slightly in the Southern States, Missouri and Iowa, and has fallen
slightly in the Lake Region and Ohio Valley
southern portion.
The indications are that warm and partly
cloudy weather will continue |on the Atlantic
coast during Saturday and Sunday, with south
east to southwest winds, and thunder storms
in the Middle and South Atlantic States.

ing

ance

LET.

An Exhibition of Washington Journalism

Steamship

weather bulletin.

to Calais on schooner Ernest T. Lee and
is supposed to have belonged in New York.
The head and body were bruised and cut and
foul play is suspected. An inquest is now be.

It does away with Sal-

tent.

No. C5 Thomas street, has been occupied
by two families and suitable for a boarding

HOUSE
house.

War Def’t Office Chief Signal 1
>
Officer, Washington, D. C.,
June 17, 1 A. M.
)
For New England,
Fair weather, south to west winds, slight rise,
followed by falling barometer and stationary
or slight rise in temperature.

came

overcomes

HALL L. DAVIS
No. 53 Exchange Street.

pure, bloom-

a

lowness, Redness, Pimples,
Blotches, and all diseases and
imperfections of the skin. It

d2t*

TO

TWENTY-FOUR

Supposed Murder.
Calais, June 16.—The body of Thos. Kinnealy, a seaman, was found last night on St.
Stephen flats, two miles below Calais. He

ing Complexion? If so, a
few applications of Hagan’s
MAGNOLIA BALM will gratify you to your heart’s con-

COAT at ihe assembly at Town Hall,
Cape Elizabeth, on Wednesday evening,
June 14, is known. If the COAT is retnrned to Mr, George Stevens’ Store
before Salurday night no questions will
be asked bv the OWNER.
Knightville, Junel4,1882.
iunlo

THE NEXT
HOURS.

MAINE.

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN.
Tlic party who borrowed the OVER-

Stock

may30dtf

7 Willis Street

FOR

BY TELEGRAPH.

d2m

ap24

LARGEST

IN THE CITY.

i

d4w

june8

men

Business

CO.,

17 Exchange Street.

Can do better in the West than in any
other Section ol the Country.
Rare Opportunities J—Few as Good, None Better l
75 rapidly growing Towns (most productive regions of Minnesota, Dakota, and Iowa) along the
recently constructed lines of the Chicago & North
Western Railway, offer unequaled inducements
to pushing business men of limited capital. For
particulars address CHAS. E. SIMMONS,
Land Commissioner C. & N. W. IVy Co., Chicago.

ROOM PAPERS

HOUSE,

INSURANCE

OCEAN

modern

a

juGd2w*

-IN-

DYE

very

built house of about 10
rooms in the westerly part of the city, arranged
for one family only, with all the conveniences and
pleasantly located." Address BOX 69J, City.

TO

of any desired size, situated on Pearl, Lincoln and Kennebec streets in Portland, on
easy terms to purchaser.

LOTS

jul5d3t*
Wanted.

purchase

paying

Land for Sale Cheap.

PARTNER with a cash capital of two hundred

dollars, to take a half interest in a traveling
exhibition now on the road. Address F. B- M. care
of this office until June 19th. This is a rare chance

SPECIAL BARGAINS

simosrs

ten per cent. For further
particulars, address B. C. W., Care LetSo.
ter Carrier
6, Portland, Me.
eodtf
jue8

and is

Wanted.

For sale by nil Druggists.
Price ‘43 cents.
Try It and you will be eonvinced like thousands
now testify to its value.
it
and
who nave used
Ask for Bcblotterbeck’s Corn and Wart
take
no
nsd
other.
Solvent
sndtf
nov2S

Retail

Wanted.
town or country to

THE WHISKEY INQUIRY.

MARINE DISASTER.

METEOROLOGICAL.
INDICATIONS

Good, substantial real estate, in this
city, in good condition, is well located,

work at their own home.
Good salary paid.
Address, with stamp, “F. M. MANUFACTURERS"
Box 5234, Boston, Mass.
junl5dlw*

CUBE IS Q UABAJfTEED.^t

THE

junlGdtf

girl.

SCHLOTTERBECK’S

FOR SALE.

SPRING St. a girl to do second house-work.
Liberal wages paid to capable and willing

The Winnipeg Regatta.
Winnipeg, Man., June 16.—Ross being satisfied that Hanlan is unable to row, has relinquished his claim to the stakes. The regatta
will come off as advertised, and Ross will receive §1009 for exhibition and expenses.
The
Regatta Committee last night passed resolutions of regret at Hanlan’s illness, and a copy
of them was sent to Toronto.
Base Ball.
At Troy—Detroits 11, Troys 8.
At Worcester—Buffalos 4, Worcesters 3.
At Hanover—Dartmouths 49,
Middlebury
College 0.

HOME AGAIN.
Return of Wrecked Seamen who Had
Been Given Up for Dead.
New York, June 16. A Hong Kong letter
say a: The British vessel Mary was wrecked
last year at the island of Guelpart, Corea. The
captain, his wife and 18 Chinese seamen were
The mate, named Guy, with 16
drowned.
other men, remained in Guelpart eight months
and then escaped after suffering severe hard
ships to China in a Che Foo fishing boat and
are now in Shanghae.
They had long been
supposed dead.
The Week’s Failures.
New York, June 16.—The business failures
of the week reported to New York number
109, as against 106 last week. The Eastern
States had; the Western, 29; the Southern, 25;
the Middle, 20; Pacific Statos and Territories,
12; and New York City and Brooklyn, 10. The
failures in New York, though numerous, are
not heavy.
Among them is that of a stock
broker whose transactions are not very large.

Washington, June 16.
A motion to recall from the House the bill
which passed yesterday, relieving the estate of
the widow of the late Superintendent Patterson of the coast survey, of
$40,030 in taxes on
account of public services of her husband, was
negatived, yeas 20, nays 32. The bulk of the
negative vote was Democratic.
Mr. Hoar introduced a bill to provide for performance of the duties of the office of President in case of removal, resignation, inability
of the President and Vice
or death, both
President. It vests succession to the Presidency in the members of the Cabinet in the
order in which they were named in Washington’s Cabinet, beginning with the Secretary of
State and concluding with the Secretary of the
Interior, and excludes Cabinet officers not previously confirmed by the Senate. Referred to
the judiciary committee.
The Senate took up the House bill to enable
national banking associations to extend their
charter. The proviso inserted by the Senate
committee to exempt national banks from
attachment and injunctions by state courts
was, rejected yeas 24, nays 27.
The bill was proceeded with up to the 6th section providing all notes of existing banks now
in circulation shall be returned, destroyed or
cancelled, and new notes bearing different devices and description substituted for them as
they come in and are redeemed, the banks to
pay cost of printing, cost of new plates, &c.
Tbis section ae passed by the House provided
that whenever old circulation was reduced to
the capital
stock of a bank
5 per cent of
that
banks should deposit lawful money tfor
5 per cent, amount.
Discussion upon the bill was continued upon
minor details which in several instances were

perfected.
Upon suggestion by

Mr. Sherman the bill
laid over without action until Monday.
Adjourned to Monday.
HOUSE.
After transacting some miscellaneous business the House went int > committee of the
whole, with Mr. Burroughs of Michigan in the
chair, on the river and harbor appropriation
bill.
Several amendments were offered to increase
the appropriations but were lost.
The clause was reached appropriating $350,C30 for continuing improvement of the Ohio
river and was agreed to.
Mr. Springer moved to strike out the paragraph appropriating $300,0CD for reservoirs at
the headwaters of the Mississippi river. Pending action the committee rose.
Mr. Blackburn from the committee on appropriations reported back the Military Academy appropriation bill with the Senate amendconcurrence in some
ments recommending
and non-concurrence in other of those amendwas

ments.

Agreed.

Mr. Hiscock, chairman of the committee on
appropriations, reported a joint resolution appropriating $33,000 to continue the work of
scientific observation and exploration near the
shores of Lady Franklin Bay and at Port BarPassed.
row, Alaska.
The House then took a recess until 8 o’clock
the evening session to be for the consideration
of the pension bill.
The House at the evening session passed 17
pension bills and at 10.15 adjourned till tomorrow.

RAILROAD

DISASTER.

Fatal Railroad Accident in Indiana.
Bedford, Ind., June 16.—No. 1 regular
north bound passenger train on the Louisville,
New Albany and Chicago Railroad met with a
serious accident about four miles south of this
place about 12 o’clock Thursday. The train
was late and running fast to make up time.
Nearing the White River Bridge the rear
coach jumped the track, and rolled down a
steep embankment pulling the other coach,engine and tender,mail and baggage cars with it.
The engine also flew off the track, but lodged
about half way down the embankment. Word
was sent here at once, and the special train,
bearing physicians and nurses, was immediately made up and sent to the wreck.
wreck
all
the pasat
the
Arriving
sengers had been removed from the broken
for.
wounded
were
cared
cars and the
being
There were 35 or 40 pascsngers on the train, all
The following is a list of
more or less injured.
the dead and wounded: John Carmony, endied:
Miss Hannah Fowgineer, badly scalded,
ier of New Albany, Ind., hands mashed; Dr.
Leachman of Louisville, not dangerous; Mrs.
Jane Jones of Paoli, Ind., not serious, Mrs.
Semira B. Jones of Paoli, Ind., slightly, Mr.
Shivers, wife and two children, slightly; Mrs.
Wolfsonand two children, of Louisville slightly. Others were injured, but not seriously. All
the injured passengers were brought to the
city, and with two or three exceptions resumed their journey.
Two Lives Lost in New York.
Albion, June 16.—The New York express
which passes this station at 5.55 a. m. was
thrown from the track between Holley and
Bucksport while running at the rate of thirty
miles au hour. The engine was thrown upon
its side, and the engineer, Micbeal Burns of
Rochester, was instantly killed. The fireman
is fatally injured. All of the coaches, with the
exception of the| sleepers, left the track, |but
no one else was killed, although the passengers
were badly shaken up.

STORMS AND FLOODS.
A Most Extraordinary Hail Storm in Iowa
Dubuque, June 6.—One of the most extraordinary hail storms occurred here this afternoon. During a heavy shower of rain, hail
stones of extraordinary size fell. By actual
measurement some were !) to 11 inches in circumference and 3 to 4 inches in diameter.
They were as large as saucers, but the great
Hunbulk were about the size of an orange.
dreds of dollars worth of glass was broken and
several persons severely injured.
Terrible Destruction by Floods in Victoria
Victoria, June 6.—Reports from the flooded
bumas and
district could hardly be worse,
Chillimack prairies are like an inland sea. Ten
farms only have escaped destruction. Houses,
fences and stocks have been swept away and
people are fleeing to the uplahds for safety, as
the river continues to rise steadily. Losses are
enormous as nearly the whole country is under
cultivation, but no reliable estimate of the extent of destruction can be given.
Railway
works suffer severely, the road being under
wator in scores of places and seriously damaged. The mails are transported on the backs of
Indians.
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Washington, June lfi.—Oscar K. Harris,
managing editor of the Critic, was examined
by the Windom committee this morning.
The chairman read from the printed testi-

mony an extract of an article which appeared
in the Critic, and asked if the witness knew
who wrote the article.
The reply was, “I know who furnished the
I do not
manuscript, but I decline to tell.
know what statesman is referred to in the article except from the article itself.
The witness was asked upon what ground he
declined to give the authorship of the article
and replied for the reason that he thought the
secrets of a
newspaper office should be preserved.
Question—Is that your final answer?
Answer—It is.
Mr. Hawley asked if the witness knew of
any justification in law of his course.
The witness replied he did not know that
there was. He had never taken any legal advice but acting entirely upon his own notion.
Mr Hawley remarked that no lawyer would
give such advice and he was sorry that the
witness should take the ground he did that the
newspaper which had been foremost in making charges of corruption could not afford to
stand on that ground; that the committee were
of course responsible, but the witness and the
gentlemen associated with him must assume
The witness replied, “Very well; we will accept the responsibility.”
Pugh—Is that the rule in your office in regard to all articles which appear in the paper?
Answer—I always decline to give the authorship of an article except with the permission of the writer.
Hawley—That is the ordinary rule in the
newspaper offices as against mere curiosity, but
not as against courts of justice.
Witness—To do otherwise would be violation of confidence and contrary to the rules of
the office.
Pugh—Did this author enjoin secrecy?
Answer—I don’t recollect whether he did or
not.
Harris was then excused for the present,
with an intimation from the chairman that he
might be called again.
Wm. N. Hobart of Cincinnati, Treasurer of
the Western Export Association, corroborated
statements of President Nutter in regard to the
purposes for whioh a large sum of money was
raised by their association. The witness never
knew or heard of the use of a dollar to influence legislation till he read it in the papers;
He
that is to say that was all he knew of it.
knew of no member of Congress, or newspaper
interestman, or lobbyist who was in any way
ed in whiskey in bond, or who had dealt in
whiskey or margins, or options, or in any way
in anticipation of possible legislation.

THROWx* from a trestle.

[Sales at the Boston Brokors’ Board, Jane 16

Gorham is a man of the people, one who has
long been known as a champion of the people’s
rights, a man who has done and will continue
to do more for the agricultural interests of our
State than any one of her citizens. Col. Bobie
is Grand Master of the Maine Grange Association; has been in the Maine Senate, and House
of Representatives, having been speaker of the
body two years, and is at present a member of
the Governor’s Council. In all these different
positions Col. Bobie has displayed signal ability, and the farmers of Maine, who will delight
to elect him the coming fall, in their "farmer
governor” will have a man to whom they can
safely intrust their interests.

Eastern R. R., 4%s.108%
Milton
19c
Deer IsleTtfining Company.23c
Bine Hill Company...34c
Eastern Railroad. 42
Maine Central Railroad. 66
New lferk Stock and

turning.

_

4

THE STRIKES.

feverish,

bnt in main higher.
*The transactions at the Stock Exchango aggregated 341.000 shares.
The following are to day’s closing quotations of
Government tsocurities:
United States «s, ex. 99%
United States 6’s ext.. ...,..101 %
United States new, 4% s, reg. 114%
United States new, 4%*s coup.114%
United States new, 4’s, reg.119%
United States new, 4’s, coup.120%
Pacific 6’s of 96.129

[Farmington Chronicle.]
Of the candidates, it is not necessary to speak
at length. They are all men who have been
tried by long acquaintance with public affairs
and have proved themselves worthy the positions they are now nominated to fill. The renomination of Messrs. Beed and Dlngley was a
foregone conclusion from the first. Their ability, leadership and faithfulness made their presence in Congress well nigh indispensable in

The following are the closing quotations of stocks:
4c Alton.
132%
Chioagn 4c Alton preferred..
C. B. Quincy.130%
Erie. 36%
Erie preferred. 73
Illinois Central.
134%
lake Shore.109%
90%
Central.
Michigan
New Jersey Central.
73%
N orth western.129%

Chicago

these critical times. The nomination of Messrs.
Boutelle and Milliken was not a surprise, both
having strong claims and much to recommend
them to these offices. Both were candidates
two years since, but the unlooked for result of
the election gave the places to the Greenbackers Ladd and
Murch, respectively. Captain
Boutelle was a brave soldier, is now the able
editor of the Bangor Whig and Courier, and
has won much distinction also as a brilliant
campaign speaker. 01 Mr. Milliken we have
less personal knowledge, but the ardent support of his own locality is a strong recommendation to the general favor. Both he and Mr.
Boutelle ran ahead of the ticket in 1880,
and may therefore be considered strong candidates.

North western preferred.142%
New York Central.131%
130
Rock Island
Milwaukee & St. Paul.111%
St. Paul preferred ..126%
Union Pacific stock. 110%
Western Union Tel. Co. 86

C alifornia

8m Famcisco. June 16.—The following are the
closing onotations of Mining stocks to-day:
Best A Belcher.
4%
Kodie.
5%
Eureka.
15%
Gould A Carry.
1%
Hale A Norcroes....
1%

[Briilgtou News.]

Considering the unprecedented personal canvas of the leading candidates for the gubernatorial nomination, the good nature generally
manifested at the Republican State convention

Mexican.

5%
8%
Ophir. 2%
1%
Savage
Sierra Nevada.
5%
Onion Con...
9%
19-32
Yellow Jacket.
Northern B^ile.

was remarkable. There was no bitterness on
either side of the contending forces, and the defeated party submits to the inevitable with becoming magnanimity. In many quarters the
gubernatorial nomination is regarded as exceptionally strong. Mr. Robie is a clean man, of
acknowleged ability, and possessses some elements of strength not found in other candidates.

....

Gloucester Fish Market.
FOB THE WEEK

[Nashua Telegraph.]

the

man

^

ft>s.

Herring—We quote Eastern round and split $3
bbl.; choice Nova Scotia split at 95%; Labrador
at 96.
Trout 914M2 ^ bbl; Pickled Codfish at $7; Haddock $6, Halibut Heads 93Ms, Tongues 97, Tongues
and Sounds at $8%, Alewives: at 93%; Halifax
Salmon 918; California do at 919; Shad 919; Halibut Fins, Fins and Napes and Swordfish out of the

to

_

[Rockland Opinion.)
The nomination of Mr. Robie was generally
received with satisfaction by the Republicans
of this section. He will receive the regular
party vote, whatever that may be.

market.
Pure Medicine Oil at $1 P' gal, crude do at 70c;
Blackflsh Oil 66c; Cod do 40c; Shore do at 38c;Porgie do 38c.
Porgie 8crap,$15 ton; Fish do 912;Liver do 99;
bucket.
Fish Skins $lo; Livers 45c

[Bath Times.]
If the convention which nominated Col.
Robie is an index of the sentiment among the
Republicans of the State—which we have no
doubt it is—he will be elected by 10,(.33 majority next September.

THE EGYPTIAN CRISIS.

The echoes from the Maine
vention have the

ring

Republican

Domestic *larWra.

(By Telegraph.)
Naw York, July 13—Evening.— Flour market
still in bnyers favor and in instances 6®10c lower
with a limited export ana local trade demand.
Receipts Floor 10,721 bbls; exports 0,238 bbls;
sales 14,300 bbls; No 2 at 2 76®3 00; Superdne
Western and State 3 8034 65; common to good ext
Weetbrn and State 4 65®6 50; good to ohoioe Western extra at 5 60®9 00; common to choice While
Wheat Western extra 7 2538 25; fanoy do at 8 30
i®9,26; common to good extra Ohio at 4 80a8 00;
common to choice extra St. Louis at 4 80®9 00;
Patent Minnesota extra at 8 26®8 60: ohoioe to
double extra 8 60@9 50. including 3600 City Mill
extra at 8 40®6 60 for W 1:1400 bbls No 2 at 2 76
33 60; 900 Superdne at 3 80®4 65; 460 bbls low
extra at 4 663 6 20; 3600 bbls Winter Wheat extra
at 4 80@9 26; 4500 bblo Minn, extra at 4 8C®9 SO;
southern flour weak; good to choice at 6 30®6 00;
Wheal—receints
common to fair at 6 40@6 26.
97,600 bush exports-bosh; excited, unsettled
and very much depressed; cash and near by delivery
l@2%c lower, late months %®lo lower and decidedly more doing for export with very brisk speculative trade, closing at %®lc above lowest rates;
sales 4,260,000 dusu. including 53.000 bush on the
snot No 2 Spring at 1 2831 29; ungraded Red at
I 033 1 42%; No 3 do 1 3o;No 2 Rod at 1 41.®I 42
delivered; No 1 Red at 142%® 143%; ungraded
White 1 2331 24%: No 1 White, 20,000 at 1 33%
@1 33% cert; 1 34@1 34% delivered. Rye steady
at 83c. Maltsteadv. Cera %®%c lower, dull
and weak with limited export business and moderate speculative trade, closing stronger; rueoinw 28,926 bush; exports 383 bosh; sales 981,000 bosh,
including 101,000 on the spot; ungraded 75377c;
No 3 at 73c; No 2 at 77o in store and delivered; ungraded White 93c: No 2 for Jane at 76%o; July at
77%®78, dosing at 77%c; August 78%@79%%,
closing at 78% c: September 79®79%c, closing at
79c: year at 72%®72%c. Oala without quotable
change, closing shade better and fairly active; receipts 9350 bosh; exports -bush; sales 364,000
bush; No 3 at 58%c; do White at 61%o; No 2 at
69%c; do White 62%®63c: No 1 at 60c, do White
at 67%o; Mixed Western at59®62e; White do 60®
6lc; Mixed State 60®63c; White do at 63®68c. Swear quiet; fair to good refining 7%®7% j rettned is
firmer and in better demand; White Ex 0 at 8%®
8%; standard A at 9 9%c; Confec. at A 9%®9%;
powdered at 10@10%; granulated at 9%;qj9 9-16;
crushed at 10%®10%; Cubes at Hl®10%c. BKalaaaes—Foreign is dull and nominal; New Orleans
tViroleom
more active; sales 600 hhds 55®75c.
steady; united at 62%. Tallow lower;prime city
Pork 15®20 highat 8%: sales 30,000 at 8%.

Con-

of coming victory.

Summer Travel.
Last night's Pullman train over the Eastern
road had fifteen cars in all from Boston. Four
of them were palace cars, two of which were
loaded with tourists bound to Mt. Desert.

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL
The Only Danger from Native Troops.
London, June 16.—The correspondent of the
Times at Alexandria says the real and only
serious danger is from the native troops, who
are thoroughly in sympathy with the rabble,
and who will tire of guarding the Europeans
end take part against them. The correspondent urges immediate action. He says directly a superior force is ready to land, the troops
would have to choose between lighting and
submitting. In the first case they would have
to deal with the invaders, and the foreigners
could in the meanwhile hold their own against
the rabble.
In the Commons.
In the House of Commons this aiternoon,
Sir Charles Dilke, replying to Sir Henry Wolf,
said that the news from Alexandria is reassuring. No fresh disturbance is apprehended.
Admiral Seymour telegraphs that the transports provided for refugees are sufficient.
Mr. Robert
Mr. Gladstone, replying to
Bourke stated that England’s relations with
Turkey were never more friendly. In answer
to Mr. Bartlett, Mr. Gladstone said he was not
aware that Turkish trc ops were on their way
to

Egypt.

New Ministry Talked Of.
Alexandria, June 16.—Dervisch Pasha has
sent a telegram to the Porto declaring that the
presence of the British and French squadrons
at Alexandria is an obstacle to the restoration
of order. At the suggestion of representatives
of Germany and Austria the Khedive has summond Ragheb Pasha and Ahemed Raized
Pasha from Cairo for the purpose of forming a
new ministry with Arabi Pasha minister of
A

war.

Notes.
The London
Telegraph’s dispatch from
Alexandria states the whole American micoion
has embarked on board the U. S. Steamship
Galena.

FOREIGN.

Portland Daily Wholesale Market.
Portland,{June 16.
There is no change to note in Grain, bnt the
market is firm and trade to-day has been quite active. Potatoes are strong and have been selling at
1 66 for Rose and 1 46 for White Brooks: at Boston there has been a sharp decline in prices, owing
to large receipts from Halifax and a light shipping
demand. Canned goods are active and rates steady.
Sugars are weak and quotations barely sustained.
In Market Fish, Cod is higher at 2 60 and Haddock
about steady at 1 00@1 60. Fresh Beef is general-

ly

lower.

following are to-day’s quotations .of Flour,
Grain, Provisions. Ac.
Tho

MINOR TELEGRAMS.

I H.

M. old Corn,
oar

@88

lots

■

New Corn,
car lots,
@87
spring
*•
68
60
Oats,
Wheats.» 76@9
Saokod Bran
00@28 00
Michigan Win30 00
Mlds..
ter beet.7 00®7 26
Cotton Seed,oar lot 80 00
Common
lots
32
00
00
bag
Michigan....6 75@7
92
Corn,bag lots..
St. Louis Win87
60
7
Meal,
ter fair
25@7
65
Wintor good. .7 50*7 75 ; Oats,
30 00
Wintor best. ..7 75g8 00 Bran, ••
32 00
Produce.
! Mids,
130
Sweet potatoee6 25@6 601 Rye,
t*rovisieaa.
18®20
Turkeys......
15
Beef..
Mess
@
00@15 50
Chickens.
ExMoss..16 00@16 60
Fowl... 18.O.20
Plato.17
o 20
00@17 60
Eggs.19
Berm’dOaion8,2 15 a2 26 Ex Plat«..18 00@18 50
Porkbbl
Crnberries,
Backs.. ..26 60@26 00
Maine. 9 00®10 00
Clear.24 50@26 00
Cape Cod,12 00@16 00
i
Mess.2100@21 60
Sugar.
Granulated. 9% Hams.14 @16
@
Extra C. 9% RoendHogs....
Coy’ed Hamsl6H@16ya
Card.
Fruit
Musc’tl Kaisins2 80®3 50 mb, y »... .12 vi@mi
London Layers310@3 16 Tierces, lb #U2%@12V4
® 13Vi Pail. 13
12
@13V4
Valencia

Patent

speculative trade fairly active:salea 226 mess
spot 21 00; 760 August 20 96@21 10; 2000
Sept at 21 16®21 36. Lard 6®7% higher; cloeed
and
strong
fairly active business;sales 760 tos prime
er and
on the

...

..

steam on spot 11 73%®11 82%; 100 oity steam at
II 60; refined for Continent 11 85. Bauer steady;
Western at 13®26. Cheese is firm; Western at 7®

..

..

..

Turkish

Ireland’s Troubles.
London, Jane 16.—In the Commons this afternoon another clause of the repression bill
The government prewas adopted, 205 to 67.
viously accepted an amendment that magistrates should appear at a meeting and summon
the people to disperse.
Trevelyan, Chief Secretary for Ireland, denied that permission to erect huts for the evict,
ed tenants of Lord Conclurry had been revokcd
Foreign Notes.
A Paris dispatch say Gen. Cissey is dead.

Uraia.

Flour.

Suporfine.4 7
Extra Spring..6 7
X£ Spring....7 0

Prunes.7V4@8«

10%.
Freights to Liverpool firm; Wheat Usteam 4d.
Chicago, June 16.—Flour quiet. Wheat lower;
No 2 Chicago Spring 1 30®1 31 for cash; 1 31 for
June;l 32%®1 33 for July; 111% August; No 3
Chi cago 3pring at 1 06; rejected 74@77; regular or
No 2 Wheat lower at 1 14%®1 16 for July;l 06%
foi Aug.st; 1 03 Sept. Corn is generally higher at
69%@69%o for oash; 69%@69%o June; 70%®
70%o for duly; 70‘/s ®71c for August: 70%c for
September;rejected 68%. Oats are firm at 50%o
oash; 49%@49ysc June; 44%c for July; 36% c for
August: 84%c September. Rye quiet b9o. Barley
nominal. Pork higher an 2d 9j®20 95 cash. June
and July; 21 00321 07% August; 21 20®21 22%
September. Lard higher at 11 47%@11 60 cash
and Junejll 60®11 62% for July:ll 66@11 87%
August; 11 77% for Sept. Bulk Meats in fair demand; shoulders 9 26; short ribs 12 26; short clear
at 12 76.
At the afternoon call of the Board, Wheat closed
higher for near futures; 131% for June; 132%
July; 111%@1 11% for August; 1 02%®1 03 for
Sept; regular or No 2 Wheat lower at 1 13%®1 14
for July; 1 06%@1 06 August; 1 02% September.
Com lower at 69%o for June; 70@70%c |ror July;
70%c for August; 70%c September, oats lower
at 49%%®49%e for June; 44%c July; 36%c for
Aug; 34%o Sept. Pork lower 20 87% for July;
21 02%®21 06 for August; 2117% Sept. Lard is
firm at 11 47%@11 60 for Junejll 62% for July;
11 67% August; 11 77% Sep.
Receipts—6,000 bbls nour, 12,000 bush wheat,

Beans.

French Prunes.12Mi@14i Pea.3 76@4 00
Mediums.3 76@3 86
Oranges.
Palenuos $Jbx 6 60®7 001 Yellow Eyes. .3 16@ 3%

Messina,trbox.6

Valencia ^oase
Extra lhrgo
Lemons.

Batter.
001
$13@14 Creamery.23@26
Gilt EdgeYermont23®26
t

60«7

Choice
20@22
Messina.4 50@5 50 Good... 18@20
PalermOB.4 00@6 00 Store.16@17
Cheese.
Malaga.
New.
Vermont... .11
@13
25
N
Y
Factory.il
@13
Wilmington.1 76@2
Virginia....2 25®2 60 Skims. 7V»@ 8
1
80i*2
00
Tennessee...
Apples.
Nats.

Peanuts—

C trtana, fc> iti.
"
Walnuta
Filberts
11

Pecan

9@10e Perbbl.6 00@6 00
12Vt®16o Cooking.0 00@0 00
12'/2 *14c Evaporated.14® 16
13
®16o Dried Western. ...6@6V4
do Eastern.... 6@6Vi

142.000 bush com, 77,000 bush Oita, 2,900 busi.
rye, 6,000 bush barley.
ShipmentS'5,600 bbls Sour, 97,000 bush wheat,
160.000 bush com, 63,000 bush oats, 2,200 bush
rye, 2,800 bush barley.
ST. Loin#, June 16.—Flour dull. Wheat is lower;
No 2 Red Fall at 1 20%®1 21 cash; 1 20% June;

Today Boston

will celebrate the anniversary
of the battle of Bunker Hill. The city will
make it a general holiday, and most of the
evening papers will suspend.
The Malley trial has been adjourned to next
Tuesday owing to the death of Juror Freeman’s daughter.
The works of the New Haven car trimming
Loss on
company were burned yesterday.
building $6,(0; on stock $60,003. Eighty
hands are thrown out.
Henry, son of Patrick Connors of Shelburne
Falls, Mass., 14 years old was carried over the
high falls on Deerfield river white sailing in a
boat yesterday and was drowned.
Eleven men of the steamer Pera, wrecked
off Newfoundland Thurstipy have arrived at
St. Johns.
Examining Snrgeon Dr. Salomon was fined
$1000 in Fort Wayne, Ind., yesterday for issuing false certificates of disability.
Six persons were drowned in Linn Co., Kan"
sas Wednesday while attempting to ford a riv"
er in a wagon.
At a general conference meeting of the ReState Committtee of New Hampshire
publican
held in Concord last night, Hon. W. E. Chandler was present and made brief remarks.
The funeral of the late George A. Conley,
drowned in Lake Spofford. N. H., May 26, took
place yesterday in West Philadelphia. Many
well known theatrical persons and a large delThe interegation of Masons were present.
ment was at Mount Moriah cemetery. A letter was received from Miss Kellogg regretting
her inability to be present.
CONVENTION ECHOES.

What tha Papers Have to Say.

■fresh Beef Market.

Corrected for the Press daily by Wheeler, Swift
ft Co., Commission Merchants in Chicago Dressed
Beef, Franklin Wharf:
Hinds.H^4@15M,
Sides. 9 @13
Rattles. 8
@ 9Vi
Fores.8
@11
Backs.lOJAglZVi Rounds.10>A@12
Loins.12
@23
Rumps....... 10 @16j
Rumr

Loins.10

The convention did its work wisely and well;
it would be hard work to strengthen the ticket
in a single aspect. The gentlemen put in nomination will add to the honor of our State.
They were the cool and deliberate choice of
the thinking men of the party, and the earnest
manner in which the convention acted demonstrated clearly that they were nominated to be
elected and that the convention was no man’s
property, but that the Republican party of the
State of Maine, through its delegates assem
bled, was opening up a new era in the politics
of our State—an era of the best men for official
position and the best government lor the peoOur candidates
ple of our Commonwealth.
need no introduction to the voters of Maine;
they are straightforward, upright, honest men.
Men who have been honored iu the past by our
people, who will again delight to honor and be
honored by them. Col. Frederick Robie of

@18^4

Dry Goods Wholesale Market.

following quotations are wholesale prices and
corrected daily by Stores Bros. & Co.. Dry Goods,
Woolens and Fancy Gooes, 144 to 162 Middle street:
UNBLEACHED COTTONS.
HVt Fine 7-4.14® 17
7V4 I Fine
Fine 9-4.22®26
6
'Fine 10-4....27tt@32V4
9

8-4.1&S22

lands 12c.

Savannah, June 16.—Cotton easy; Middling up11% o.
Mkhphis, June 18.—Cotton .quiet; Middling np-

BLRACIIED COTTONS.

Best 30 in. ,11**@13
Vied. 30 in.. 8
@11
Jght361n.. 6 @ 7V4
Fine 42 in.. 10
@14
Fine 6-4.... 11
@17

TICKINGS,

ands at 12o.
Havana TIarkei.

j

BTC.

Drills. 8® 8
Tickings,
Corset Jeans.... 7 a 8
16 @18
Satteeus.
11
8® 9V4
Medium...
@14
Cambrios. 6® 6 Vs
Light. 8 @10
i Silesias.10® 20
Cotton Flannels. 7 «15
Ducka-Brown 9 @12
Fancy 12Vfr@16Mi Twine & Warps 18® 28 Mi

Best?.

lands at

Fine e-4.in
Fine 7-4.19
@23
Fine 8-4.21
@26
Fine 9-4.26
@80
Fine 10-4 ...27tt@32tt

....

Denims.12Vfe|§16Vfc

Batting—Best..

Foreign Imports.
NS. Steamer New Brunswick—1,617 bush potatoes, 376 bbls mackerel, 91 do lobsters, 108 cases eggs, 7 bbls do, 64 cases halibut, 42
do dry fish to H PC Hersey.
BUENOS AYRES. Bark D A Bray ton- 422,388
feet lumber.
Foreign Exporn.
LOCKPORT, NS. Sohr Kate—928 bbls clams.

(By Telegraph.)
HAVANA.June 16.—Sugar market unsettled; Molasses Sugar 86 to 89 deg, 6% @7 reals per arrobe,
Muscovado, common to fair, 61fe@7Vfc; Centrifugal
Sugar, 92 to 96 deg. in boxes 8%@94s.
Spanish gold 1.68% @1.69.
Exchange drill; on United States 60 days at 6%@

7%|prem;

short

Receipts.

Portland, Juno 16
Miscellaneous merchandise received Dy the Portland St Ogdeusburg Railroad, 38 cars.
Received by Maine Central Railroad, f jr Portland
34 ears miscellaneous merchandise; tor connecting
roads 70 cars miscellaneous merchandise.
ntockl.TInrket.
The following quotations ol stocks are received
and corrected daily by Woodbury & Moulton (members of the Boston Stock

dle and Exchange

Kxohange),

corner

Opening.
Boston Land. 7%
Water Power.
4%
22
Flint & Pere Marquette oominon

Hartford & Erie 7s. 49
A. T. * S. F. 84%
Boston & Maine.14b4a
Flint A Pere Marquette preferred. 9644
L, R. St Ft. Smith..
Marquette, Houghton St Ont. 65%
Summit Branch. 944
Denver St Rio Grande. 6744
Mexican Central 7s. 85
Northern Pacific preferred. 78%
'■

of Mid-

stree s:

Common. 4144

Closing.
7%
4%
23

4844
8644
146

9644
60
65
9

6744
85

78%

41

7%@8%

prem.

Burtpess .Tlarkeu.

YARMOUTH,

Railrond

]Biddeford Journal.]

July; 1 01% lor Aug; 1 01% for Sept.
70%®70%c casb.70%0 for Juue.70%
July; 70%c August; 69%o for September. Provisions nominal with small job trade.
tteoelpts—3000 dbis uour, 19,000 bosh wheat,
63.000 onsn com,60,000 bush oats,0,000 bush rye,
0,000 bush barley.
8hipmente-2,000 bbls flour, 4,000 hush wheat,
18.000 bush com, 00,000 bush oats, 00,000 bub
Barley, 0.000 bush rye.
Detroit.June 16.—Wheat is weaker; No 1 White
on spot and June at 1 27% asked; July at 1 22;
August and Sept 1 06% 1 No 2 White 1 22.
Receipts 11,000; shipments 18,000 bush.
New Orleans, Juno 18.—Cottcn is firm; Middling uplands 12%o.
Momilb, June 16.—Cotton nominal; Middling up1 07% for
Corn lower

The

Heavy 86 In. 7%@
Med. 36 In. 6V4®
Light 36 in. 5 @
Fine 40 In. 7^4®

nominally

f

legislative and executive affairs, is at the head
of the State grange and very popular throughout the State. He is a gentleman of engaging
though unassuming manners and of the high-

just

June 16.1

Dry-cured

physician by profession, but of late years has
been devoted to farming and business interests
generally. He has had a large experience in

He is

EKDDfO

Our quotations are wholesale prices for fare lots
and jobbing lots command an advance on oar figures.
Georges Codfish—Readily command $6 and 9434
$9 qtl for large and medium, with some lots held
higher; Western Bank codfish 6teady at $5 and 4%
$6%
& qtl for large and medium; Shores
Bank $6*4 and $6 V
and $4% # qtl.
qtl for large and medium.
We quote Cusk at $3% and Haddock $3V4 P qtl:
Pollock $3Ms; Hake $3%
qtl.
Boneless and prepared tisn 4@6M20$>lb for Hake,
Haddock, Pollock and Cusk; 6@7% for codfish.
Smoked Halibut out of the market. Smoked Salmon
at 16c; Scaled Herring at 18c
box; No 1 at 16c;
tucks 14c. Smoked Alewives 85 $> hundred.
Mackerel—In fair receipt and good demand. We
200
notice sales out of pickle, with bbl, $7@$7%

Hon. Frederick Robie, the Republican candidate for Governor in Maine, is a native of
Gorham, 59 years of age, though looking much
younger, and a graduate of Bowdoin. He is

est personal character.
sweep the State.

Timing Dlocki.

(By Telegraph.)

[Albany Journal.]
All Quiet at Cleveland.
Cleveland, June 16. Quiet reigns at the
Cleveland rolling mills. The First Cleveland
Troop, an independent military company, today tendered their services to the Police Commissioners, and the board accepted and directed that the troopers be sworn in as special policemen.

loaned

2@2%; closed at latter price; prime mercantile
for
paper 4%@6%. Exchange Is weak at 486%lower
long and 489% for short. Governments %
6s
Railfor ext
and 4%s reg. State bonds inactive.
road bonds are irregular but generally higher.Stocks
at

a

Terrible Accident to a Railroad Train
Two Persons Killed and Many Injured.
Wheeling, Jnne 10. A speeial|to the Intelligencer says as train No. 2 on the Clarksburg
and Western Railroad leaving Clarksburg this
morning for Weston, was ennring the trestle
at Waldon’s, a passenger car palled off the
track, and before the train could be stopped
the passenger coach, together with a gondola
and one house car were precipitated over the
trestle. The passenger car inverted itself and
struck on its top. As near as could be learned
about twenty passengers were aboard, including some six or seven ladies. Word was immediately sent to Clarksburg and all the phyMr.
sicians in town were soon on the ground
Carey, supposed from New York, died a) 11.29
this forenoon, Mr. Goldsborough of Baltimore
was injured internally and died shortly after.
Otfcer casualties include twelve seriously injured and two probably fatally. The accident
is supposed to have been caused by a rail

iTftoney iTlarket.

(By Telegraph.)
New York. Jane 16—Evening. Money

London,

June

By Telegraph.)
16.—Consols 100 7-16.

LlVEKPOOL,June 16—13.30 P. M.—Cotton maiktt
steadv; Uplands 6%d;Orleans 6 16-16d; sales 10,bales speculation and export 2000;futures quiet

000

Portland Daily Press Stock List.
Corrected by Woodbuby & Moulton, Investment
Bankers, Cor. Middle and Exchange Streets.
Par Value
Offered. Ask
Descriptions.
...114
..116
State of Maine Bonds.
..120
Portland City Bonds, Municipal.... ..100
..121
Port'and City Bonds, aid K. K.107
103
Bath City Bonds.100
20
..111
years.109
Bangor City Bonds,
.111
Callus City Bonds.109
62
Cumberland National Bank.. 40.... 60
..169
Canal National Bank.100. ...167
..163
First National Bank.100....161
..163
Casco National Bank.100.... 161
..121
Merchant’s National Bank... 76....120
161
National Traders’ Bank.100.... 160
..96
Portland Company. 90
66
Portland Gas Company. 60— 60
..110
Ocean Insurance Company ...100—108
..

..

..

..

A. & K. R. R. Bends. 110
Maine Central R. R. Bonds 7’s.119
Leedsdc Farmington R.R.b’ds 100....Ill
Potland & Ken. U. R. Bonds,100.Ill
Kumford Falls A B R. R. Receiver

1st 7s.108
Portland * Ogdensburg RR 1st, 6a.. 106
Is.107
Portland Water Co.,
••
■■
2s.
.107
••
3s.110

..112
..121
..113

..113
..lift
..108
109
109

..

..111

TELK
SATURDAY

MORNING,

FOR GOVERNOR,

Short & Harmon.)
This memorial volume, not intended as a full
and elaborate presentation of the facts of the

ROBEE.

FREDERICK

great poet’s life, or as a delicately balanced
and authoritative critique upon his genius and
work, deserves praise for tho worthy and satisfying manner in which Mr. Underwood has
performed his task within tho limits ho assigned for himself. This dignified and clear
history of the poet’s life is prefaced by a chapter devoted to an exceedingly interesting ac-

REPRESENTATIVE* TO tONCBESS,

THOMAS B. REED,
NELSON DINGLEY, JR.,
CHARLES A. ROLTELLE,
SEIH L. MILLIHEN.

of his ancestors and the prominent part
they took in tho political and social affairs of
their tin e. From a noble stock wore inherited
tho exquisite courtesy, tho unconscious kingliness of Mr. Longfellow’s manner, and the delicount

For the purpos of furlheriug the good cause in
Publishthe
the coming political campaign,
ers of the Pkess propose to issue their Weekly
ami Daily Editions at the following extraordinarily
low rates, barely covering the cost of material and

cate and large sympathy which throbs beneath
the perfect outline of his verse.
Mr. Underwood has already noted in his mo-

postage.

nograph upon Mr. Lowell, how utterly opposed was the narrow and unimaginative spirit of the Puritans to all poetic achievement.
Mauy years passed after peace was declared

THE MAKE STATE PRESS
Weekly, will

be furnished, beginning vrith the number issued next after the receipt of tne order in each
and closing with the issue of Sept. 14th, containing a report of the Maine Election.

ready
with England, before the barren soil
for seeding and the air clear of battle smoke
for the flowering of song. In the dawn of a
fortunate time, the poet Longfellow was born.
Several illustrations show the houses, all of the
colonial fashion, which Mr.

case,

Single t?opic«,

cents.

PRESS !

DAILY

THE

was

be furnished, beginning with the number is
cue
next afVr receipt of order in each case, and
closing w ith the it-sueof Sep. lGth, with full returns
from Maine Election;
Will

tage will in all

cases

he

Longfellow inhabited in Portland

bridge.

$l.CO

Single Copied, by m-il,
t,('-

sturdy, four-square

Puess will contain complete political news
and inf r mat ion besides the customary genera
anti mis* eha eous matter.
business
news,
Republican C *mm tiees and others desirous of
the iriucnph of the right can do no mure useful
fervice than to aid in the dissemination of good

CO.,

TL.ATVD, ME,

desire to show him as he was, a man upon
whom the strongest light may fall and find no
spot or stain. It is a volume well fitted to the
present need of the public, which welcomes
with open hands a worthy memoir of Mr.
Lc ngfellow’s life, but which can wait until the
first stress of personal and loving grief be

Cheap Letter Postage.
The feasibility of reducing letter postage
has been discussed for a long time, and Mr.
Blaine’s proposition for a two cem rate was
received with general approval as soon as
The chief obstacle in the way has
been the annual deficit in the postal department, a deficit heretofore too large,

passed over, for a work which shall define with
masterly outline and detail, the exact literary
achievement, the inspiration and art of the

made.

the in-

by
crease of business which cheap postage
would bring about. The department is,
however, now uearly self-supporting, the
cutting-down of the Star routes having
placed it close to a paying basis. The only
heavy burden upon it now is the transportation of merchandise,—service that does not
properly belong to the department, and that
is paid for by letter-writers. This can and
thought,

it was

to be overcome

The
Postmaster-General has advised the House
Post Office Committee that the transportation of merchandise in the mails ought to
be dispensed with, as it is carried on at a
heavy loss. Now there is no good reason
why the Government should transport
merchandise at a loss, if it should transport
It at ail. It is not disseminating iuteligence
should be left to the common carriers.

doing. On the contrary, it is making
the receipts from letters and printed matter
pay for a good part of the freight business.

by

so

It has thus become a tax upon the very
thing for which cheap postage is demanded.

By regulating
as

it is not

charges so
department self-supporting,

the merchandise

to make that

estimates of the
appreciative and intel-

poet’s works are sound,
ligible. In accordance with the general plan
of the volume, they are not extended or minute, but give to the general reader a notably
clear and just survey of the rich treasure
which is the world’s legacy from oho of the
highest and most humane of its* lives.
The impression left by the reading of this
memorial is of a volume written with no motive less than the praising of the poet and the

prepaid by the Pub-

ike

PO

Cam-

Mr. Underwood’s critical

JUhen,

PORTLAND PUBLISHING

and

likely that 2-cent letter postage
a deficiency,

would create

poet.
John C. Calhoun. By Dr. H. Von Holst.
(Boston: Houghton, Mifflin & Co.; Portland:
; Loring, Short & Harmon.) This volume of the
I

American Statesmen Series is a dramatic and
telling sketch of a good man devoted to a had
cause. The tragedy of such slavery is set forth
in the opening paragraph of the work, in such
clear and decided fashion that the keynote of
the whole work is instantly heard; and the story of Calhoun’s life moves on to its fatal failure, not borne down by crowding circumstances, but done to death for sake of a strange god,
Slavery, already tottering to its fall. Great
was the fall thereof, but the statesman’s dead
eyes did not see it, nor his dead ears hear the
A life
crash and crumble of the hideous idol.
that in its personal aims and deeds was upright
and clean, is buried in the ruins of the most inhuman and cruel of wrongs. Delusion can go
no farther than to persuade a man of right life
and honest heart that any nation can live and

The Present Religious Conflict. By AugusBlauvelt. (New York: G. P. Potnam’s
Sons; Portland: Loring, Short & Harmon.)
This is an industrious, careful and earnest inquiry into spiritual and religious matters.
Whatever may be the measure of the reader’s

tus

It may not be generally known to lands
men, bat all sailors are aware that, with a
strong and steady favoring wind, it is possible for a sailing vessel to equal the speed of
Mr. Benjamin, in
an Atlantic steam-ship.
his article on “The involution of the American Yacht” in the forthcoming July Century, compares the time made by some sailingships twenty and thirty years ago with that
of the fastest steamers of to-day. In one of
the recent “fastest passages ever made” by
the Alaska, her greatest run was 419 miles

twenty-four hours. Before 1850, the ship
James Baines, built by Donald McKay, ran
420 miles in twenty-four hours. The ship
Red Jacket, built at Rockland, Maiue, ran
2,280 miles in seven days, or 325 miles per
diem fur a week. The Plying Cloud, McKay’s most celebrated ship, once made 374
knots, or 433 miles, in twenty-four hours
and twenty-five minutes, equal to 17.17 miles
per hour. The difficulty sailing-vessels experience in competing with craft whose motive power is steam lies, not in the ability of
the ships, but in the fact that the wind is
unsteady.

mutable

_

the American people
for practical knowledge is well exemplified
by the remarkable sale in this country of cyclopajdias and other digests of information.
The publication of the first edition of Appleton’s “American Cyclopedia” was begun
in 1857, and of the revised edition in 1873.
The entire aggregate number of volumes
printed has been one million four hundred
and fifty-nine thousand five hundred and fifty (1,459,550), making an average, there beThe inclination of

ing

sixteen volumesAo

a

set. of

ninety-one

thousand two hundred and twenty-two sets.
This is certainly a very remarkable sale of a
work of the magnitude and cost of the
“American Cyclopaedia.” If we add to this
the sale of the Index and

Annual

volumes,

the number is increased to 1,722,750. A
careful estimate of the sales, in different
styles of binding, shows that the public
have expended for this Cyclopaedia, including the Annual volumes, over ten million

dollars._
Lewiston Journal:

Argus

The

seems

to

have had an editorial in type for several days
headed “The Ring Victory,” published on
and intended to

apply to the re,
suit of the recent Republican State convention. Whoever may have been nominated,
the Argus would not fail to label it “Ring
Victory.” Whatever happens in the Republican ranks in Maine, the Argus never fails
to reproduce its stereotyped phrases. NevWednesday

assemble in Maine to
which the Argus’ well-worn phrases could
less apply. The Portland convention was a
convention of the right ring. The “machine
politics” of which the Argus flippantly talks,
this year, are chiefly run under Governor
Plaisted’s hat.
did a convention

er

A cobkespondent of the Boston Travel-

ler reports that two Irishmen, one Sunday afternoon, were admiring the new front of
ex-Gov. Tilden’s house in Gramercy park.

“Kaix, Pat,”

said one of

them, pointing

the head of Michael Angelo

doors,

“is that a

den?”

likeness

of

to

of

the

Misther

Til-

over one

“No,” replied his companion, “Tilgood looking as that; he’s a

den ain’t so

thin man—has no

Kelly.”

whiskers.

That’s John

__

A new volume of poems from Mr. Longfellow, including all the lyrics that he wrote
after the publication of “Ultima Thule,”
will be published very soon by Houghton,
Mifflin & Co.

It will be called “In the Har-

bor: Ultima Thule, Part II.,”

a

title chosen

and will

include,
Longfellow himself,
published in magazines
and literary journals, several new poems
which will be first given to the world in this

by

Mr.

iu addition to poems

book.

_

P “If the tariff shall be properly revised, as
it now seems to be in a fair way of being,”
says the Ohio State Journal, “there will be
no need of internal revenue taxes beyond
those on whiskey and tobacco. All other
taxes except duties on imports, should be
abolished.”
“Those who expect a sweeping victoiy
for the California Democracy on the Chinese issue will be sadly dis^no^tnted,” declares the San Francisco Gin*"-1'1 adding:
“Let the Republicans conduct the campaign
properly with a good ticket and they will
sweep the State.”

Mr. Houghton’s second volume of verse is better than his first, emphasizes a fact moro than
suspected, that he 13 a poet. Tne force and
originality of his imagination is shown in the
poem upon Niagara; an ambitious and hack-

in Mr.

The Creation and Scripture. By Gilbert C.
Houell, M. D. (New York: G. P. Putnam’s
Sons; Portland: Loring, Short & Harmon.)
This is an interesting volume, published bince
the author’s death, of various reflections and
Providence with the world. A chapter which the
writer’s medical experience emphasizes is that

speculations concerning the dealings of

which sets forth the kindly warnings and impenalties of nature, and the causes
and progress of pestilence and of the less terrible but equally sure influences of bad air and
water. The tone of the volume is one of belief and honest investigation.
Diseases oi Memory.

By Th. Kibot.

(Ap-

pleton’s International Scientific Series; Portland: Hoyt, Fogg & Donham). This work,
like moat others of the series to which it belongs, while thoroughly scientific and devoted
to the minute presentation of a single topic, has
much in its pages to interest the general and

non-scientific reader. The phenomena of memits
and
its
felicities
lapses, are
ory,
and inThe curious
all.
tangible wires that carry, thought like
a flash into the past are set in motion by hidden batteries. M. Kibot explains, so far as
familiar

to

Two thousand three hundred and fifty

byciclists

mot at

the other day.

Hampton Court, England,

Moi

aberrations of

memory

depends

upon

processes of

tion, with alternate nutrition and waste.
Gabriel Conroy.

By Bret Harte.

(Boston:

& Co.; Portland: Loring,
Short & Harmon). This edition of Mr. Harte’s
works is elegant for the library shelves; and
comfortable for the reader who will like to re-

acquaintance with the tender and un.
practical nobility of Gabriel, the straightforward and precocious Oily, and the inimitable
remarks of the usual chorus as interpreted by

new

his

Mr. Harte; and he will not fail to shed a tear,
undeserved, perhaps, but irrepressible, for sake
of Jack Hamlin.
Orient Sunbeams, or From the Porte to the
Pyramids. By Samuel S. Cox (New York: G.
P. Putnam’s Sons; Portland: Loring, Short &

Although Mr. Cox’s rhetoric is gorhis langeous as a silk quilt in Dili) pieces, and
of the Unathe
down
breaks
dykes
guage
bridged and threatens to drown the dictionary,
his honest, original and good-humored observation and the thorough desire to see and underHarmon).

and picturesque scenes
stand the historic
which he visits, make his book much more
and
readably and graphic than many a languid
elegant impression de voyage. Congressman
Cox is alive all over, and is not afraid to exand peopress his delight in seeing countries
of which he has read, and which have in-

ples

terested his active and practical mind.
The Defense of the Bride, and Other Poems.
By Anna Katharine Green. (New York: GP. Putnam’s Sons; Portland: Loring, Short &
Harmon). Miss Green is already well known
as the author of some of the best sensational
stories which have been written, for instance
the Leavenworth Case, in which the mystery
and involved plot are fairly worthy of Wilkie
Collins, and the style is refined and unaffected.
The vigor and imagination of Miss Green’s
prose might prepare the reader for similar qualities in her verse—and he will not be disap-

pointed. She has the gift, somewhat rare in
woman-writers of verse, of telling a direct and
dramatic story, not delaying for over-subtle
analysis of emotions, but including them in a

broad and competent stroke. To readers tired
of the over-subjective and symptomatic style
of poetry quite too prevalent now, this volume
will be very refreshing. Miss Green’s hand-

of metres is not ambitious, but excellent,
and the smoothness of her verse takes nothing
from its vigor.

ling

_

Poems. By Mary E. Blake. (Boston: Hough,
ton, & Mifflin; Portland; Loring, Short &
Harmon). The characteristics of Mrs. Blake’s
verse are tender, natural and womanly feeling,
fervor, and pleasant metrical work.

religious

Her poems vary in merit, here and there one,
The Artist’s Touch, There’s Rosemary, Twisome
light, The Last Bulletin and others, has
fine
of
impulse,
sentiment,
merit
quick
especial
sort
or delicate music. Her poems are of the
to give much enjoyment and to find a place
Their litamong favorite household volumes.
but they will
the
not
of
is
highest,
place
erary
stand well among the average good verse of the
day. A little technical suggestion here may
be made that double rhymes, often desirable,

rarely made well by employing participles,
is too
be singing, be ringing, etc. The device
the employment
easy, and dilutes the sense bj
of two words where one would do better.
This is a hint not more needed by the writer of
the poems under review, than by very many
others, but is here suggested and may be

noted.

C3ity XXEtll,

TUESDAY EVENING, June 20th.
SOLOIST*,
MISS NETTIE A. MILLIKEN, Soprano,
MU. WILL H. STOC KB RIDGE, Tenor,
MR. J. B. COYLE, JR., Bass.

IT IS WARRANTED TO CURE

Conductor, IIEIXiTIANN KOTZSI'IIHAK
TICKET^, including Rexervcd Heat, 50
CeutM. AdiniMien 35 C«uH. A lew reserved

1 Nervous Headache I11 5 minutes! Billons'
In S minutes!
Neuralgia In 3
minutes! Dandruff and Diseases of the

can be had at .Stockbridge’s.
Notwithstanding the large expense attending the
production of this work, the prices of admission are
placed at figures which will, it is honed, meet the
commendation of the music loving public.

seats

Prevent Falling Hair and Bald”

Scalp!
!
ness!

Promptly Arrest Premature Cray-"
Make the Hair grow Long and
Clossy! The continued use of Pills, etc.,
works Irreparable Injury. Ask any Physiness

Will positively produce
,a rapid growth of hair
on

Bridireinan.]
willing to encourage the use
of annonest remedy. I am so
pleased with yourHalr Brash that I
deem it my duty to write you recommending It moat cordially. My hair,

fiew

Portland Municipal
St. Lonis

are

ontfandYwas rapidPybecoming bold;

Cleveland
Fort Wayne
St. Louis County
Northern Pacific R. It.

: Tho Pall Mali Electric Arcs©elation of London,
York Branch: 843 Broadway.
*
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fun
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powc.3.

1"8

Jaa. II.
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Occasions.

Maine

curatlT0

II. M. PAYSOY & CO.

Chapman,
Mayor.

Essay in the
Positive Psychology. ByTh. Ribot.
Translated
from the French by William HuntiDgfcon Smith,
vol. xli. International Scientific Series.
Cloth,
209 pp. New York: D. Appleton & Co,
Portland: Hoyt, Fogg & Donham.
An

Hi. Washington
Walking Guide to
Range. By William H. PickcrlDg. Cloth, 74
pp.,76 cents. Boston: A. Williams A Co. Portland: Hoyt, Fogg & Donham.
The Epoch of Reform, 1830-1850 By Jus
tin McCarthy. Epochs of Modern History Series
Cloth, 215 pp., $1. New York: Charles Scribner’s Sons. Portland: Loring, Short & Harmon.
The Stolen White Elephant.
By Mark
Twain. Cloth, 31G pp. Boston: J. R. Osgood &
Co. Portland: Loring, Short & Harmon.
Henry Wadsworth Longfellow: A Medley
in Prose and Verse. By R. H. Stoddard.
Cloth*
251 pp. New York: George W. Harlan & Co*
Portland: Loring, Short & Harmon.
Henry Wadsworth Longfellow. Proceedings of the Maine Historical Society. Portland:
Hoyt, Fogg & Donham.
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ee

that name Is on the
box. Avoid those WIR£
Brushes which Injure
the Scalp and promote

Baldness.
!■,.

.iwn,

Mention this Paper.

assert that Mr. Ladd was busy day and night
in benaif of this measure, and that finally he
convinced the House by an eloquent speech in
its favor. The cold facts are that Mr. Ladd
was not known or heard of in committee or
among members as an advocate of the bil
w“ich his constituents were so much interested in, and from the time that Mr. Reed called
up the bill until its final passago, Mr. Ladd

He never has .uttered a word on the floor of the House this session upon any subject, and his eloquent appeal
is

conveniently absent.

Mexican & So. Amr. Doubloons. .15.45
German Twenty Mark. 4.70
Canada Notes.99%
N. B. & N. S. Notes.99
American Silver % and % Dollars.
.99%
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LASELL
advantages

ial

sub-committee

and

-.

the morning
All applicants must be present
above specified, and the examination will continue
finished.
through two days unless sooner
No lurther examinations will take place prior to
the opening of the schools.
THOMAS TASH, Superintendent of Schools.
jel2 dtd
Portland, June 10,1&82.

$10 to $22

Gentlemen's Pine Wool and Worsted Pantaloons, $$.50 to $710

Republicans

have

given him.

The

greenback-

&

ALLEN

470

easily satisfied.
The Republicans

are

by

have been greatly cheered
from various parts of the
country.
was an unexpected triumph, for the

Oregon

INTERESTING

In order to reduce our Stock to make
room for Goods of our own manufacture.
We offer at COSTfor the NEXT THIRTY DAYS our entire stock of Ladies’,
Gents’, Hoys’, Misses’, and Children’s
Hoots and Shoes. This is a rare opportunity as our Stock is large, and consists
of goods from line hand sewed to comHo not fail to call
mon medium grades.
and examine our goods before buying
elsewhere.

WHITNEY GAilER SHOE 00.,
Cor. Union St, Under Falmouth Hotel.

J*nl

Oil,

Water

Color

—AND—

PHOTOGRAPHIC OUTFITS
—

AT

—

HEWES’ ART STORE
ju6

593 Congress Street.

TT&Stf

If your locality does not furnish you with fine
fitting Boots, take your Troublesome feet to
4

ongre»*

erly fitted.

.Street, ami have them prop-

Maine Central U. It.

on

in

can come

on

trains.

Secure

your State

Kooms at

oucc.

of the beat
served on board
of Steamer; Breakfast, 60c.; Dinner, 75c.; Supper,
50c. Berths free. State Rooms, $1.50 to $2.60.
W“No Passes accepted on this trip,
Steamers of this lino leave Portland
every week
day, (etcept Thursday,) during the season of pleasone

travel.

ure

GEO. L. DAY, G. P. A.

CUSHING, GeuT Manager.

E.

Portland June 18.
je!4

P. B. M. D.

& M. S. S. CXV
d4t

^
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PORTLAND SOCIETY OF ART
Tii» firs! Annual Eiliibitiou of
llic Studios of the

eminent American

most

Artists

will open oil Friday, June ICtli,
and remain open till Anuust 16th,
at No. 5071

Congress

street.

Hours 10 A. M. to lO F. itt.

Si.OO.
Admission. 25 cts. Season Tickets d2mos
jeia

CITY

HALL.

Monday Evening,

June

19,

LEILA FARRELL’S
ASSISTED BY A CHORDS

voices

25

MISS LEILA FARRELL

“Bettina,”

as

MR.

LEWIS SMITH
as

„

“Pippo.”

WALTER GOOLD, Conductor.

Admission, 35 cents; Reserved Seats,
Sale of Seat* Thursday, June 15tb,

60 cent*
at Stock-

bridge’*.

jelddtd

P. L. S.
The first annual
men’s Benevolent

KJS. PICNIC.

picnic of the Portland LongshoreSociety will take place at

LITTLE HOC
Wednesday,

ioLAND,

June

21, 1882.

Boats will leave east side of Custom House Wharf
every hour from 8 a. m. to 2 p. m. For list of amusements and prizes see posters.
Chandler7* Quadrille Ennd w engaged for
the occasion.
Parties wishing to tender for right of furnishing
refreshments can address to L. B. Howard, No. 7
Washington street.
Ticket* 30cent* each. Children under l‘J
SW ceui*. To be had from Financial Secretary and
members of committee.
L. B. HOWARD, President.
M. O’BRIEN, Recording Secretary.
jel5dlw

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 21, 1882,
MARAIWOOK

Musical

^Festival!

The Immense Success of Last Year to be

Repeated.

Summer visitors and people living out of the city
to call and examine our goods. No trouble to show
goods. Your corns, bunions and ingrowing nails

perfectly fitted.

LADIES’
Fine New York Boots

a

Grand Chorus 1000 Voices.
THE

CELEBRATED

Germania Orchestra & Brass Band^ ^
OP BOSTON.

The distinguished Soprano.

MRS. H. F. KNOWLES
OF BOSTON, and
MR. WALTER EMERSON
the

PUBLIC

celebrated Coraetiat of Boston.
REDEARSAL AT

11 A. M.

Grand Concert at 2.30 P. M.

specialty.

dtf

L. A. TOItKENS, Ondurl.r.

in all numbers from 13 1-2 to 17 at

NELSON’S

ESacli.

Cents

58
FINE

FOR

SHIRT

ROYS,

i

50

25c

Men’s Gauze Vests,
Men’s Linen Collars,

CENTS.

EACH.
^

CARPEjTIMGrS.

Elegant Corsets,

are
better assortment than ever.

department warrants
sibly find room for.

3.

this

$1.00
Best 3 Button Kids,
25, 37, 50c
Gauze Lisle Glo res,
All Linen Handkfs Fancy, 12 l-2c

prepared to-day

Carpetings
to show

a

we

Corner off Brown.
codtf

TO

THE GOL1) BOOT.
eodtf

Power!

MAKE

MONEY.

Lipid

M
COESES'S A TOnLlNSON,
217 and 219 Commeucial St.,
Wholesale A|t>. for Portland and vicinitT ^

to

eodBmso

lP24

$2

10c
15c

SPECIAL NOTICE.

dtl

|

Located on the
and Turner
hiinjov

Spring’’

Corner Howard

Streets,

BOSTON LEAD MFG. €0.
Office, 24 and 2G Oliver Street, Boston, Mass.
“BOSTON STAB BKAND

PURE WHITE LEAD

from the

spring

HOR^E COVERS.
added to my Oil Clothing department
the manufacture of Water Proof Horse Covwant with a
ors, I am prepared to furnish ihose in
superior article, of various styles and sizes, with and

HAVING

without hoods.

ALFRED HASKELL,
Now Nos. 370 & 372 Fore and 17 Moulton Sts,
dlw»
jel2

TIN & TIN LINED PIPE, PUMPS, SOLDER &c,
GOLD MEDAL awarded by the Massachusetts
Charitable Mechanics’ Association in 1881.
eodGms
tuarl

are

Notice.
hereby cautioned against

Norwegian

in

Art

designs which we are now
showing in onr “Up Stairs” room.
Stamping executed in the very
new

Moore & Co.
Owen,’_
dt

CITY

OFFAC.

%
been duly licensed to remove the oity
offal and having given a bond for the satisfactory performance of the work, I would request all
persons having knowledge of any neglect on the
part of my drivers to immediately inform me of the
fact by telephone or otherwise. JOHN L. BEST,
375 Commercial St. Telephone 502.
Portland, June 14,1882.
jnel6eod3m*

HAVING

NOVELTIES IN MILLINERY.
my Summer Goods just opened are some
very desirable Dress Hats for Misses and chilalso
dren;
something new for trimming Ladles’
Summer Bonnets.

AMONG

har-

persons
of the
trusting any of the
ALLboring
Hark “Sigrid,” Hanneoig master, from
or

interested

—_

dlft

]nel4__

RED LEAD AND LITHARGE.

& SHEET LEAD.

Every lady

Needle Work, should examine the

best manner.

mu

fllHE Spring House will be open for the season,
I on and after June 14th, 1882, from 10 to 12
All visitors can obtain a
a. in., and 2 to 4 p. m.
book containing testimonials from many of our
on
of the water, which will
the
merits
citizens
best
be served at 3 cts. per glass. Come and drink of
health
restoring
hererage, fresh
this life giving,
WM. J. BKIDTE, Treas

Art Needle Work.

crow

Antwerp, as no bills of their contracting will be
paid by captain or consignees. CHASE, LEAVITT
junl5d3t*
SCO

Cl.
VKUHALV, 511 1-J Congress St.
P. S.—The first quality of mourning goods always
eia dlw
in stock.

YXAXjXj,

June

23,

FOR THE BENEFIT OF THE

MAINE GENERAL HOSPITAL,
at

which the following artists hare generously vol
unteered:

%

MISS ANNIE LOUISE

MISS RUTH C. EONG, Contralto,
THE CECILIA CLL’B,
THE WEBER CLL'B,
HARVEY MURRAY,
Now

on

Accompanist
sale at Stock-

julhdtd

MONSTER

Baud Tournament.
Lake Maranacook,

TUESDAY^ JUNE
Open

One of the most useful and valuable invenof the age.
Endorsed by leading scientific and business

men.

Manufactures heat and illuminating gas by an
ingenioas yet simple process and at nominal cost
from Petroleum and Kerosene oils.
No Ashes. No dust. No Inconvenience.
Stoves run without care at a saving of 25 ter

cent.
At slight additional expense over cost of
heating and cooking arrangements, apparatus can
be attached to make first class illuminating
gas.
Ladies are delighted with it and regard it as a
“Household Favorite.”
Stove dealers can add it t© their regular business and MAKE MONEY.
For seaside and mountain resorts, camping-out
purposes, country and city residences and for
making steam for mechanical purposes it is very
valuable.
Easy to operate aigi ©ven a child can manage
it with entire safety.
To see it is to be convinced.

Company,

9 EXCHANGE STREET.

Portland,

June

Junl3dlm

7, 1882.

FISDLYtl TACKLE!
In

all Its varieties, wholesale and retail.

221

Ifliddlc

Street,

Opposite Falmouth'Hotel.

P.

ft.
may 2 2

JL.

BAILEY.
dtf

$175

For the Heft Cornet Nolo.
J EDGE*.-Prof. J. B. Claim; Prof. W.
Prof. T. II. Kollin(9. Riplev. of Bouton;
nou, of WilliiUcTutic, Couu.

Grand Consolidated Concert
\

-UY-

1200 MUSICIANS.
Dancing
1ST

all

Day

MAMMOTH PAVILION.
Mr. J.

£. Jenks will provide

Mammoth

Clam

a

Bake,

and sufficient food for UO.OuO people.

Special Excursion Trains
ana

on

Maine

Central R, R.

connections.

WINNHIP &

iVou on exhibition at IVo. 9 Exchnugc hU.
All are cordially invited to call.
County, city and toxvn right© for ©ale for
place© in ITIaene not already ©old.
Correspondence solicited and promptly answered.

Fuel

8800

PRIZE CORNET VALUED AT

GIVE IT A TRIAL.

Liquid

IN PRIZES

Cash Prizes anionnitng to $135. S

tions

Maine

27,

to all Bands in Maine.

Fuel Co., 8800

COUNTY, CITY, & TOWN RlbHTS FOR SALE.

H. I. NELSON & CO. “Forest City Mineral
ju7

Heat!

PORTLAND, ME.

50c to $5

Fans,
Crimped Mets, Sin le,
“
o
Double,

LEAD PIPE

COMSSISTREET,

The Maine

$1.75

—

Friday Evening,

DEALER,

RARE CHANCE

20c
20c
15c to

SAMUEL LITTLE, Pros.

At 421
Light!

to 38c

7.
Germantown Wool,
Zephyr Worsteds,
Cauvases,

SHOE

SION OF

10 to 25c
25 to 75c
20 to 50c

AT

CARY !
THE

Black Spanish Laces, 25, 50, 75c
12 and 15c
Tubular Braid,
50c
Colored Spanish Laces,

10

—

TICKETS $1.00.
bridge’s Music Store.

julO

Bu'tons, Pear ;
Buttons, Metal,
Buttons, Jet,

GRAND CONCERT

styles.

3.

6.
Buttons, Gilt ami Steel,

CARY !

MR.

larger and

may30

dtd

jun7

OITY

Our constantly increasing business in
in keeping as large a stock as we can pos-

499 Congress Street,

and Concert.

specialty.

Sent by mail, postage prepaid.

to which

GEO. A. GAY & CO.,

$1.00

lOc to

ns

invoice of New

DON’T BE DECEIVED
carpets are First Quality and the very latest
NO TROUBLE TO SHOW OUR GOODS.

Oar

10c
Ladies’ Linen Collars,
Misses’ Lace Collars, 25, 50, 75c

Laces, White,

large

a

a

Fare* from Portland, Bath and Brunt*
wick, 81 for the Round Tri|», including
Admi*»ion to the Gromds, the BeherMil

Our new style Front Lace Boots, S, M and F.
Ladies’, Misses and Children** Base Ball goods in
all the leading styles, long, slim, narrow Base Ball
a speeijuty.
Ladies’ Kid Foxed, with Matt.
:id Top, $3.00 and $4.00, widths S, M, B, 0 and
F. Ladies’ French and American Kid Slippers and
Newport Ties in all the leading styles.

BOOTS &SHOES

2.

We have just received
We
$1.00 invite inspection.

Ladies* Cloth Top Boots

D.

French Kid low shoes, A, B and C. Gent’s JerseJ
Hand Sewed Shoes. Gent’s Hand Sowed Cloth Top
Button. Gent’s Cloth Top Oxfords. Gent's Base
Ball Boots tor your long, slim, narrow feet. Fine
Dress Canvas Bale, for boys.

10c

Ladies’ Gauze Vests, 25, 37, 50c
Ladies’ Fancy Hose, Regular
25c
Made,
15c
Child’s Fancy Hose,

New York Boots, widths A/AA, B, C

and

GENTLEMEN’S

in all sizes, at

DEPARTMENT

York Boots.

New

goods

This is to close a line of our Petersburg Shirts. The best fitting Shirt to be
found in the market, and are as good as are sold usually at $1.00. We also offer

BULLETIN.

Trains leave Portland at 8.15 and 9.16 a. m..
Bath 8.00 a. m., Brunswick 8 35 a. m. For time of
trains from other places see posters.

Woodmansee & Garside’s

GENTS’ UNLAUNDRIED SHIRTS

CORRODERS AND MANUFACTURERS.

SKETCHING !

Portland.

We shall offer a line of

Parasols,

BOOTS and MS.

Parties

Regular

dtt

Jan24

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY

3.
to those In want of

143 Pearl Street.

oil the

_

news

Democrats had boasted loudly of their prosThe Republipects in all the Pacific States.
can majority is doubled, and the Republicans
gain a United States Senator. The California
Republicans say that we may look for a similar
result in that State, and that the Republicans
will elect at least four of the six Representatives there. Some of the more sanguine Republicans are also claiming Nevada.
Delaware has reported well in the local elections, and for the first time its first city, Wilmington is in the hands of the Republicans,
The
who now also hope to carry the State.
local elections in Virginia also show great liberal gains, and the Bourbons are despondent.
It may be said fairly that the Republicans are
much more hopeful of gains almost everywhere than they were a few weeks ago.
Had it not been for the democratic system of
obstruction, Congress would now be ready to
adjourn. As it is several weeks will be required for the necessary or important business.
The completion of the appropriation bills will
require ten days at least. Several important
bills for improving the postal laws are on the
calendar, and the bill to amend the internal
revenue law is also likely to take some time
for discussion. A month would be necessary
for the proper deliberation upon the important
measures which
have been reported to the
is
and
the
But
it
House
Senate.
that
the
most
of them will be postponed
likely
until December, and that after the disposition
of the appropriations, several election cases yet
It
to be reported, Congress will do but little.
is generally thought that the adjournment will
be reached about the fourth of July.
J. W. B.

COMPANY,

Congress Street,

my!3

of Maine are invited to make a note of this
and also of the fact that when that contract began Murch ran away, and instead of trying to
help seat a Greenback friend who had been
cheated of his election by the Southern Democrats, he was heard of next at the fusion
gathering at Bangor. If the greenbackers of
Maine are proud of such representatives, they

Given to private pupils by tbe snbscribei

Wanted.

FINE CLOTHING AND FURNISHING GOODS,

lock forced upon the House by the Southern
Bourbons. Mr. Reed is a leader whom all respect, and who is in the habit of succeeding in
the measures which his judgment leads him to
advocate becanse his judgment is good and his
ability is equal to sustaining it.
While on this subject of Ladd, lest he may
also try to gain credit with his constituents for

Instruction in English and Classical Studies.

4'il

about 5 P. M.

Portland and Return,.$.*1*00
Kurlifand and Reiurc,.
2.00
Lewi.ton and Return,. 4.041
Bath stud Return,. 4.«5
Ausustn and Return,. 5.00
1.410
tSrunswirk aud Rmirn, .....
Iflalloweil and Return,. 4 OO
Gardiner and Return,. 4.75
Kieliinond and Rrluru,. 4.50

on

J. W. CGLCORG,
-

to

Grand Concerts will be given
Steamer by a Fall Band.

candidates

High School Building on Thursday, the 6th day of
July, next, at 10 a. m. Applicants must pass a
satisfactory examination in the following branches,

ing.

$8 to $25

Gentlemens Fine Wool Light Weight Oversacks,

on

value, and it is not necessary to say more. Mr.
Reed of course is entitled to the honor of having carried this measure to sucoess, as he is
of having devised a way out of the late dead-

examination of

Arithmetic, Elementary Geometry, Physical and
Descriptive Geography, English Grammar, including Composition, United States History, Physiology,
Elements of Music, (Mason’s) Elementary FreeHand Drawing, and Theory and Practice of Teach-

To be found in the State.

when the
the passage of the bill Ladd
did not vote, and is recorded in the official
journal as “absent.” If Mr. Ladd has been
instrumental in circulating this romance, the
people of Maine will assess him at his true
had

on

for teaching in the public schools of Portland,
THE
will meet for the examination of teachers at the

purely imaginary. Furthermore,

vote was

SEMINARY,

with delightful suburban home. Spechealth, manners and morals of growing

EXAMINATION OF TEACHERS.

CLOTHING

Gentlemen’s Fine Wool Ms,

land

25

viz:

.

a

Good board.
Teaches cooking and like
Adhousehold arts. To secure place apply early.
dress
C. C. Bit AG DON, PridnoipaL
eod2mos
jelO

varied Assortment of Fine, Ifledinm

UP

of

care

girls.

Low Priced

MADE

leave Portland

RIB
L4NB,*OllTH
HOB*. (Mt. Desert,) arriving Sunday morning,
giving all a rare chance to v.sit that great summer
resort.
Leaving liar Harbor Monday morning at 7
o'clock, touching at Rockland and arriving in Port-

marl7eodtf

EDUCATIONAL

OPEN !

NOW
The

favorable rates.

BUILDING.

LANCASTER

Steamer

RICHMOND

OF

Nnturday, Jaue 17.nt
for grand pip
Will 11.15 P. II..VVE^Tuad
HOI'KBAR

in any of the principal Cities on the Continent of
Europe.
Highest price paid for Sterling Bills on London.
Government Bonds and good Local Securities
bought and sold director on commission, at the most

for

by W. F. PHILLIPS &

CITY

Letters of Credit issued and Bills drawn available

asTourece'iTOtheBrush.ifnot

Republican

Washington June 13, 1882.
Some of the Fusion papers of Maine have
lately been foroing a “boom” lor Representative
Ladd, in a way which the lovers of truth must
despise. The stories are variad just enough
to give them interest, but “boiled down*” they
amount to this, that to Mr. Ladd belongs the
chief credit for the passage of the Geneva
Award bill. For particulars the story tellers

We are now paying for
Victoria Sovereigns.§ 4.85
Spanish Doubloons.16.50

^_

Bill—More Abou

Ladd—Re. or'

eodtf

J. B. Brown 8c Sons.

j

Our Wash ngton Letter.
Gei eva

32 Excliiiugc Street.

TO

EXUUK IO.X

OKAAD

MT.
DESERT x
Saturday, June 17,1882.

works fro331

SPECIE QUOTATIONS FROM

Ascherbroedel. No Name Series. Clcth, 331
Portland:
pp., $1. Boston: Roberts Brothers.
Loring, Short & Harmon.

the

Central

and other desirable securities, for salo by

Books Beceived.

Ladd and

“

“

Southern

'^Brott’aHecfrloSil'r'BnMh'^R'cnlca
V myheadacheswithtaafew^.kJ;,.".!?,,. .3™

e

6s
6s
6s
5 I-2s
6s
6s
6s
7s

...

_.

hut alnce UBing tho Brash a thick growth of
hair hasmadolts appearance nulto equal to that
which I had previous to its falling out Ihavetried
other remedies, but with no success. Af ter th is remarkable result I purchased one for bit wife, who has been a
great sufferer from headache, and she finds It a prompt and
A. C* lfridgeiuan,D.D.?•
infallible remedy.

American colonies in Europe; and Dean Stanley’s elevated and noble Sermons on Special

BONDS,.

where the

i™—wamnF.. -.»*

“Gents: I have never before
given a testimonial, but am

New numbers of the Franklin Square Library (New York: Harpers; Portland: Loring,
Short & Harmon), are Our Set, a group of
charming stories by Annie Thomas; Two Old
Cats, a pleasant novel of the English and

heads,

glands and follicles
not totally destroyed.

bbooklyn.

land of dreams I have chosen my part
To sleep for a season, and hear no word.”
“In the

bald

THE SEA.”

OF

The management will make this
Excursions of the season. Meal*

FINANCIAL.

_

that no mau has the right to shut himself away
from the common cares and events of the
world, to live to himself and say

The Di«fHfeet» ef JIcmorv:

d3t

ju!5

cian.

ers

Houghton, Mifflin

THE CREATION,

Wire Brush

a

Boston,

grand performance of Haydn’s immortal
work,

a

ISLE

The New and Fast

2 Headache

singular, impossible, and not wholly pleasing
story has, however, the charm of genuine
Italian humor, delicacy of treatment, and honesty of purpose. The eleventh commandment,
readers may be pleased to learn, is to the effect

organiza-

memories are pigeon-holed
ing until called for. He relates curious cases
of double consciousness, of extinction of memthat
ory, etc., and arrives at the conclusion

Remedy

~j

The Eleventh Comniaudineufc. By Anton
Giulo Barrili. From the Italian, translated by
Clara Bell. New York: Win. S. Gottsberger;
Portland: Loring, Short & Harmon). This

this in face of the fact
election cases, an
that had that scheme prevailed, a greenbacker
could also have been deprived of the seat to
which he was fairly elected, and which the

the cells of

will give

Bat Pure Bristles.

hopeful interest.

the brain where
away for safe keep-

discovered, and in a clear
and philosophical fashion, the workings and

Germania Orchestra of

Which hns won iis way to Royal favor in England, boon cordially indorsed by the Prince and
Pr:ncca3 or V. rJcs, c.:id Written upon by too lit. Hon. W. E. Gladstone, Is how brought to
o.»-i notice of tiiO American Public. It cores by natural means, will always do good, never
bur.
and is a rctuedy lasting: for many years. It should be used daily in place of the
viriicu,: y Hair Brush. The Brush Handle is made of a new odorless composition ro''nbun-r ebony, a combination of substances PRODUCING APEIIMAi7 ELV.CTRO-MAGNETIC CURRENT WHICH AUTSIIVIHK: AATE1.Y UPON THE HAIR (HANDS AND FOLLICLES. TUl
power e.tn always be testod by a silver compass which accompanies each Brush.

The Three Poplars is admirable in picturesque
quality. The Dream of the Stork is ingenious.
The group of York Harbor poems contains
some fine lines, and ICctill the Sagaman is in
the vein of Mr. Houghton’s former work. He
is a poet whoso future will be watched with

something else foreign to the truth, it should
be stated that he joined the He nocrats and
staid with them throughout the late filibustering exhibition against the consideration of the

modern science has

An Honest

“BEAUTIFUL

ASSISTED BV 'PISE

PRESCRIBED AND USED BY OUR BEST PHYSICIANS.'

but treated by Mr. Houghton
in a sensitive and sincere manner, and in
good hexameter as well. Dead Cedars is an
admirable sketch, a monochrome in one telling
stanza. The Mummy and the Rose runs ever
into somewhat strained and artificial feeling.

are

Another novel of Bjornsljerne Bjdrnson's, “The Bridal March,” will be published
this mouth, with four illustrations.

■

neyed subject,

was

ENTERTAINMENTS

THE HAYDN ASSOCIATION,

DR. SCOTT’S ELECTRIC HAIR BRUSH.

prosper in sinfulness.

Blauvelt’s conclusions,
acquiescence
one cannot bat appreciate the liberal spirit and
the genuine faith which he evidences.

in

Other

(Boston:

Houghton.

Henry Wadsworth Longfellow. A Biographical Sketch. By Francis H. Underwood. (Boston: J. R. Osgood & Co.; Portland: Loriag,

JUNE 17.

and

ENTERTAINMENTS.

MISCELLANEOUS.

Poems. By George
Houghton & Mifflin;
Portland: Luring, Short & Harmon). That

Niagara

Recent Publications.

PBESS.

No.

COLLINS,

12G Exchnngo Street, Portland.

je!3dtd

BOOTS J

SHOES.

The finest, the best and largest
stock of Summer Boots, Shoes and
Slippers ever offered in this State,
including all the nobby and desirable styles of the season. Also, chstom Boots made to measure and
waaranted to fit and satisfy.

M. C. Palmer.
jea

dAw

PEESS.

TTTjg

FISHING NOTES.

THE METHODISTS.
Portland District Ministerial Association.

SATURDAY MORMNB, JUNE

VICINITY]-

CITY AND

ADVERTISEMENTS TO-DAY

NSW

Coe—5.

NEW ADVERTISEMENT'S.
Summer Light Stiff Hats -Coe.
Maine Ceutral Railroad.
Notice of Foreclosure—Neal Dow.
Portland and Worcester Line.
For Sale—Niles & Scott.
Lost—Lap Robe
Mowers and Reapers—Kenuall & Whitney.
Bov Wanted.
For Sale—A Summer Cottage.
Summer Boarders—Mrs. It. M. G.
Grandest Display—Merry.
Shirt Waist—Owen, Moore & Co.

Eastern Railroaa.

Coe.

Stiff and Soft Hats—Cce.

Light,

Bailey & Co. sell morning at 11
o’clock, at mart on Plum street, a large lot of
new carriages consisting of phaetons, top and
open buggies. At same time will be sold a lot
O.

of uev* harnesses and riding saddles,

whips’

&c.

Coe sells

lap robes,

_

boys’

and men’s caps for 10c.

Like its Parent Flower
Atkinson’s Extract of violet, the most delicate and refined of perfumes, conceals its excellence behind its more widely known sister—

ju!7-S&W

the Extract of White Rose.

Get one of Merry’s Light Stiff Hats.

Boys’ Straws,

good

Merry,

Hatter.

ones, 50c., Merry.

Largest line Children’s Straw Hats, Merry.
Useless Fright.
To worry about any Liver, Kidney or Urinary Trouble, especially Bright’s Disease or Diabetes, as Hop Bitters never fails of a cure
where

a

cure is

We know this.
eodtc

possible.

juel5

Coe has the nobby straw hats.
Fbee of Chabqf.—Sample bottle of Adamson's Cough Balsam at all drug stores. Owing
to its perfect harmony in combination it is
the very best mixture for the speedy cure and
relief of Croup, Colds, Throat or Lung DisTrial size, 10
eases.
Large battles, 35 cts.

junl2-MW&S&W

cts.
Coe has all the

stiff hats.

nobby light

an Old Nurse.
Forty Tears’ Experience
MRS. WINSLOW’S SOOTHING SYRUP is
ot

the prescription of one of the best female phy
sicians and nurses in the United States, and
has been used for forty years with never failing
success by millions of mothers for their children. It relieves the child from pain, cures
dysentery and diarrhoea, griping in the bowels,
and wind-colic. By giving health to the child
Price Twenty-five Cants
it rests the mother.
a

dec3S,M&W&wl?49

bottle.

Visible Improvement.
Mr. Noah Bates, Elmira, N. Y., writes:
“About four years ago I had an attack of bilMy diious fever, and never fully recovered.
gestive organs were weakened and I would be
After using
two bottles of your Burdock Blood Bitters the
improvement was so visible that I was astonished. I can now, though G1 years of age, do' a

completely prostrated

for

days.

fair and reasonable day’s work.”
trial size 10 cents.

.Price 81.00,
d

junl2

w

_

WOULDN'T TAKE $500 FOR T.
Pino In Case

o

Hay Fever.

That incorrigible plague, Hay Fever, soems
We
to have met a master in Pino-Palmino.
invite the special attention of those suffering
from this anuoying d sease to the following:
jsew Haven, Oct. 23, 1881.

Gentlemen:—Have been afflicted for eight
seasons with Hay Fever, of the worst type.
Have spent hundreds c f dollars with only temone of your
porary relief. This season ordered
In a month was
Pino-Palmine Mattresses.
greatly relieved. In two months was positively cured. Wouid not take 8500 for my mattress, if I could not get another.
Moses H. Hawkins,
No. 119 Hill Street, New Haven.
For sale by J. H. Gaubert, 201 Middle St.,
Portland. _______________ .iQ2dtf
Brief Jottings.
Summer yesterday. Mercury 68° at sunrise, 78° at noon, 70° at sunset; wind southeast
and southwest.
The day police force turned out yesterday
with their new summer hats.
The Western Union Telegraph messengers
appeared in new caps yeBterday.
The National Bell Telephone Company of
Maine haB 339'* subscribers, and has added 10
o’clock the usual ladies’
temperance meetiBg will be held at the Gospel Mission. All are invited'
The banner of Ivanhoe Lodge No. 25, K. of
P. described in yesterday’s Pbess is now on
exhibition in the window of H. I. Nelson &
Co., Farrington Block.
Chandler’s band have adopted a very neat
fatigue cap, of dark blue cloth, heavy ribbed
silk band, with black cords over the top and
Turkish knots on either side.
The Reform Club will hold a temperance

meeting at
to-morrow

Temple

street’
commencing 3t 7 1-2

their club room,

evening,

on

o’clock.
Collins’ band has been engaged to give a
course of open air concerts at Winslow’s Point
north end of Deering’B bridge. They gave the
one last night.
A portrait of Mr. Giles O. Bailey, publisher
of the Sunday Times, drawn by L. L. Curtis,
decorates the window of Knight’s art store on
Temple street.
Nearly all of the row boys who were employed at the Falmouth Hotel under Mr. Shaw

first

went to Bar Harbor by boat last night to be
employed at Mr. Shaw’s West End Hotel.
The police yesterday made a seizure of small
lots of various kinds of liquors at James Cady’s place on Fore street, at Andrew Langs
they got a barrel of ale, aud in a brick buildon Boston and Maine wharf they got three
barrels of beer.
Isaac F. Quimby has been chosen chairman
and C. B. Nash secretary, Greenback District
Committee; Hobson, Strout and Todd executive committee, and July Gth at Reception
Hall, the time and place for the district con-

ing

vention.

__

Anniversary of the Blues.
The celebration by the Mechanic Bines of
their seventy-fifth anniversary, on next Friday, promises to be a grand event. The members of the company, both active and honorary,
have taken an unusual interest in this anniversary, and it is certain that a larger representation of the two branches of the command
will participate than ever before. In addition
the Biddeford Light Infantry and friends wil*
attend, making the affair, in point of numbers,
an assured success. Invitations have been extended to all the prominent military men of
the State, and already many letters of ac-

ceptance have boen received, The programme
consisting of a sail down the harbor to Great
clam bake by
Jenke, target
Chebeague,
shooting (for which three elegant gold badges
have been provided,) base ball, etc., etc., will
also include a grand dress parade by the two

companies. Collins’ full
music throughout the day.

band will

furnish

Small Fires.
The alarm of fire from box six at 8-30 o'cleck
yesterday morning, was caused by a slight fire
in a small wooden house in the rear of 159
Washington street. The fire caught from a
defective chimney. Steamers 1, 2 and 5 were
on the ground and the fire was extin-

quickly

guished in a
exceed 875;

fe w minutes. The loss
there was no insurance.

will not

Overcome by Heat.
An old lady, by the name of Campbell, 81
years of age’ fell on,the sidewalkjon Exchange
street evidently overcome by tho heat about

yesterday. H. H. Ricker, Esq., very
kindly took the woman into his carriage and
carried her to her home on Chatham street.
noon

Schooner H. S. Rowe arrived with 250 batrels of mackoael to A. M. Smith.
Schooner Corporal Trim brought in 210 barrels to Cushing & Joyce.
Tho schooner Nellie May, which landed 30
barrels of fresh macherel, as reported in Thurs-

Wetherbee, Woodbury.

day’s issue, stocked $274.
The fishing schooner Martha D. McClain is
reported off shore and having good luck.
Tho schooner Josephine Swanton v as spoken
recently on tho Western Bank, and had caught
abont 84,000 pounds of fish in fourteen days.
Fish are quite plenty off-shore, hut fishermen find considerable difficulty in obtaining

9— Infant Baptism—Why Practice it? Freeman
and Jaques, Parsons and Hatch.
10— Wherein and to What Extent was Christ Our
Example? Holmes, Chandler, E. K. Colby and

Pratt.

11— Relations of Closet Trayor to a Successful
Christian jLife, Bradlee, J. Cobb, Record and
Turner.

Society of Art Exhibition.
The first day of the exhibition for the benefit

bait.

of the public showed a good degree of interest
on the part of our citizens.
J. G. Brown, in No. 96, displays one of his

Mackerel are selling at $9 for large 3s and
$7.25 for small 3s.

Dry

characteristic old men.
“His face was furrowed o'er with yea rs
And hoary were his hairs.”
The old man is seated in a large old-fashioned chair, In his left hand he holds his cana,
The skin
while his right supports his crutch.

fish are very scarce, and

in order to fill Western orders. In Portland there is luckily a good stock, owing to the
purchase of two large lots of English fish,
otherwise the market would be bare. Ordinarily there is a decline in prices in June, but the

prices

indications are that prices will rise steadily
the summer.

during

by the loose-fitting homespun garb.
Iu No. 123, Arthur Parton displays a large
landscape of the elaborated school, a glassy
rivor with cows grazing ou the borders—a
few of whom have just stepped into the stream
to cool off—grassy wooded banks, and a sum-

MUSIC AND THE) DRAMA.

THE MASCOTTE.

There is going to be a large attendance at
Hall next Monday evening, when Miss
Leila Farrell’s Company produces the “Mascotte.” A glance at the board in Stockbridge’s
store will show that tli3 tickets are selling rapidly. Miss Farrell makes a very pretty and at-

City

sky.

No. 120, 'William Richards, is a picture after
the Sonntag style, a great gorge in the moun-

tains, bathed in golden mist, with high
bluffs and bold rocks.
Shiel’s “Cavalier,” No. 21, is an unequal effort, one-half of it exceedingly strong, the oth-

tractive Bettina, and sings the music with
tasts and expression. Miss Libby, Mr. Smith
and the other principals, with the ladies and
gentlemen of tha chorus, the excellent orchestra, led by Grimmer, the admirable conducting
by Mr. Goold, will all combine to produce an
ensemble that will do credit to any opera company.

half good. A cavalier booted and spurred,
is seated at a long table, one arm stretched cut
holding a tall drinking mug. The table is
er

quaint ware, and a very rich
drapery. Beyond, an open door lets in enough
light to show the beautifully carved oak wainscotting. The drapery,j table eqnipage, and
wainscotting are all admirable. The figure and
costume of the cavalier are good, but do not
rise to the importance of the rest of the paint
with

THE CARY CONCERT.

There are still a few good seats left for the
Cary concert to be given at City Hall Jnne 23d.

There is every reason to believe Miss Cary will
be in excellent voice, and as this will be her
farewell to the stage i» this city she will receive a tremendous ovation.

ing.

THE

sonnier. It is a very small canvas, but it will
A man, evidently of
bear the closest study.
the days of ’98, is knocking at the door of an
at the same time,
old stone dwelling, and,

bending forward and listening intently to
catch the slightest indication that his call is
answered. The troubled, anxious expression
of the young man is well brought out by the
Venetian red with which the door is painted,
and also thefcolor of the long coat and the white

stockings.

THE CREATION.

Wo are glad to be able to announce to our
readers that tho Haydns have seonred the Germania Orchestra of Boston, and consequently
will be enabled to present Haydn’s immortal
The Creation,” in splendid style at
work,
City Hall next Tuesday evening. This will
prove a rare treat to all our music lovers, and

like real
clothes, and the old stone archway and door,
like reality. Gaugengigl „is probably one of
the most

The clothes look

promising

MUSICAL FESTIVAL AT MARANOCOOK.

The Maranocook musical festival, to come
off next Wednesday, will draw crowds from
all parts of the State. Tho chorus will number a thousand voices, with Mrs. H. F.
Knowles of Boston as solo Eoprano; the Gormanias of Boston will furnish the instrumental portion of the performance, with Walter
Emerson as solo cornet player. Mr. L. A. TorThe Maine Cenrens of Boston will conduot.
tral will run extra trains, the particulars of
advertisement.
in
the
be
found
which will

picture is No. 24, Gaugongigl’s “Refugee1” a painting that it would
hardly be exaggeration to sail worthy of MoisClose by Shiel’s

of the

parties have been

through this State in the interest of Boston
dealers, buying up all they could. At Gloucester rival firms have been offering large

is wrinkled and the texture and wrinkles managed with skill. The expression is good,
and the shock-head of white hair is well represented. Perhaps one of the happiest features
of the picture is the shrunken limbs outlined

covered

Bank, abont 115,000

pounds yesterday.

artists before the country

today.

at

A picture that will call attention is Miss
Rosina Emmett’s, No. 150; a long wharf with
vessels in the stream, and men at their
The
horizon
line
is
usual
avocations.
carried up very high in this p ainting, and the
figures drawn with a free hand and of large

seats have been placed
figure
which affords all a chance to hear this great
Last evening the
oratorio fittingly given.
Haydns had a rehearsal at City Hall and rendered the magnificent choruses with thrilling
effect. Those who fail to attend Tuesday night
will always regret it.

size. It is a very stong effort.
Mr. Downes, in the Boston Avertiser of yesterday, doesn’t seem to think from the pictures exhibited by our Society, our American

Mr. Eoscoe W. Lucy gave a fiue organ recital at Wiiliston Church Thursday evening. He
is going to Kansas City. The following was

the

Keligieuse.Comettant.

arrangement, It. W. Lucy.
Postlnde..Andre.
Adagto Cantabile in B liat.Haydn.
Hymn

Variations

Atilla.Lucy

Disciples of Christ.
Tlie New England annual meeting of the
Disciples of Christ commenced its session in
this city corner of May and Danfortli streets

evening and will “close Sunday evening.
Preaching in connection with prayer and
social exercises every evening at 7.30.
Remarks were offered last night by Mes srs.
Houston, Bond, Jewett and others of Portland,
Smith of Lynn, Mass., Haney of Boston,
Drake of Albion, Me., Price of Worcester,
Mass., and others.
Elder Leane of Hartford, Conn., delivered

last

discourse on “The Gospel, the po wer of God
unto Salvation,” Rom. 1; 10.
Saturday morning at 10 o’clock there will be
prayer and social meeting. The business sesa

sion will take place Saturday afternoon.
Sunday morning at 10.30 o’c lock there will
In the afternoon the Lord’s
be preaching.

Congress street, the building taking
from the father of the historian, who
The hanging commitonce lived on the spot.
tee have creditably performed their duties,
and the public are patronizing the exhibits in
on

supper will be celebrated with general exercises.
Visiting friends and preachers have
already arrived from Albion and Gardiner,
Me., Haverhill, Lawrence, Swampscott, Wor-

name

cester, Merrimac and Boston, Mass., Hartford,

The collection
most encouraging manner.
consists of about 190 oils, the balance being
made up of other works.

Others are
expected this morning by boat and train.

Bridgeport and Stonington, Conn.

Personal.
Deputy Collector Lewis B. Smith was one
of the passengers on the steamer New Bruns-

G. A. R.
About fifteen comrades of Bosworth Post,
No. 2., Thursday evening, visited South Windham to institute Sarry Post, No. 57. Eighteen

wick yesterday for Yarmouth, N. S.
The Bight Eevarend the Coadjutor Bishop
of Fredericton, N. B., is expected to officiate
in St. Luka’s Cathedral to-morrow,
Buckley and O’Connell went to Boston yesterday to take part in the 17th of June races

presented themselves for muster.
The following officers were duly installed:
Post Commander—W. S. Dickey.

Senior Vico Commander—E. M. Bragdon.
Junior Vice Commander—G. C. Davis.
Adjutant—G. R. Reed.
Quartermaster—S. V. Haskell.
Surgeon—G. W. Sweet.
Sergt. Major—W. P. Wescott.
Quartermaster Sergeant— W. S. Noyes.
Officer of the Day—Levi Bragdon.
Officer of the Guard—T. A. Logan.

city to-day. They will row in the
double scnll and single scull contests.
Master John G. Berry, son of Stephen Berry, Esq., of this city, successfully passed the
examination yesterday at Annapolis for ad-

in that

mission to the Naval Academy.
M. J. Burns, the well known marine artist

After the ceremony a bountiful supper was
furnished by tho comrades and their ladies.
The Post is named after Mishach P. Sarry,
(one of the boys of that place) a private in Co.

of New York, passed through the city jester'
day on his way to Newfoundland. He visited
the Art Club exhibition and praised the excellence of the selections and especially the

H., 17th Me. Regt, who was killed in the battle of the Wilderness, May Gth, 18G1. The
comrades of Bosworth Post No. 2, will always
remember their trip to South Windham with
pleasure. One of the pleasant incidents of the
occasion was the presentation of a handsome
pair of Masonic cuff buttons to comrade Geo,

judicious hanging of the pictures.
Mrs. Sophia W,wife of Bev. S. F.Wetherhee<
died suddenly of heart disease at Old Orchard
Friday morning, June 16th. Waking sudden
ly from slumber in 20 minutes she had passed
away. Her funeral will take place in Berwick
Sunday, and she will be buried in Evergreen
Cemetery near Portland with the church service Monday afternoon at 3 o’clock.
Hon. T. B. Beed, since his very advent in
Congress, has not only represented the first
district of Maine ably, but is to-day a man of

K. Poor of Bosworth Post.
Wlil of the Late Jonah Dyer.
The will of the late Jonah Dyer of Cape
Elizabeth has been presented for probate. The
will was made March 22,1SS1. The testator
gives his daughter, Ireno Higgins, wife of WB. Higgins, S1000 for her especial care of him;
his nephew, Jonah Frank Record, §2,000 ; his

j

nephew, Edwin F. Hutchinson, §700; his
nephew W. H. Hutchinson, $700; his
niece, Irens H. Hutchinson, $700. The rest
and residue of the estate is equally divided behis sons, George T. Dyer and Nathaniel
Dyer and Bis daughter, Irene Higgins. W. B.
Higgins is appointed sole executor. In the petition for the probate of tlie will the property is
estimated as personal property valued at §20,-

tween

(XX), and the legatees mentioned in tlie will as
nephews and nieces are, in tlie petition, named
as

whose first passage from
Boston to San Bias was the fastest then on
In 1858 bo removed to
record.
S6arsport
broken in fortune, but bravely commenced
He studied for the Bar and was
life anew.
admitted to practice in I860, and for the last

clipper barque Comet,

grandchildren.

Thursday, July Oth.
The convention for

the Second District
(Franklin, Androscoggin, Oxford and Kennebec counties) will beheld in Auburn, June
29th.
The convention for the Third District (Piscataquis. Somerset, Penobscot and Aroostook
counties) will be held in Bangor, June 21st.
the Fourth District
The convention for
(Kuox, Lincoln, Waldo, Washington and
bo
held in Rockland,
will
Hancock counties)
J une 23d._

Accidents.
A little child about four years of age, who
was on one of the Island steamers with its

parents, while playing about the deck put her
hands upon an uncovered steam pipe and burned them badly.
When the carriages were returning from the
funeral of Gordon K. Garden Wednesday, one
of them, it is reported, run over a little girl
named Keilly on Dan forth street, injuring her

Excursion to Mount Desert.
There will be a great demand for tickets for
the excursion by the now steamer City of Richmond to Mount Desert to-day. The steamer
will leave her wharf in this city at 11.15 p. m.,
arrive at Bar Harbor Sunday morning, leave

badly._

List of Patents.
list of patents granted to tho ;esidents of Maine, dated June 12th, 1882, reported for the Maine State Press by Charles E.
Foster, Solicitor of Patents, No. 911 F. street,
Washington, D. C.

Weekly

1

that place Monday morning and reach home at
5 p. m. same day. State-rooms should be secured during the day. Excellent meals will be
served on board. The price of trip from Portland is 83.00, with 81.50 to 82.50 extra for
ller’s Band
state-rooms and $1.75 for meals.
of Lewiston, 30

pieces, will fur

1866-7 were made for the purpose of founding
That owing
a free public library in Portland.
to tho extraordinary expenses growing out of
tho fire it was thought best not to ask the city
to assume at once the'Library. A corporation
was formed whose members were only life
who could not alienate the property
acquired for the purposes named in the Act of

members;

Incorporation.
Objections wore made to the granting of aid
by the city to the library, but were successfully
ni6t after a full hearing by tho City Councils,
and the aid granted. In 1870 the directors of
the library tendered the library to the city in a
deed of gift signed by all tho corporators.
The City Council declined the gift and granted the usual appropriation. As soon as the
library (which under the Act of Incorporation
must always be free to the citizens for use at
the library rooms so 1 ong as the city grant aid
to the library) was sufficiently large to enablo
the directors to do so, they made the city go vernment, police force and later the teachers in
the public schools free to take books from the
rooms.
When the Athemeam interests were consolidated with the public library an enabling
act was
obtained from tho Legislature
as
section
in
its fifth
recited
which
may
as
follows: “The city of Portland
at any time take the property and rights of
paid consolidated corporation to be used and
maintained for the purpose of a free public
under such regulations needful and

library,

proper for tho management, preservation and
protection of the materia 1 of such a library as
the city may from time to time establish. And
whenever said city shall determine to take the
same it Bliall be held only to pay and discharge
any existing debts and liabilities of said corporation.” Act approved Jan. 20, 1870, and accepted and confirmed by the action of both
corporations at subsequent meetings. Thus
setting at rest forever the question of owner-

music.

_NEW ADVERTISEMENTS_

RAILROAD NOTES.

Seventeenth Annual Report of the Oardenstours and Lake Champlain Railroad.

The seventeenth annual report of the Ogdensburg and Lake Champlain, which has been
prepared in readiness for the annual meeting
at Ogieusbnrg next Wednesday, contains the

ty reception in the parlor of the church on tho
first Wednesday evening we spent in Portland;
welcomed to our elegant parsonage on last
Wednesday evening by host of friends who
brought so many tokens of appreciation and

with them—for these and other reasons
but be grateful and happy; and, speaking for myself and family, I extend to all these
dear friends our heartiest thanks, praying that
the Good Father may repay them in his own
time and way, and that he may crown the
year with the richest blossings upon the church
and souls for which we all labor.
J. M. Williams.

esteem
we can

The Prohibitory Plank.

[Christian Mirror.]
Tho following is the prohibitory “plank” in
the platform adopted by the State Republican
Convention on Tuesday last. It is alike a testimony as to the past effieacy of the prohibitory
law in this State, and a pledge for its continued

support:
0—That we refer with confidence and pride to the
general record of tho Kepublican party in support
of the policy of prohibiting 1 he traffic in intoxicating liquors; the wisdom and efficiency of which
legislation in promoting the moral and material interests of Maine have been demonstrated through
the practical annihilation of that traffic in a large
portion of tho State, and we favor such legislation
and such enforcement of law as will secure to every
traffic.
portion of our territory freedom from that to
the
We further recommend the submission

people of a constitutional prohibitory amendment.

Larceny.
For several mornings past fish have been
missed from J. W. Trefethen’s fish house on
Commercial wharf. Yesterday morning, at the
request of the proprietor, Officer Skillings went
to the Btore at an early hour and secreted himself. In a short time a fellow camo in stealtha basket and proceeded to fill it with
fish. Just as he was about to make off with
his booty the officer seized him, and he is now
meditating in jail. His name is George Wil-

ily with

cox.
_

I. o. o.#\
At the regular session of Portland Encampment No. 19,1. O. O. F.jjheld last evening the
following were elected officers for the ensuing
term:

Chief Patriarch—Simeon Malone.

Priest—Fred E. Haskell.
Senior Warden—Harlow P. Aver.
Junior Warden—Richard N. Ball.
Scribe—Clinton H. Chesley.
Treasurer—A. E. Chase.

High

Net

earnings.170,804
$3,591

Surplus.

with the previous year the above
shows increased earnings of §30,638, with an
increase in expenses of §55,259, and a loss of

Compared

§24,621

in net earnings.

[Lewiston Journal.]

hibitionists.

The

movement

in

favor

of

a

with
separate prohibitory ticket seems to meet temlittle favor among the life-long friends of

State Conperance. The action of the recent
vention apparently leaves only the Democrats
ticket.
a
anxious for separate prohibitory
The Hancock County Congregational Con
ference.
Casting, June 14.
The Hancock County Conference of Congregational churches met here yesterday at 10
4 o’clock
a. m., and continued its sessions till
to-day and adjourned to meet at Southwest
Harbor the last week in September. The rechurcnport of the scribe showed a real loss in
loss
membership of about 20, and an apparent the
of some 30 more owing to a revision of
were
Sermons
churches.
rolls of certain
ionpreached by Revs. Messrs. Johnson and
memberchurch
ney. The Sunday Schools,
and
ship and mutual obligation of pastor
people, were discussed; the services closing
were
prewith the Lord’s supper. Delegates
sent from most of the churches in the county.
of Mr.
The Age says during a short illness
little
J. B. 1’ayson, milkman, last week, his
milk to
girl, nine -years of age, deivered the
his Belfast customers, some 100 in number.

FOR THE

and the difference between new and old iron to
to our
expenses. The addition thus made
road and equipment account amount to §239,-

0S2.4i.
We have since laid another thousand tons of
steel rails, which are being oharged in the same
proportions to improvements and expenses for
1882. It is hoped that this may be sufficient
to keep the road in good condition during the
tons more of steel
rails
will be required to finish the main
track. We are now building about 14 cars
per week in Bhops, in addition to our usual reAbout 3500

coming year.

ALSO, AGENTS FOR

—AND—

BULLARD’S HAY TEDDER.
Haring Tools of all kinds
Manufacturer’s Prices.

was

spoiled.

e°dtf

in
Don't mistake thoso wire brushes you sea
so
the shops for Dr. Scott’s Electric Brush,
widely advertised. It is made of pure briBtles,
has an enormous sate, and everybody should
read the advertisement once, it is interesting.
It will be found in

today’s

paper.

SKIM DISEASES

CURED

FiiAzier’s Magic Ointment. Cares, as
pimples, Black Heads or Grub®
if bv magic,
tbs
Blotches and Eruptions on tho face, leaving
cures Itob,
skin clear, healthy and beautiful. Also
obstinate
Salt Kheum, Sore Nipples, Sore Lips, old,
Ulcers snd Sores, &e.
By Dit.

_

—

SHIRT WAIST,
FLANNEL SHIRTS
We

or

for Ladies, Children, Gentlemen and Boys.
Our goods are all made to order, and are right
in shape, quality and price.

_dS,W&wly

Read all the advertisements of Spring medicines,
and then nso AYER’S SARSAPARILLA, which
all the
contains more real curative yirtnes than
of
others combined. It radically cures all diseases
dluretio
the blood, and is the best alterative, tonic,
and blood purifier ever produced.
Ask for AYER'S SARSASold by all druggists.
to take any
PARILLA, and do not bo persuaded
other. Price, ®1; six bottles for #5.

Junl2___dAwlw

CARDS!
we
Just received a job lot of Fancy Cards, which
selling at 5 and lO cent* pet* Ooaen.
&c
Sets
New
and
Also IJirtliday, School, odd cards,

ju!7

OWEN, MOORE & GO...
7

STOCKBRIDGE

150 KX€

ANGE ST., Near City;UnU.

Hjftyia

dtf

SAUK CENTRAL RAILROAD.

Summer

Oa and after Monday, Jane J9th, Puaengfr
Trains will ran as follows: Leave Portland
for St. John, Halifax and the Provinces,
and all stations on E. Ar N. A. Railway,
1.20, and +11.16| p m.; St. Andrews, 8t. SteFredericton, Aroostook County,

LIGHT

looseheud
Rhea,

Lake,

and all stations on B. A
PiscHtaquis B. Si., 111.16 p. m., (or 1.20 p.
m., noon, and remain in Bangor over night); for
Bangor, Bncksport, Dexter, Belfast and
Nkowhegan, l.lo p.m., 1.20
JBnngor and Dexter. 6.15 p. m. (Saturdays
only). Watervilie, 7.00 a. m. 1.16 p. m,, 1.20
p. m., til.15 p. m. and 6.15 p. m. Saturdays only,
Augusta, Ilallowell, Oardiner, Richmond. nnd Brunswick 7.00 a.m., 1.20 p.
m., 6.15 p. m„ til.15 p. m.; Bath, 7.00 a. m.
1.20 p. m., 6.15 p. m. and 11.16 p. m. on
Saturdays only; Rockland, and Kasx A
1.20 p.
Lincoln
R. R., 7.00 a. m.,
Auburn
ni.;
(5.15 p. m. Saturdays
and Lewiston, 8.15 a.m., 1.15
m..
p.
5,05 p. m. Lewiston via Rrnnswick 7.00
a. m., til.15 p. m.;
Farmington, Phillips,

p.m.,fll.l£p.m.

STIFF
HATS.

only.)

ALL THE

Rangeley Labe, Monmouth, Winthrop,
Eeatlfield, West Waterville and North
Anson, 1,15 p. m.,
Farmington via
Brunswick, 7.00 a. m.

LEAVE FOR PORTLAND and BOSTON,

NEW

From. Halifax, 8.10 a. m., G.G0 p. m,; Si.
John, 9.00 a. m., 8.00 p. m.; Haaltoii, 10.15
Ml. Stephen, 10.45 a. m.: Bucksport,
a. m.;
C.00 a. m., 6. p. m,; Bangor, 0.45, 7.46 a. m.
t8.00p.nj. Dexter,6.30 a.m,4.15 p.m. Belfast
6.05 a. m., 2.20 p. m.; Skowfaegan, 7.65 a. m.,
2.56 p. m.: Wuterville, 9.20a.m. 210., 110.08
p. m.; and 5.15 a. m. (Mondays only) Angaata,
6.00 a.m 9.57 a.m., 2.55p.m., tll,00 p.m.;
Bardiner, 6.17 a. in., 10.16 a. m., 3.15 p. m..
(11.20 p. m. Bath, 6.55 a. m., 10.38 a. m., 4.00
m.
11.56 p.
(Saturdays only)
m.,
i'p.
Brunswick, 7.25 a. m., 11.15 a. m.,
4.30 p. m., tl2.35 a. m., (night.) Rockland,
8.15 a. m., 1.20 p. m., 4.25 a., m., (Mondays only.
Lewiston. 7.20 a.m., 11.15 a. in., 4.15 p.m.
Phillips, 6.55 a. m. Farmington, 8.20 a. m.:
Wiutbrop 10.18 a. m. being due In Portland

STRAW
HATS.

follows

'The morning

trains from

Augusta and

Bath, 8.35 a. m. Lewiston, 8.40 p. m. The day
trams from Bangor, and all Intermediate stations
at 12.35 and 12..46 p.
and oonnecting roads
The afternoon
trains from Waterville,
m.
Augusta, Bath, Rockland and Lewiston at 6.42
p. m. The Night Pullman Express train at 1.60

HNOX

dtf

ON

d.'lt

AUCTION.

BY

WE

shall sell on SATURDAY, Jane 17,1882
at 10 o’clock at Horse and Carriage Mart,

Plum street.
Ten

new

Phaetons.

Six Top Buggies.
Five Open Buggies.
f
Two second-hand Wagons.
One second-hand Jnmp Seat.
Two second-hand Phaetons.
Six new Riding Saddles.
Ten new Harnesses.
F. O. BAILEY Sc

CO., Auctioneer*.

____d3t

Jul5

on Clark Street by
Auction.
MONDAY, Jane 19th, at 3 p. in., we shall sell
the property No. 134 Clark, next to corner of
Spring Street, consisting of 2-story House, arranged
for two families, Sebago Water, ftc. Terms easy
and made known at sale. Ten per cent of purchase

ON

at time of sale.
F. O. BAILEY

Sc CO., Auctioneers.
dflt

Jnl3

Fittings

Brewery

AUCTION.
auction
21st
p. m.,

be sold at

WILL
Wednesday, the
o’clock
at twe

the

on

premises,

on

D.
day of June,
all the attings of the
1882,
(2)
well known Forest City Brewery and Malt House ef
James McGlinchy, Esq., at Cape Elizabeth, Maine,
including kiln, steam pumps, mill and elevator
usual
copper boiling tub, refrigerator and all other
attings.
Sale will be in parcols to suit purchasers, and
will be positive. Terms cash.
The property will be taken out and delivered by
the sellers at the brewery.
Full information obtained and premises Inspected

application

on

to

O. BAILEY & CO., Auctioneers.
No. IS Exchange Street, Portland, liaise.
dtd
F.

ju!2_

Administrators’ Sate of Real Estate.
license obtained from the Probato
for Cumberland County, we
public auction, on the premises, on
TUESDAY, the thirteenth dav of June, A D. 1882,
at three o’clock P. M., the Lot and Brick House
thereon, No. 106 Lincoln Street, in Portlanl, and
known as the Wm. Huse property.
Also at 3.30 P. M., a lot of Land on Hammond
Street, numbered 59, 61 and 63, being the same desert bed in deed of Elizabeth Rice & als. to said
Huse, reoorded in Cumberland Registry, Book 224,
page 13.
Administrators.
virtue

of

in
BY Court,
sell at

a

and

shall

j"

H

}

DOW

O. BAILEY A CO., Auctioneers.

F.

above sole is postponed one week
lime and place.
jel4dlw

jgy-The
at

same

CfflIJIRHS SUITS.
We have just made

n

large purchase of Children's Gingham, JLinen
and White aud Fancy
m

Pique Suits, Ages from 2
to 10 years, which are to

be sold much under regular prices.

a. m.

Sleeping Cars attached, run dally, Sundays lnolmled, Detween Boston ami Maine Central B. R.
only.
{Runs through to Bangor every morning, and Skowhegan Sunday Mornlag, bnt not Monday. Docs
not run to Dexter, Belfast or Bucksport, or St
John Sunday morning.
t

AND

DUNLAP

rates,

19, 1082.

jel7tf

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER R. R.
SUMMER

PATENT
WOOD
TRUNKS

ARRAN DEMENT.

On and after

_

Monday, Jane 1».

—*—1

p. si„ arriving at Worcester
2.15 p, m. and 7T30 p. m. Returning leave
Union Depot, Wot,-.ester, at 8.00 a. m. and 11.15 a.
m., arriving at Pouland at 1.26 p. m. and 6.45 p.
m.

UiintOB,
Ayr June.,
FitchMtrg,
Nashua, Lowell, Windham, and lipping at 1.30 a. tit. and 1.05 p. is.
For Manchester, Uoncord and points North, at
1.03 p. m.
For Rochester, Npriagvale, Alfred, Waterboroand Saco Kiver.T-BO a. nr., 1.05
n., and (mixed) at 6.30 p. rn. Returning
ave Rochester at (mixed) 6.46 a.
11.15
a.m., and 3.35 p.m.; arriving at Portland
a.
1.25
m.
9.40
and
5.45
m.
m.,
p.
p.
(mixed)
For Uorhant, Maccarappa. C umberland
Westbrook and Woodford’s,
Mills,
at 7.30 a. tst.,
1.05, 6.30 and (mixed)
For

BAGS,

*6.30 p. m.
The t.OS p. tn. train from Portland eonneots at
Aye* June, with Uooaac Tnnnel Route for
t ItWest, and at Union Depot, Worcester, for
New A'ork via Norwich Line, and nil rail,
i.Mpringfield, also with N. V. Jt N. E. K,
ti .("Steamer Maryland Route”) for Philadelphia. Baltimore, Washington, and the
goats and with Boston A Albany R. R. for
the West.
Oloso connections made at Westbrook Junction with through trains of Me. Central R. K., and
at GrandTrauk
Transfer, Portland, with through
trains of Grand Trunk K. R.
tickets
to all points South and West, at
Through
Depot omcCB and at Hollins A Adams’ No. 22 Ex-

GLOVES
AND
|

I

change Street.
* Does not stop at Woodford’s.
J. W. PETERS, 8upt.
dtf
j el7
jy-Advorueer copy.

mencing to-day.
Goods

Book 435, Pago 572, conveyed
to Neal Dow of said Portland, a certain lot of land,
situated on the easterly side of Dow Street, in said
Portland, and bounded as follows:
Beginning on the easterly side of said Dow Street,
at the southerly corner of laud of T. lagersoll;
thence by said Iugersoll’s land easterly one hundred feet more or less to land of the late M. H.
Sweetsir; thence by said land of said Sweetsir.
southwesterly fifty-five feet more or less to land
of Lillie B. Smith; thence by said
now or
last named land westerly sixty feet more or less to
said Dow Street; thence by said Dow Street northerly thirty-one feet to the first bounds.
And whereas the conditions of said mortgage
have been broken
And whereas by the terms of said mortgage, it was
agreed that the right of redeeming the premises
thereby conveyed should bo forever foreclosed in
one year next after the first publication or the service of the notice mentioned in Revised Statutes,
chapter ninety, sections five and six as amended.
Now therefore this is to give uotioe that I, the undersigned Neal Dow, by reason of the breach of the
conditions of said mortgage deed do hereby claim a
foreclosure thereof within the period of one year
from the first publication of this notice.
NEAL DOW.
junl7dlaw3wSat

Registry of Deeds,

COE,
THE

I

formerly

HATTER
197 Middle Sired.
ju!7___«***

SUMMER BOARDERS.
accommodated with
pleasant rooms and good board, less
than five minutes of G. T. Depot. AdMRS. R. M. G. TUKESBURI.
dress
Falmouth, Me.
A

few can

be

je!7___

(i"'12"'

LOST.
about

noon

National
embroidfavor bj
J. J. GKRRISH.

between First

Bank and Eastern Promenade,
YESTERDAY
Robe. The tinder will confer
ered

Lap
leaving it at 41 Commercial St.

Portland,

Juno

17,1882

an
a

jel7d3t*

this de-

and

replenished

we

guarantee the largest assortment,'the best made
the

goods and
to

prices

be

lowrest

found in

this market.

at

S.

Special sale of the above
goods for Two Weeks, com-

Our stock in

partment has just been

PAYSON TUCKER, Sup’t.

June

Portland and Worcester Line.

STYLES.

HAMMOCKS.

Cotton Underwear.

Limited Tickets first and second class for
f'Jolm and Halifax on sale at reduced

Pottland,

are

IRAO.

SATURDAY, June 17th, at 10 a. m., at
Salesroom 18 Exchange St., we shall sell B.
W. Chamber Sets, Parlor Suits in hair cloth and
black walnut. Marble Top Tables, Mirrors, PaintExtension Tables,
ings, Black Walnut and Ashaid
Ingrain Carpets,
Dining-room Chairs. Tapestry
Hair and Wool Mattresses, Crockery and (Haas
Ware, Plated Ware. Kitchen Furniture, ftc., Ac.,
F. O. BAILEY It CO. Auctioneer...

AT

Ulcerate! Piles,

William’s Indian Pile Ointment is a sure
Price $1.00 by mail.*
cure.
W. V. PHILLIPS & CO.,
Wholesale Agenh, Portland, Me.

&C.,

BY AUCTION.

Real Estate

SHIRT BLOUSES AND WAIST

Ur

apJ

complete assort*

have in stock a
ment of

now

This is but a sample of
fected a complete cure.
of the marthe many testimonials which we have
been wrought by I)B.
have
velous cures which
Frazier's Magic Ointment. i.t.Q

For-Blind, Bleeding, Itching

CARPETS,

FURNITURE,

CARRIAGES AND HARNESSES

Notice of Foreclosure.
delivered to all
Eleazer J. McRonald, of Portland,
in the County of Cumberland and State of
WHEREAS
of the city FREE.
parts
his
mortgage
by
deed, dated the first day of
Maine,
whi«h^November, A. D. 1877 and recorded in Cumberland

first and only positive cure for Bkln dis
discovered.
John (Jromer, Esq., Tionesta, Forest Co., Pa.,
snffered for 12 years from a skin disease,
peared on his bead, lie employed many physician*
failed to
and used numerous remedies, but they all
was
effect a cure. Ur. Frazier's M agic Ointment
efrecommended to him. He Hied it and rae box

SALES.

je!6

COUNTY.

A L R Gardiner’s store at Dennysville was
and
broken into Wednesday night and goods
stolen. No
money to a considerable amount
clue ot the perpetrators.

AUCTION

J.17

FRANKLIN COUNTY.

WASHINGTON

je!7d3

THE HATTER,
2SJ Biddle Street, Sip of tlie Gold Bat

ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY.
The Journal says a formal application for
the letter carrier system in Lewiston will be
forwarded to Washington by Postmaster Little,
for the
as soon as the receipts of the postoffice
fiscal year ending June 30th are known.

The Journal says on Wednesday evening of
last week Mr. A. Gilmore who has a weir between Belfast and Searsport, caught six salOne was marked with a metallic tag atmon.
tached to the dorsal fin and numbered “1136.
This indicates that it was one liberated from
the Bucksport breeding works. The fish when
caught measured 35 1-2 inches and weighed
17 1-2 pounds.

Wanted.

Boy

from 16 to 18, wanted In a grocery store,
must bo capable, honest and wiilinig to work.
One living in eastern nr central part of city preferAddress B. K. this office, statiDg age etc.
red

MERRY

as

WALDO COUNTY.

Mai^e.
BOY,

STATE NEWS.

8ays Zenas M.
The Farmington Herald
Vaughn of New Vineyard, cut his throat in a
very dangerous manner, on Sunday morning
last. Mr. Vaughn is 71 years old and has been
somewhat derauged since his wife died last
fall, lie attempted suicide two weeks ago, but
On Sunday morning lie was
was prevented.
shaving, as he has been allowed to do twice a
week, but was closely watched by two men; as
soon as he finished shaving he drew the razor
across the left side of his throat, cutting a gash
about four inches long and nearly two inches
it.
deep, cutting the windpipe, but not opening
The two men who were in the room rnBhed
forward to disarm him, but he succeeded in
making another terrible gash on the right side
Tbe jugular vein was reached
cf tho throat.
this time, hut not cat.

hand at

on

I WHITNEY.

KENDALL

Straw Hats of every
in one store in this State.
description. We guarantee to suit everybody either in price or style.
Men, Boys and Children can get a Hat ami at any price to suit them.
$3000.00 worth to select from.
seen

ever

bui'dings have

Three candidates united with the Congregational church on Sunday last, by baptism.
A small boy belonging to the widow John
Strout, at Nason’s Mills, had a severe gash cut
on his head with a hoe the other day, by
P.
another boy with whom he was at play.

©WEB

BUCKEYE

repairs.

pocket-book

THE

•

The report further says:
Thero has been added to our equipment this
year, and charged to construction account, 285
new long box cars, 10 new Tiffany refrigerator
butter cars, four now passenger coacheB, and
four caboose cars. We laid early in the year
1000 tons steel rails, and oharged the difference
between the steel and new iron to improvement,

SKIN DISEASES,

position taken in the Maine Republican platform in favor of submitting constitutional prohibition to tho people, is very gratifying to Gen. Dow and other prominent pro-

AGENTS

YANKEE HORSE RAKE.

DISPLAY
OF
STRAW
HATs

107,263

Interest paid.

oases ever

Gen. Dow’s Position.

ALL KNIVES AND SECTIONS WARRANTED.
STATE

Will^rou

Met at the depot upon the day
of our arrival by a number of the brethren,
and that, too, in the face of a storm; driven to
the home of one of the members, and there
kindly entertained with my entire family for
two weeks; accorded an informal .though hear-

MANUFACTURER'S PHICKS.J

AT

Expenses. 438,469

fiast

by deeds also.

FOB

CCT

statement of the operations of the
road for the twelve months ending March 31,
1882:
Total earnings..$609,324

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS

Knives and Sections

GRAND-

following

The expenses for ties, fences and repairs of
been largely in excess of the usual amount, and $be same may have to be continued another year or two, to get them in proper condition.
Contracts have been renewed with the Colship.
linwood line of steamers, and a large increase
t his Library, then, by the gifts of a generous
and
of
business is expected. The Welland Canal is
the
fire,
public abroad and at home after
now open, with twelve feet of water, and with
since by the gift ef the Girls’ High School Library, by the consoliaation with the Athenni- a prospect of being deepened within two years,
so that the largest propellers on the lakes
um and the Mercantile Library Association, all
tending toward one end, has accumulated 27,- can then reach the railroad decks. The report
586 volumes; a building in Plum street which
says:
We have petitioned the General Government
cost the Athenaeum 816,000, on which there is
with good prospect of success, for an approprianow a debt of 87,300; the Library has a refertion to assist in dredging the harbor at Ogdensence library of over 2,000 volumes, costing 84,817.00, exclusive of newspapers, periodicals burg, which will give us as great a depth of
water as any other route, and further east than
and public documents; its collection of city
any other.
newspapers is unique and cannot be duplicated,
Had it not been for the extreme low rates for
therefore invaluable; and its yearly income,
which the through business has been taken the
outside of the city aid, is about $2,900.00.
Let us see, by comparison with other libra-.
year, our receipts would have been quite
ries, how near we are to the goal, viz., a free
argely increased; the future promises more remunerative rates than have been maintained
Public Library:
the past year.
PUBLIC LIBRARIES.
'Equalizing Terminal Charges.
’79-80-1-2 No. rots. Circ.per An. amt. rec’d An. amt.
in Libr'y. year,
from city, rec’dfrom
Representatives of the trunk lines wore in
other sources.
conference Wednesday in Commissioner Fink’s
Brookline 26,158
43,699 34,000.00 3 709.00
Haverhill 29,235
68,319 5,590.00 1,590.00 office, in Now York, on the question of equaliLawrence 22,371 114,912
9,050,00 1,273.00
zing the terminal charges at the different At.
Lowell
22,348 87,462 5,120.00 1,237.00
Manchester 22,019
lantic seaboard ports. At present, the NewYork
53,568 2,200.00 3,830.00
Portland
27,586 66.713 1,100.00 2,890.00 railroads make no charge for elevating grain at
their elevators, while the elevator charges to
An examination of these figures will show- at
once that with an income of two thousand dolshippers in Baltimore and Philadelphia are
about
cents per bushel. The New York roads
lars a year additional, and a Library Building,
often also allow the shippers for lighterage in
the city of Portland can possess and the citithe harbor, as a method for under-cutting the
zens enjoy the same privileges that the five
tariff rates. The storage capacity of Baltimore
first-named cities enjoy. Shall we have it?
is
bo
into
a
cancomparatively small, and frequently in times
Yes! if the same spirit can
put
of pressure of arrivals the storage rates are advass for a Library building whion animated all
vancedto exorbitant figures. It is now proposed
interested in the Library in the years of 1867
to include the terminal charges at the several
E. A. N.
and 1868.
seaboard cities in the rail rate, making grain
deliverable alongside the vessel. No definite
Mr. Eustis Denies the Portland Yarn.
plan has yet been agreed upon for carrying out
To the Editors of the Lewiston Journal:
tbis proposition.
I notioed in your edition of. ye3terday a disEastern Railroad.
patch from Portland, taken from the Item of
The Eastern Railroad makes Its summer
that city, in which it says: “Eustis is about to
change of time Sunday, June 18, and will pro"
leave he state and will withdraw in favor of a
vide full accomodation not only for the regular
"While I have no possible
strong candidate.”
travel, but for the great multitude of pleasure
way of knowing who is the author or what tho
seekers who traverse its line to the beach and
motive of such a statement, I desire to say it is
mountain resorts, from the Point of Pines, near
an unmitigated falsehood, without a shadow
at hand, to Wolfboro and the White Mountains
of New Hampshire, the Rangeley and Mooseof truth.
head Lakes and Mount Desert in Maine to
Prohibition
Placed in nomination by the
Campobello and Cape Breton on the farther
State Convention,” properly called and organextremity of the Eastern Provinces. A large
to
cared
so
in
all
men
had
of new cars nave been added to its
number
whiah
do,
ized,
they
the old ones have been refitted,
might have taken a part, with a platform sim- equipment, and
so that, with its excellent track, the road will
ply and only pronounced against the manu- enter upon its always enormous summer busifacture and sale of intoxicating liquors in state
ness in a condition excelled by few roads in th e
country. The trains for Portland will leave
and nation and believing that in that way
Boston at 7.30 and 9.00 a. in., and 12.30 and 7.00
alone, by party organization, making it the
p. m._
paramount issue, can prohibition in fact be
I accepted the
Limington.
advanced and maintained.
nomination.
This is not a fight against the
June 15,1882.
Republican party or any faction thereof, by its
Mr. Sumner Edgecomb of South Limington
disaffected members, but an bopest, open conone day last
test, of principle against’all other parties, and had his loft hand badly injured
with wide open doors we ask them to join us
week by his gun bursting—shooting at crows.
for conscience sake.
Mr. Augustine Strout cat a hemlock tree the
I did not enlist for one year, bnt for life, ard
other
day, measuring 8 feet and 3 inches oil the
to
stand
by my colors, through good
propose
report or ill. A stronger candidate might cer- stump, from which he takes 80 feet of logs in
tainly be had, but none stronger in tho belief one straight stick.
that we are right.
The apple bloom through this section and ad.
While I respect every man’s opinion I claim
the right to my own, and to act as my conjoining towns, we hear, was very heavy, con
science dictates. I am yours, &c.,
trary to expectation, and according to present
Wm. T. Eustis.
appearances as heavy a crop of apples as either
of the last three or four years may be expected.
Pine Street Church.
Mr. O. P. Allen estimates the loss on his
To thoJSdilor of the Press:
tannerv, burned on the night of the 27th ult.,
is said he
allow me in this public manner to to be §3,000; insured for $2,000. It
does not intend to rebuild. This week he took
thank the friends of Pine street church for the
his safe, which had the hinges and front plate
connected with the combination melted off, to
very cordial, Christian greeting they have exBoston and had it opened. HiB hooks had the
tended to myself and family. We came as encovers badly burned, but the paper was not
tire strangers; we have been welcomed as old
much injured. He saved $100 in money by
it
friends. Nor has this welcome been one o
taking it out of his pocket-book and pattingthe
into the drawer the day he went away, as
words only; its genuineness has been attested

The

Fusion Congress'onal Conventions.
The convention of the First Provisional District, which includes the counties of Cumberland, York and Sagadahoc, will be held in
Reception Hall, City Building, in this city

twenty years has been Trial Justice.

No 259,511—Edward F. Edgecomb, Mechanic Falls. Knitter for sewing machines.
No. 259,511—Timothy L. Jonnison. Foxcroft.
Adjustable hammock support.
No. 259,564—Edward
Mansfield, Orono.
Cant dog.

theme from

Triumphal March from Ilamleus.

water colors, and black and white, numbering
upward of 300 works. The society have a fine
gallery in which to show the full value of
paintings, and a large room where are hung the
water colors, &c. These are situated in Motley

quite

on

Berceuse.Gottschalk.

cellence.
The exhibition will be open each day from
10 a. m. to 4 p. m.
last evening’s Boston
Mr. Robinson, in
Transcript says: “The committee who have
charge of the exhibit have labored hard, and
the result is a fine collection of pictures in oils,

his business to Quincy Point, Mass., but was
financially wrecked in the panic of 1857, the
last vessel built by him being the ship Eichard
Busteed. Of the various vessels modeled by
Mr. Sawyer the most famous, perhaps, was the

of the Nuns.

Nocturne.Chopin.

said the same, or gave harsher criticism to the
last exhibition of the Boston Art Club, which
bears no comparison with this in point of ex-

National reputation, pre-eminently the leader
•f the National House ot Bepresentatives, a
man who from the searching cress examination which he gave the New York fossil in
1877 to his last great fight against Democratic
filibustering, has been known to the whole
country as a true blue sterling Eepublican.—
Biddeford Journal.
Judge Emery Sawyer of Searsport died on
Sunday at the age of 64. He was a famous
In 1855 he removed
builder of clipper ships.

RECITAL.

Meditation
Concert

mark that there is much that is interesting in
the display. And yet we doubt if Mr. Downes

its

a

the programme:

He
artists show much that is encouragiug.
finds more than half of the pictures in the exhibition are the works of New York artists,
while a minority of Boston studios are represented. He thinks the figure and <jen.ro pictures the best in the collection; the good
landscapes few, small and placed in obsouro
cornere; and the number of still-life paintings
distressingly large. He considers the paintings badly hung, and offers the consoling re-

block,

prices of

ORGAN

a

during May.
evening at 8 3-1

in Maine
This

fare from the Western

Their Influence upChurch Work, McKeown and AtkinsOD, Cook
and Mitchell.
6— Are Novel Methods Demanded to Increase the
Attendance at Sunday Service,0. J. Clark, Hutchinson, Bisbee and T. P. Adams.
7— Exegesis: 1 Pet. 3; 18-22, Grosvenor and Kimball.
8— Has thoM. E. Church in Maine Declined During the Past Forty Years? If so, Why? Baldwin,

mer

Children’s straws, children’s straws, Merry
Nobby- Pearl Stiff Hats.

Andrews, E. T.

on

Tukesburv.

Men’s 10c.

diately cleai od for that port, where she will
realize from $3.75 to $4.00 per hundred pounds.
Tho schooner Uncle Joe brought in a large

Sanctification in Theory and
we Lead our People into its

Experience? Stackpole, G. C.

a. m.

Latest
F.

fish to E, G. Willard.
Tho schooner Webster also arrived with
abont 30,000 pounds of split fish, but owing to
higher prices offered at Gloucester, she imme-

Adams and Berry.
5 Ministerial Vacations hnd

today F. O. Bailey & Co. will
sell at rooms 18 Exchange street, a lorge collection ol new and second-hand furniture con"
sisting in part of B. YV. and ash chamber sets,
parlor suits in B. YV. and cloth, B. YV. and ash
extension tables, mirrors, marble top tables,
paintings, dining room chairs, tapestry and ingrain carpets, hair and wool top mattresses,
glass, crockery and plated ware, kitchen furniture, j&c., &c. See auction column.
At 10

Lindsay.

J. Collins.
4— What is Entire
Effect, and How can

__

Bovs’ straw hats 10c.

There were but few arrivals yesterday, and
the market is very Btrong and prices are advancing. Among the arrivals was tho schooner Young Sultan, with 35,000 pounds of split

__

NOTICES.

MISCELLANEOUS
Merry -5.

public meetings

The Portland District Min*8ter*al AssociaThe
tion will meet at Sqico, June 19th-21st.
programme is below;
Monday evening—Preaching at 7,45 by U. D*

Tuesday evening—Preaching at 7.45 by Dr. A.
McKeown.
Tuesday, 9 A. M,—Prayer service; 9.30 or gamzation and report of charges.
1—Exegesis: Rev. 20: 6-10, Pendexter, Gibson.
2— What are the rests of Ministerial Success?
Lindsay and H. Cbase. Whittier and Waterhouse.
3— Review of “Problems of Religious Progress,”

ENTERTAINMENTS.
The Creation.

Cary.

High Prices to Rule This Summer.

17.

Public Library.
To the Editor of the Press:
The discussion on the Public Library in tho
Common Council elicited the fact that tho call
for the
in Old City Hall in

For Sale-A Summer

ON

Cottage.

Pesk’s Island, near Joaes- landing. The
will be sold at a reasonable price. EnJ. J. CHASE, Peaks’ Island.

same

quire of

Jel7

d3t»

For Sale.
Factory, long established, sales $200,000 a year; runs ou orders, profits satislactory
Address, NILES Si SCOTT, LaPorto, Indiana.
eod3t‘
jne!7

WHEEL

Eastman Bros.
& Bancroft.

492 k 494 CONGRESS ST.
dtf

jnelB

THE APPEARANCE OF

JUMBO

In the newspapers is concloslve evident
that

Barnurn

is

Coming,

And all must have

new

BOOTS OR SHOES
Before he comes.

Now

WYER GREENE & CO.
Are prepared to famish them at the
lowest possible prices, in all sizes,
widths and colors; viz:
Children’s Philadelphia, in all styles.
Ladies’ Front Lace Boots, matt. Top
Opera Toes.
Ladies’ French mat. Top, Scollop

Tamp Boots, (Nobby).
Ladies’ French Calf, Patent Leather
Boots with mat. Tops, (Nobby).
Gent’s Cloth Top Congress, Button
and Bals., also Button Oxfords with
Cloth Tops.

1 REDUCTION OF 50 CTS.
on C. H. Howard’s Goss. Goods.
Gent’s Leg Boots $4.75; former price

Per pair

$').2«)«

Gent’s Button Boots $4.oO; former
price $5.00.
Gent’s Congress Boots $4.25; former

price $4.75.

Gent’s Low Shoes $:J.50; former price

$4.00.

Gent’s, don’t forget that w©
full line of Hart’s fine

Hand

keep

a

Sewed Goods, i

MR GREENE k CO.,
480

Congress

Street,

Opposite Preble House,
WYEK GRLENE, J. E.OREEYE.
deodtf

Wit and Wisdom.
Penniwise, ’82, and his friend have asked
the Misses Sloper, of Cambridge, to dance the
German at Armory Hall, having previously
conspired not to send flowers. As the party
are about to set out, a note arrives with two
bouquets that had been delayed. Younger
Miss S.—“Oh, how lovely! By the way, Mr.
Penniwise, why didn’t you send any flowers?
Penniwise (after a moment of horror)—“What,
Miss Sloper, do you mean to say you are actually going to carry flowers after all that s
been said about it in New York?” Miss S.
(whose motto is Nil ignorare”)—Ob, I had
forgotten that! I think perhaps we’d better
not, after all.”—Harvard Lampoon.
Removes the Cause.
The cause of chronic rheumatism, white
swellings, and many other affections of the
joints, muscles, and fluids of the body, is scro-

clock. Week day services daily at 9 a. m., (On Holy
Days at 11.00,) and 5 p. m; From Advent to Trinity, on Friday, Evening Prayer with Lecture at
7,30. Holy Communion every Sunday at 10.30,
a. m. on Holy Days at 11.00 a. m; Also at 7.00
Evening
a. m. on the 3d Sunday of the month.
service at 7Vfc o’clock.
Williston Church,
Congregational, corner
Thomas and Carroll Streets.—Rev. Frank E. Clark
observed as children’s
will
be
Tomorrow
pastor.
the
Sunday, the pastor preaching to the young in
morniog, and in the evening will be tbe 16tli anui
school
ve. sary of the Sabbath
Woodford’s Cong. Church, Rev. S. W.
Adriance, pastor. Morning service 10.30; Evening
service until further notice at 7.30. Preaching by
pastor. Sunday school atll.45.
Woodford’s, M. E. Church; E. S. Sfackpole pastor. Preaching at 2Mj p. m. in tbe vestry of the
School immediately after.
new church; Sunday
inPrayer meeting at 7 o’clock. All are cordially
vited. Seats free.
West End M. E. Church. Will be conducted by
the Evangelists. Prayer meeting at 9 a. m. Gos-

cures.

at 10.30 a. in., 2 and 7 p. ra. Sabbath school 12 m, Weather permitting an openair service will be held at 6 p. m.
Church.
Sunday
West Congregational
School at 11 a. m. Preaching by Rev. J. C. Holbrook D. D. at 3 p.m. and 7 Vis p. m.

The “Domestic” removes “family jars.” Get
ono at 12 Elm Street,

Young Men’s Christian Association, Con'
at 9 a. m. and
gress Street, corner Elm.—Meetings
at 7Va
v«
7
p. m., also on Wednesday and Saturday

Pure.

Absolutely

powder nevet varies. A marvel of purity,
strength and wliolesoraeness. More economical
Tbia

ordinary kinds, and cannot be sold in competition with the multitude of low test, short weight,
Ilian the

nlU’u or phosphate powders.
Sold only in cans. Royal Baking Powder Co.
Xew York.
febl8ti&wly

at 2.30 and 7.30 p. m.
Preaching at Mechanics’ Hall, (D. V) Sunday, at 3
and 7.30 p. in. Subject afternoon :-‘‘Law and Grace,”
Which would God have His people to be under in this
dispensation. Law Keepers especially invited. All
are welcome.
LoDg Island, Rev. B. F. Pritchard pastor. Preaching every Sunday at 2 and 7 p. m. Social meeting
at 3 p. m. All are welcome.
Union meeting for prayer and bible study tomorrow at 3. p m. at Friend meeting house, Oak st. All

platform

invited.
Divine service at Ward room on Vc :ghan street,
at 10.30 a. m. Sunday school at 1.30 1. m. Preaching at 3 p. m. by Rev. D. W. LeLac iour. Prai6e
and prayer meetings at 7.30 p. m. Sea's free.
are

at

Austin Avenue a
a very fashionable house
few days ago, and acted so queerly that when
that lady’s husband came home she said:

MARRIAGES.

“What is the matter with young De Smith?
He acted so strangely. I tbiuk there muBt be
“Becka screw loose about him somewhere.”
I saw him this morning, and he was
on not.
tight all over.”—Texas Siftings.

In Topsham, June 11, Jas L. Hyde and Miss Julia
A. Staples.
In Bath, June 8, Melville U. Glass and Miss Georgie A. Batchelder.
In Boston, June 1, Wm. Pennell of Brunswick
and Miss JLeida M. Stetson of Damariscotta.

Don’t be imposed upon if your Kidneys
Ask
out of order, or if you have Dyspepsia.
your druggist for “Elixir of Life Boot”
It is a sure cure
and take no other remedy.
are

AND

in

Physicians
Signed or Endorsed
Following Remarkable

Have

the

city, June 16, Thomas Faby, aged 40 years
[Funeral service this afternoon at 2 o’clock., at
No. 12 Newbury street.
In this city, June 16, Sarah E., daughter of Thomas and Elizabeth Towle, aged 3 years 6 months.
[Funeral service Sunday afternoon at 2 o’clock,
In this

of this kind.—Times.

at No. 107 Walnut street.
In this city, June 16, Honora Tolan, aged 34 years
[Funeral service Sunday afternoon at 2 o’clock,
at her late residence, No. 21 Canton street.
In Harps well, June 12, Joseph Blaisdell aged 7 0
years 9 months.
In Freeport, June 11, John Brewer, aged 8b years
1 month.
In Brunswick, June 9, Mrs. Julia A. L., wife of
Thomas Pennell, aged 68 years.

Rub it In.
Jacob Leckman, 271 Clinton street, Buffalo,
N. Y., says he has been using Thomas’ Eclectkic Om for rheumatism. He had such a lame
back that he could do nothing; but one bottle

Messrs.Seabury & Johnson, Manufacturing Chemists, 21 Platt St., New York:
Gentlemen:—For the past few years we

entirely cured him.

have sold various brands of Porous Plasall

others. We consider them one of the very
few reliable household remedies worthy
of-confidence. They are superior to all
other Porous Plasters or Liniments for
external use.

MINIAT 0 liK AI*MAN AC.JUNE 17.
rise*..4.15 High water, (P at)..12.2,
9.06
Sun sets.7.46 Moon Bets..

a

You will be disappointed if you uso
cheap Plasters, Liniments, Pads or Electrical Magnetic toys.
MEAD’S Medicated CORN and BUNION PLASTER.
my27 S,W&w2w
aug.Slly

a

box.

Me.

Bright’s Disease of the Kidneys, Diabetes
and other diseases of the Kidneys and Liver,

11Pleasant, Harmless and Wonderfully Efficacious.”
Dr. A. J. Green, Royerton, Ind.
I prescribe it as superior to any known remedy
Dr. II. A. Archer, 62 Portland Av., Brooklyn.

The late Jesse James’s attorney says that the
James family are like the Old Guard, they
“never surrender.” They'll be hanged if they
do.—Boston Globe.

Castoria is

not narcotic.
Mothers, Nurses
and Doctors agree that for Sour-Stomach,
Flatulency, Diarrhoea, and Constipation,
nothing is so prompt as old Dr. Pitcher's
Castoria. By assimilating the food,
Castoria gives robust health and nat"

^

_

ural sleep*

Farmer.

Tlie Great

The census gives six million miles of fence
in the United States, and somehow it seems as
if it were all on one farm when you attempt to
cut across lots in the country.—Lowell Citizen.

Healing Remedy.

any

cause.
__

P.T.Barnum,the groat Showman,

my vast troupe of Equestrians, Teamsters, Horses, Camels, and Elephants, some are
always strained, bruised, or wounded. My Surgeons and Veterinarios nil say, that for casualties to men and animals, nothing is sc
efficacious as Centaur Liniment.”

“Among

433

teaspoonful salt,

and

Sunday Services.
Church.—Preaching service at 3 p.
Sunday school at 4% p. m. Evening meeting

Abyssinian
m.

at

7.

done but litcacobs who has been reported to have
part of the season, is now reported to
tle
$9,200.
have stocked
have made
Large quanties of good sized mackerel
their appearance between Halifax and Canso.
3d page for others.

the'flrst

Bethel Church.—Services 10% a. m., 3 and 7Ya
at 7 V2
p. m.; also Tuesday and Friday evenings
free
p. m. All from sea and land are Invited. Seats
Beading rooms open to Seamen every day regular.
Cate Elizabeth Defot M. E. Church.—Sabbath School at Turner’s Island at 10 o’clock and
Sabbath School on
preaching at 11 o’clock.
Brown’s Hill at iy2 and preacbing at 2Ys, Prayer
7 Sabbath evenings,
meetings at both places at on
the
Hill Class
evening
on
Wednesday
Commeetings at both places on Friday evenings.
munion Service on the Hill the first Sabbath of each
month. Bev. M. C. Pendexter, preacher in charge

dTuT&Seowiweowly9
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foreign ports.
N FRANCISCO—Ar 8 th, ship St Lucie, Rivers,
Wilmington, Cal.
NEW ORLEANS-Cld 16th, barque Com Dupont,
S

Crocker Vera Cruz.

APALACHICOLA—Cld 12th, brig

_

RIVER— Ar
BSA1TLLA
Savannah.

5tb, sch Belle Higgins,
Higgins,
TYBEE—Sid 16th, barque S.'ra, Petteugill, (from
Matanzas) for Boston.
GEORGETOWN, SC—Ar 13th, sch Jos M Hayes,

^RICHMOND—Ar 13th, sch Jessie Hart, Wall,
MONROE—Passed out 16th, ship Jno
KFORTRESS
from Norfolk for Liverpool.

BALTIMORE—Cld 14th, sch Northern Light,
Jacksonville.
Cld 15th, schs W Abrahams, Snow, Portland.(and
sailed); Edw A DeHart, Hodirdon, New Bedford.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 13»h, sch J M Flanagan,
Fleming, Kennebec,
Ar 14th, schs Ridgwood, Godfrey, Kennebec; Carrie M Richardson, Richardson, Boston.
Cld 14th, barque Daring. Stover, Havana; schs
David Clarkson, Ireland, Hallowell; Ada Barker,
Edwards. Saugus,
Ar 16th, schs Eunie Mclvown, Wylie, Baracoa;
Mabel F Staples. Dickson, Trinidad.
FranCld 15t2 ship Richd P Buck, Carver, San
sch
ciBco; brig L M Merritt, Barrett, for Galveston;
Saco.
Grace Cushing, Mosher,
WILMINGTON, DEL—Ar 16th, barque Nicola,
Smith, Fernaudina.
\EW YORK—Ar 16th, ships Eureka, Dinsmore,
London
Antwerp 29 days; Gardner Colby, Streeter,
A M
32 davs; sebs Henry, Osmore. Two River, NS;
Fletcher,
Bath;
NS;
Rival,
Bird. Fales, Windsor,
W H Sargent, Lord. Bluebill; M L Newton, Colwell,
and HM Branseomb,|Youug, Calais; Vernon, (new)
J
Means do; David Torray. Soule, Portland; Mary
Laughton, Hallowell, Whiling; Mary Sands, Greenleaf, Westport.
Ar 16th, brig J H Lane, Sbute. Guantanamo; sch
Luella A Snow, Gregory, fm Baracoa; Clara FletchRosb,

Village M. E. Church.—Rev. True
Whittier, pastor. Sabbath school at 10.30 a. m;
Preaching service at 2 p. m; Prayer meeting at 7
Ferry

p.

m.

First Lutheran Church, (Scandinavian,) Elm
St.—RevK.G. Faegre. pastor.
Regular service
at 10.30 a. m. Sabbath school commences at 12.15.

music ISOOKN BV

& Co. publish a large number of books that
are purely American in design and composition.
7Afln (62.) is a new Grand Opera, just out
£jt5IIUUI«i it is by S. G. PRATT, the subject
is a noble and heroic one, and the scenes are capable
of being made most attractive. Will soon be given,
Miss Anna Cary taking the principal role.
(61.r>0) by DUDLEY BUCK,i
flrni ill.
M 11
Ilia
vr a Grand Cantata, founded on a
JLFIIII
111II

legeud of the

Crusade3.

40th Psalm

*

is

a

favorite.

Joseph’s Bondage
Belshazzar

By HAD WICK
(*1-00> ^butterfield

Are two sacred Cantatas introducing, the one
and the other Babylonian scenes, which,
with proper costuming, may be made magnificent.
The music is good, and either is well worth giving.

Egyptian,

New Flower Queen

gIo'Troot

PicnicBrTH0MAS-

Two Cantatas which are most appropriate to the
flower and excursion season.

Hymn
Redemption
will be
acceptable choirs and choruses.
most

to

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.

dTThS&wSw
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CATARRH. Ely*’ Cream Balm
cleanses
of
virus, causing healthy secretions,

Effectually

the nasal
Catarrhal

allays

passages

inflammation,

protects the membrane
from additional colds,
completely heals the
sores and
sense

restores the
and
;<j
smell ;beiioiicial results
are realized by a few
applications. A thorough treatment will
cure Catarrh, Hay Fever. &c. Unequaled for
the head.
colds in
Agreeable to use. Apthe
little
finger
Oy by
L,
ret/r O
into the nostrils. On
Y
a package. For sale in Port
will
mail
of
50c
receipt
land by wholesale and retail druggists
ELYS’ CREAM BALM CO., Owego, N. Y.

pfcV

d&wly48
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Tucker, Wheeler, GonNelaives; seb Grace Webster, Young, St Thomas;
lie Grant, Jordan, St Augustine; City of Ellsworth,
Bonsev, Boston.
H
Sid, ship Sumner it Mcod, for Angler; barque J
Chadwick, for Portland.
passed the Gate loth, schs Sarah Wooster, from
Hojoken for
Amboy for Boston; Minnie C Taylor,
Portland. Keystone, do for
sch
Low,
Morang,
Judge
14th,
STONINGTDN—Ar

Gospel MissiON.-Rev. Wm. Mathews, formerly
slave, of Anderson street church, Bostou, will
preach tomorrow at 3 p. m.
W. H. Fenn, pastor
High St Church—Rev.
at
Preaching service at 10% a. m.: Sunday School
12m.; Fiftieth anniversary of the Sunday school
at 7V2 p. m.
Rev. Parker
Knightville ST. E. Church.
Jaques, pastor. Preaching at 2% p. m. Sunday
school at 3% p. m.
Prayer meetings Sunday and
Wednesday evenings at 7%. Class meeting Friday
evening at 7%.
New Jerusalem Church, New High Street.—
There will be no services in this church to-morrow.
The Sunday school will be held as usual at
12 o’clock.
North Congregational Church, Cape Elizabeth, Rev. E. A. Harlow, pastor. Preaching at 2%
p m. Sabbath school immediately after the preaching service. Prayer meeting at 7% p. m.

Second Congregational Church, Congress St.
cor. Pearl. Rev. C. A. Dickinson, pastor. Preaching
at 10% and 3 o’clock. Sunday School at 1% p. m.
Social religious meetings, Sunday, Tuesday and
Friday evenings. All are welcome.
Second Advent Ciiubch, Union HaH, Free
Street, Elder F. Burr, pastor. Elder M. W. Corliss will preach tomorrow at 10.30 a m. and 3 p. m.
Social meeting 1q the evening at 7.30.
St. Lawrence St. Church.—Rev. A. H. Wright
pastor. Service at 10% a. m. and at 3 p. m. Sunday School atl% p. m. Social meeting at 7 % p. m.
Stevens Plains Universalist Church. Rev. C.
A. liayden pastor—Service at 11 a. m.
State
StreetJ Congregational' Church.
m., by Rev.
Preaching at 10% a, m.. and 7% p.Mass.
Sunday
Daniel Merriman, of Worcester,
school at 3 p. m. Contribution in aid of Maine
General Hospital at the morning service.
St. Stephen’s Church.—Rev. Asa Dalton, RecSunday
tor. Services at 10Ya a. m. and 3 p. m.
school at 2 p. m.
SoLiberal
Sons of Temperance Hall.—The
ciety, Sunday at 2.15 p. in. Subject for discussion,—“Spiritualism ami Materialism.’’

St. Luke’s Cathedral Church. (Episcopal,)
State St., (near Spring ) Rt. Rev. H. A. Neely Restor, Kev. C. Morton Sills, Canon; Sunday services
Morning at 10.30. Sunday School at 3. Evening
during Sept, at 7.30. From Oct. till May, at 7 o’

Fannie B

^PROVIDENCE—Ar 15th,

sch Ann

S Brown, Clark

schs H E Riley .Coffin, Baltimoro; Eagle,
ClSlTistta,
New York.

Perry,
NEWPORT—Ar 15th, sch Avail, Deenug, from
Wiscasset.
NEW BEDFORD-Ar 15th, sob Addie Sawyer,
n

14th, sobs Island City,
C<V1NEVARD-HAVEN—Ar
for New York; Sea Breeze Bangor

l.astport
hall River;
fordo; Elizabeth DeHart, Gardiner for
Cu
Avail, Wiscasset. for Newport; Elwood Doran, for
F
Bangor
Fannie
Hall,
ler for Morehead City;
from

Plymouth
(Congregational.)—Rev.
Church,
Dwight SI. Seward D. D., pastor. Preaching by
the pastor at 10.30 a. m. and 7% p. ni.
Rev. J. M. Williams,
Pine St. M. E. CnuRCH.
pastor. Sabbath School at 1% p. m. Children’s
at 7 %.
3
m.
at
service
Preacbing
p.
day
W. R. Alger, PasRev.
Park St. Church.
tor. Services at 10% a. m. and 7% p. m. Sabbath
school at 12 m.
June 18th. Sunday
Preble Chafel. Sunday,
School at 2 p. m; Preaching at 3. p. m. Temperto
all.
Free
at
7%.
ance meeting

More than One Million
258th Edition.

W&S&w2w
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John Somes. Clara W Elwell, Ellen
StSalleflt.°«shs
Charlie Bucki, Abby Wasson, Ulrica R

Perkins,
Sniilh, Golden Rule, and Avail.
HYANN1S—Ar 16tb, seb Judge ionney, Coombs,
16th, sehs Live
BBUSTON—Ar Clara
W Elwell,

Yankee, Lakeman,
Long, Georgetown;
Grand Menan;
Four Sisters,
O D Witlicrell, Garfield, Philadelphia;
AmBunker, from Eiizabetbport; Pavilion, Gove, Robbov Victory, Milliken, anil Lucy Hammond,
Leontme,
bias, Hoboken; H T Hodges, Waite, do;
Bragdon, Calais; Mariel, Ingalls, Machias; May
Ellsworth,
Queen, Sawyer, Sullivan; Luella, l’ratt,
ElBalloon, Eaton, and Florida, Varnum, Bangor,
lin Merriman, Morrissey, Bangor; Cabinet, Leach,
Rockland.
Smith,
Lizzie
Guptill,
Castine;
seh
Cld 16th; barque Wild lluuter, Ireat, Reval,
Alta V Cole, Cole, Windsor, NS; Belle Halliday,
Kennebec.
Rogers and N H Skinner, Thrasher,
CM 16th. brig Atalaya, Eye. Cienfuegos.
SALEM—Ar 16tb, sebs Challenge, Meservey, Port
Johnson; John Somes. Luut, and Lizzie Cochrane,
Hopkins, do; Grace, Ellsworth for Vineyard-Haven;
Mabet Hall,
C Matthews, Bluebill for New York.
for do;
Rockland for do; Prospect, from St George
Providence.
for
Elizabeth, Bangor
for
Sid 15th, sch Annie L Henderson, Henderson,

^V“v \y,_\

15th, BCh Abrain Richardson, PatterNew York;
shall Philadelphia; Acara, Cummings,
Kate’E Rich, Rich, Bangor. sch
Lewis, Wis16th,
Boxer,
GLOUCESTER—Ar
Machias tor do.
casset for Boston; Ida May, Coihn,
PORTSMOUTH-Ar 15th, sens Delia Hinds, AgRondout.
new, Calais; Oregon, Henshaw,
Rockland.
Sid 15th. sch John Girard, Robinson,
]-

DOJIEBTIV l’OBTtt.
Russoll, for
At Tampico 3d inst, sch YoSemite,
May 28. barque Don Justo, Jones.
*

Portland.
Ski 27tb, brig Sainvel Coipel, Spur,

Copies Sold!

Everybody Needs It.

EVERYBODY WANTS IT.

Itevised and Enlarged.

(New.)
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FOODInS'TMEDICINE,

Purest, Safest and most Powerful Restorative
In Medicine for Peebie and Exhausted Constitutions, Nervous and General Debility,
Consumption and Wasting Diseases
cf the Kidneys and Liver.
without fermentation from Canadian Barley Malt and l resh Hop, combined
with Quinine Bank, and warranted more Nourand
ishing, Strengthening, Vitalizing andPurifying,
hat Proby reason of their richness in Bone
of malt or
forms
other
ducing Material, than all

PREPARED

Train* leave Bouton.
and arrive in Portland at 11 65 a.
At 9 a. m. and arrive in Portland at 12.55 p.
At 12.30 p. m. and arrive in Portland at 5.00
p. m. At 7.00 p. m. (daily), and arrive in Portland
at 11.00 p. m.
Pullman Parlor Car*.

At

Address PEABODY MEDICAL INSTITUTE or
4 Bulfinch St., Boston, mass.

HAIR BALSAM.

m.
m.

On trains
Boston, at 7.30 and 9.00 a. m„
12.30 and 7.00 p. m. and trains leaving Portland,
8.45 a. m., 12.56 and 0.00 p. m. (Through Pullman Sleeping Cars on trains leaving Boston at
7.00 p. m. and Portland at 2.00 a. m).
Through ticket* to ail point* %Ve*t nuC
Mouth may be bad of J. M. French, TicketSeller,
Eastern Railroad Depot and at Union Ticket Office
40 Exchange street.
Pullman Car Ticket* for Meat* and
Berths Maid at Deoot Ticket Odlce.
New, first clas3 dining room at Portsmouth.
Through trains stop 10 minutes for meals.
LUCIUS TUTTLE,
General Passenger and 1 -ckei AgenS
f). W. BAN BORN. Mwtor Trans pc rtation.

:

(similar

digestion,

article,

and always
Restores the Youthful Color to Grey or faded Hair
Parker’s Hair Balsam is finely perfumed and is
warranted to prevent falling of the hair and to remove dandrun and itching. Hiscox & Co., N.Y,
and

GiNGERTONIC
A Superlative Health and Strength Restorer.

If you are a mechanic or farmer, worn out with
overwork, or a mother run down by family or household duties try Parker’s Ginger Tonic.
If you are a lawyer, minister or business man exhausted by mental strain or anxious cares, do not take
intoxicatin g stimulants, butuse Parker’s Ginger Tonic
If you have Consumption, Dyspepsia, RheumaJsm, Kidney Complaints, or any disorder of the lungs,
stomach, bowels, blood or nerves, Parkrr’s Ginger
Tonic will cure you. It is the Greatest Blood Purifier
And the Best and Surest Cough Cure Ever Used.
If you are wasting away from age, dissipation or
any disease or weakness and require a stimulant take
Ginger Tonic at once; it will invigorate and build
you up from the first dose but will never intoxicate.
It has saved hundreds of lives; it may save yours.
CAUTION!—Refuse all substitutes. Parker’s Ginger Tonic la
composed of the best remedial agents in the world, and isentirely
different from preparations of ginger alone. Send for circular to
Iiiscox A Co., N. Y. 60c. & $1 sizes, at dealers in drugs.
GREAT SAVING BUYING DOLLAR SIZE.

WHITCHER.

MARY

CO-MANUFACTURER

DR, CORBETT’S CELEBRATED
SHAKERS’ SARSAPARILLA,
A

For nil

POSITIVE CUBE

Iwpnrijieg

Fluids,

ROBERT M. GOULD,I
DAVID B. RICKER,
WILLIAM T. MURRAY,
AUGUSTINE D. SMITH,
Committee on Laying Out New Streets,
Jpl3dtd

of the
Diseases of the

Blood and other
Kidneys Urina-

Women.—It regulates tlio female functions,
purifying the fluids of unwholesome humors and
ulceratious, restoring displaced organs by its tonic
influence on the blood, muscles and ligaments, and
curing Constipation, Piles, Sick Headache, Dizzy
Spells. Weakness, Palpitation and Nervousness.
Probably the only medicine known that will dissolve
away Tumors and Cancerous growths.
For Children.—Pure and palatable; it removes
the first symptoms of Hereditary Disease of the
Blood, Liver, Kidneys and Lungs, and clenses the
skin of Pimples, Blotches, Boils, Carbuncles and
Itching and Scaly Humors.
Rheumatism.—It removes the cause of Rheumaand Gout, and has cured thousands
of cases of Liver and Kidney diseases, Scrofula, Ulcers on the Lungs, White Swellings, Canker Humors,
Salt Rheum, Erysipelas, Dropsy, Gravel, Gail
Stones, and Bright’s Disease.
Dr. Corbett’s Shakers’ Sarsaparilla is recommended by scores of prominent New England
physicians. It has cured many remarkable cases
given up to die, and can always be relied upon as a
pure, safe, and economical remedy for Chronic Diseases of either sex, all Impurities of the Blood,
Loss of Flesh, Strength and Appetite, and is peculiarly a domestic medicine, appealing strongly to
mothers who love healthy, happy homes.
The
average cost is about one cent per dose.
Prepared under the supervision of Mary
Whitcher, Shaker Village, N. H., and sold by
all respectable druggists. Be careful to call for Dr.
Corbett’s Shakers’ Saraparilla, and avoid imitations. Price, $1 per bottle; six bottles for So.
Gen’l Agts., WEEKS & POTTER, Boston.

Maquam Bay,
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CHaPonT
Swan (on,

Vermont.

R. PARKER, Prop.

&

SOULE,

d2

mos

No. 56 Cross Street.

NO. AUBURN, MAINE.

Open fromJune

10 lbs.
15 “
20 “

GROVE
Martha’s

Two miles from P & O. R, R. Depot. Situated in a beautiful Maple
and Pine Grove near the Saco Itiv“■
and opposite Mt. Kiersarge.
er
Purest of water—cold as In winter. House opened
for boarders July 1st.

$1.50

aily
per month,
“
“
“

■

2.00
2.50

“

We call particular attention to our Androscoggin
Ice for families and offices.
Any customer leaving town, by giving notice at
the office will bo entitled to a proper reduction.
dt
je3

H Lame Back, Sprains and
■ Asthma, Catarrh, Coughs,
■ Sore Throat, Diphtheria,
■ Frost Bites, Tooth, Ear,
■ Headache, and all pains and aches.

aug

Lawn

i

Dressing.

Manufacture and keep constantly on hand a Lawn
Dressing which is second to none in the world;
article of which it is composed is food for
grass. It also eCectuallv drives earth worms from
the lawns, and likewise kills moss, which is often so
After applying stable
troublesome in old lawns.
manures to lawn-, alsa Superphosphates and many
other lawn dressings now in use, it is a long lime
before the children can be allowed to play on them
Not so with the
on account of the offensive odor.
composition which we offer to the public, for there
is nothing of which it is composed to prevent chil
dren using the lawn as a play ground at any and all
every

times.

BafTry it and you will use no other.
Put up in bags of 10, 25, 50 and 100 pounds.
([[^“Directions in each bag.
It may also he found at Messrs. Kendall & Whitney’s, Market Square. W. C. Sawyer & Co.’s, No. 7
Preble Street, Geo. Blanchard & Brothers, No. 46
Union Street, and A. A. Mitchell’s, corner High and

Commercial Street.

C.W.BELKNAP&SON
142 & 144 Commercial Street,
PORTLAND, ME.

mh20

dtf

meeting deschool ot carpentry, to be
THEcided to openFraternity
under the
of Luther
Portland

at its last

a

supervision
Pingree, who is
well qualified to instruct.
The school will be in
the third story of the Fraternity building, on Free
street and will be opened July 5th at half-past
seven in the morning, continuing
daily till the
opening of the public schools in the autumn. The
school will be free to boys in the public schools, and
those wishing to learn the use of tools, will do well
to call at once at the rooms on Free street and enroll their names, as but a limited number can be accommodated. Mr. Woodhill is daily in attendance
at the rooms and will receive and register the
names of applicants.
jun!3dtf

FIFTH-AVENUE Sc FIFTIETH

A

NEW-YORK.
WETHEBBEE Sc FULLER, Proprietors.
Strangers will here find excellent accommodations
at reduced prices during the summer months.
This new and elegaut house is very centrally located for the reception of guests, either permanent
It is charmingly situated, being a
or transient.
central point amidst the most fashionable residences,
churches, &c.,&e.; near the Grand Central Depot,
within three minutes walk of the elevated roads

Son,

and Madison Avenue cats. The ventilatiou, heating and plumbing are arranged on the most approved principles. The hotel is conducted on the
European plan, patronized by the best families of
Europe and America, with a restaurant of unsurpassed excellence and at reasonable charges.

142 & 144 Commercial Street,
I’OHTLAND, ME.

ma

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP L'O,
Eastport, Hie., Calais, Hie., *d.
Halifax, N. S.,
.Inhii, ft.
.Charlottetown, P. E. I.

SUMMER ARBAftGEMEftTS.

SCARBOROUGH BEACH,
jfafcoi

III Insolvency.

kiHNrif

a

of 1882,
Will
15.
on THUKNDAV, June
This house is elosed to transient
visitors on the Sabbath.
open for the

season

■■■bSsSB
Court of Insolvency for the County of Cumberland
State of Maine.
tf. B. RUNNISON, Proprietor.
I
June 10 A. D. 1882.
ju!5d2w
In case of Daniel T. Irish, Insolvent Debtor.
THIS is to give notice, that on the seventh day
NEKVOIJS DEBILITY.
of June, A. I). 1882, a warrant in Insolvency was
issued by Henry C. Peabody, Judge of the Court of
Guaranteed.
Cure
A
said
for
of
County
Cumberland, against
Insolvency
the estate of said Daniel T. Irish of Gorham,
Dr. E. C. West’s Nerve and Brain Treatin the said County of Cumberland adjudged to
ment: a specific for Hysteria,
Dizziness, Convulbe an insol /ent debtor, on petition of said debtor,
sions, Nervous Headache, Mental Depression, Loss
w'as
tiled
on
the
of
which petition
seventh day
of Memory, Spermatorrhoea, Impotency, involuntabv overJfcuie, A. D. 1882,to which date interest on claims is
ry Emissions. Premature Old Age, caused
to be computed.
ertion, self-abuse, or over-indulgenca which leads
That the payment of any debts to or by said debto misery, decay and death. One box will cure
tor and the transfer and delivery of any property
recent cases. Each box contains one month’s treatment. One dollar a box, or six boxe for five dolby him are forbidden by law.
of
the
That a meeting
creditors of said debtor to
lars; sent by mail prepaid on receipt of price. The
prove their debts, and choose one or more assignees ; proprietors, John C. West & Co., guarantee six boxes
be
held
at a Court of Insolvency,
of his estate, will
fcoj cure any case. With each order received for
to be holden at Probate Court room, in Port- ; six boxes, accompanied with five dollars, the protheir written guar;
nineteenth
day of June. A. D. 1882, at
land, on the
prietors will send the purchaser
ten o’clock in the forenoon.
antee to return the money if the treatment does not
Guarantees issued through H. H.
Given under my hand the date first above writeffect a cure.
GEO. W. PARKER,
ten.
HAY & CO., Druggists, only agents n Portland,
as
Messenger of the Court of IntolDeputy Sheriff,
Vie., at Junction Middle and Free Sts.
d*wly46
oovlb
vency fur said County of Cumberland.

jel0&17

Annual Meeting;.

j

SLOOP FOIt SALE.
keel boat, 23 feet, 3 inches long
8 feet wide, formerly owned by the late Walter
Will be sold at a bargain.
H. Lyde, of Freeport.
Apply to W. G. Merrill, Freeport, or C. L. Memy3dtf
Cleery, Mail Ofllce, Low 11, Mass

Annual Meeting of Stockholders of the
SLOOP-ItTGGED
Bone Co. will be held at the oflice
THECumberland 2Ya
Union
of the

Company,

June 20, at 3 p. m.
je!2 dtd

Wharf, on Tuesday,
F. D.

ELLIS, Clerk.

TRIPS

THREE

REEK.

PER

AFTEB MONK
19 ©AY, MAY JOlh. Mtcam
this Cine will
of
era
-v-assa
Leave Kail road Wharf,
ON AN©

lb
J

~

foot of state street, ovary Monday, Wednesday
8t.
at 6 p. to., for
Easipctt an
and Friday,
John, with connections for Calais. Kobbinstia. 8t.
Grand
Woodstock,
Pembroke.
Honiton,
Andrews.
Menan, Campobelle, Digby, Annapolis, Vann oath
Windsor, tiaiifax, Moncton, Newcastle, Amuorst,
Bathurst-, Dalheusie, CharPiotou, ''hedlao,
lottetown

Fairfield,

Fort

Grand

Falls,

and

other

stations on the New Brunswick and Canada, Intercolonial, Windsor, and Annapolis, Western Counties, and Prinoe Edward Island Rail Roads,

Stage Routes.
received up to 4 p. m. and any inKp-*Freight
formation regarding the same may be had at the
office of the Freight Agent, Railroad Wharf.
For Circulate, with Excursion Rentes, Tickets,
State Booms and further information apply at
Companv’s Office, 40 Exchange St.
and

T. C.

my25

EER8EY. President, and Manager

_dtf

AND THIRD AND BERKS 8Tb.

Steamers Eleanora and Franconia

Eipress Trains. Double Traci: Stone Balias

Will until further notico leave Franklin Wharf,
Po'tland, every MONDAY and THURSDAY-at o
£.M., and leave Pier 37, East River, New York,
4 P. M,
every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at
These steamers are fitted up with fine accommodations for passengers, making this a very convenient
and comfortable route for travelers between New
York and Maine. During the summer months these

Be

bay

rare to

BOUND

(at any railroad
New England) ria

ueKet.

boat office la

BROOK

or

Semi-Weekly Line to New Tort.

ateaxu

ROUTK.

steamers will touch at Vineyard Haven on their passage to and from New York. Passage, including
State Room, *6; meals extra. Goods destined beyond
Portland or New York forwarded to destination at
once. For further information apply to

PAR E3,
New York and Philadelphia
{84,«8

HENRY FOX, General Agent, Portland.
J. F. AMES, Ag’t, Pier 38, E. R. New York.
Tickets and State Rooms can be obtained at 23
Excnange Street. From Deo. 1 to May 1, no paalocRJtf
songers will be taken by this lino.

NEW ENGLAND AGENCY,

Washington Street, Boston.

311

H. P. BALDWIN,
tien Pm». Agent C. B. K. of N.

JUbSfidtf

J.

CLYDE’S

PHILADELPHIA
AND-

—

On nutl

CHANGE OF TIME
after Monday, December «■, lSSl,

REW ENGLAND
STEAMSHIP LINE

CTntil further notioe passenger trains
will

rnn as

onnection with
OLD COLONY RAIL HOAD.
Freight received and forwarded daily to FALL
RIVER, there connecting with the Clyde Ntramand SATURDAY
era, sailing every WEDNESDAY
la

direct to

tions.

Ph.il aciolphia.

ARRIVING AT PORTLAND:
11 .OO a. m.—From Fabyan’s and Bartlett.
б. 00 p. m.—From Burlington and Swanton.
J. HAMILTON. Snp’t.
Portland. Deo. 3. 188decSpp

Grand Trunk
and

Connecting there with Clyde Steam Lines to
Charleston, 8. ©., Washingl""- **• ©», and
all

0. D. C.
No. 3 Old

TIME.
17th,

p.

m.

Summer

(Stage

Canton

for

Portland

and

Canton,
'Leave Lewiston at 1.57 p. m.
Stage connections with Byron, Mexico, Dixfield,
Peru, Livermore, West Sumner and Turner.
OTIS HAYFORD, 8 apt.
dec3 dtf
Portland. Deo., 6th, 1881.
■lfc

STEAAKKb.|
to L1VEBPOOL

NATIKUAV.
Shortest
Ocean
Voyage-Only
FIVE DAYS from Land to Land.
Extra weekly ships from GLASGOW, Lirerpool. ((iicpuMtoun. liouiloudt ri'jr, aud Oal
way to BOSTON direct.
The steamers are unsurpassed

for safety and speed.
BIN, 970 a lid 980.
Into, mediate $40, Steerage at low rates.
Apply to E. A. WALDRON, 40 Exchange St., T.
P. McGfOWAN, 422 Congress St., or JLEVfc A
€

ALDEN, Genrral AgmlR, New York. 207
Broadway: Boston, Mass., 15 State St.; Philadelphia, Pa., N. E. cor. Broad and Chestnut Sts.

dlj

may23

Commencing

from

Sedgwick

to Blue

Hill

on

arrival of

Steamer) Bo. Weal ami Har Harbor*,
Millbridge, Jone.pori and machiusporl.
Returning, leaves Machine port, every Tlonday and Thnraday Hornings, at 4.30 o’clock.
Mount Desert at about 10.00, arriving in Portland
the same evening, oonnectlug with Pullman Train
and early morning trains for Boston.
The New Steamer CITY OF RICHMOND, 1000
tons, Capt. WM. E, DENNISON which will leave
same wharf every Monday, Wednesday nnd
Baiurdny evening", at 11.13 o’clock, or on arrival of Steamboat Express trains from Boston for
mount Desert (South West and Bar Harbors)
touching at Kockland only, and arriving at Bar
Harbor at about 10.00 A. M. next day. Connects

4.00 and 9.20 a. m.
^^^•^f^MLewiston,
at 1.30
Leave Portland for

H QUEBEC
CVIKV

June 16.

each

Rum lord Falls & Buck field
Leave

Arrangement,

The
Steamei LEWISTON,
■1127 tons, Capt. Charles Deering, which leaves Railroad Wharf,
AiiS^BaBSSSiicPortland,every Tuesday nnd
Friday evening, at 11.13 o’clock, or on the
arrival of Express train from Boston, for KocUluud, Caatine. Deer lale, and Sedgwick.

From Chicago, Montreal and Quebee.
12.30 p.
in.___

rn

MINK, Agent,
State House, Boston, Mast

STEAMBOAT CO.

ARRIVALS
From Lewinloa and A uburn, 8.30 a. m
12.30, 3,15 and 6.00 p. m.
From C*orhnm, 8.30, 9.40 a. m., and 12,30

„___

any

Portland, Bangor & Machias

DEPARTURES:
For Auburn nnd Lewietoii, 7.10 a. m.,
12.35 and 6.16 p. w.
For Gorham) 7.30 a. m., 1. 30 and 5.15 p. m.
For €*orham, 4.00 p. m.f (mixed.)_
For Montreal Quebee and Chicago, 1. 30
m.

from

fob20d

after MONDAY, OCT.
run as follows:

ON 1881, trains will

p.

Ra 1 .nil Water Lines.

Through Rates and Bills Lading given
point in New England to Philadelphia.
For Rates and Information apply to

Railway of Canada.

CHANGE~OF

BOSTON

FROiVi

follows:

LEAVING PORTLAND
а. 23 a. m.—For all stations, through to Darlington, NwRutou, Montreal and Ogdeimbnrg.
2.43 p. m.—For Fabyau’s and Intermediate sta-

the”ATLANTIC HOUSE, ALLAN LINE STEAMSHIPS,

dtf

Rail Road Wharf.
*23dtf

Maine Steamship Company

_dS&W5m

may27

These goods may also bo found at W. C. NAWVKIt A TO.’M, 9 Preble Street, CiFOKDE
46
BKOTII FR’S,
BI.ANCJHAKD A
Union Street, and A. A. HUTCIflKIJL Aand
Commercial Streets.
CO.’*, corner High

mylO

ST.,

(Opposite Cathedral,)

Flants

Belknap

eodt sptl

jeis

BUCKINGHAM HOTEL,

matured*
This compositisn gives the plants a luxurious
growth and a dark rich green color, which no other
rood gives them; it also gives the flower of the
a brighter, richer and more beautiful color,
t has no equal for Plants in the house or garden,
and what is of the most importance to the Ladies,
is its easv application, and it has positively no offensive odor. Try it and you will be well pleased
with it. Directions with each Box.
Manufactured by

€. W.

teams to lot at reasonable rates. Cottages
For further particulars inquire of
WM. D. JONES,
No. 11 Exchange St. Portland.
M. B. NUTTER, Fryeburg, Me.,

to let.

or

This compound has been thoroughly analyzed by

Messrs. C. W. Belknap & Son

•

liDg and
!

a competenl Professor of Chemistry, who
pronounces it t'ood for all we claim for it. No one need
it to the most tender plant, line it
fear to
Mtnall quantity and lucreme on the Plant

CO.,Wholesale A
Tl'h&Sly

$7.00

1.515
One of the most delightful and healthful places
for children to be found in the country. Good stab-

apply

W. F. PHILLIPS &

JML A

Board per week,
Board per day,

PLANT FOOD.

m
The best internal and external remedy in
■ the world. Every bottle guaranteed.
£$
Price. 60 cents and "1.C0.

HOUSE,

Grove Camp Ground,
KBVEBIIBG, UK.,

FRIDAY,

2d,

Stations in Philadelphia
J^hilaclolphia & Reading R. R.
NINTH AND GREEN STREETS,

direct from the mineral spring
Its water supply
and all the conveniences for comfort found in any
The connections with all
furnished.
hotel are
trains at Lewiston and Auburn will be perfect, by

Pricisfoi Families and Offices.

;v-

H. P. C. Hersey, Agt.,

is

SUMMER BOARDERS.

(Cures^heumatisni/

Juno
On and alter
Ibe favorite and superior seasteamer New Bruau-■ii-'j.W-r—iwin leave Rail Road
Wharf, foot of State St., every FRIDAY at 1.00
p. m. (or on arrival of morning trains of Eastern
and Boston & Maine Rail Road-, ind Grand Trunk
Express Train from Montreal,) f«r YARMOUTH,
arriving there next morning, where connections are
made with Western Counties Railway, Fishwick’s
Express Line of Steamers, and .stage lines for all
the principal places In Nova Scotia.
Frieght received cn days of sailing up to twelve
o’clock, void positively none taken after that time.

AhA&J

TCgoing
-p

STATION IN NEW Y0RK uiMaSHm »«.

to October.

coach from the train to the lake, thence to the
hotel by new steamer which was built last spring
by Goss, Sawyer Sr. Packard of Bath. Livery stable
connected with the house and horses can be boardPrices for board according to the
ed if desired
location < .he room. Transient rates $2.50 to $3.
per day. Special rates to family and weekly boarders
during June and July. Tickets from Portland to
Send
the hotel and return, via M. C. R. R., $2.uO.
JOHN LINDSEY & SON.
for circulars,

Trip per Week.

(hie

York, Trenton & Philadelphia,

LAKE AUBURN SPRING HOTEL

june8_Th,S&T2m

■

V1MII111I, n. s.

For full description

jue8

CURTIS

(LIMITED.)

-BETWEEN-

resort is new and
Lake Champlain, 8 miles north of

_

A«c«»,

tif Co.

Bound Brook Route.

sumsituated on

mer

B. SAMPSON,
1© g, nil

•>/!>;

a.

Open June 1 to October. This

St. Albans.
send for circular.

ThS &T&w3ir nrm

ap27

iijR

IjuBjlffiCT*
■*

1882.

1882.

tism, Neuralgia,

FORTE AND for BOSTON

Mfk&PttliAUi

SUMMER RESORTS.

HOTEL

Philadelphia

Freight for the West by the Penn. R. R., and South
by connecting lines, forwarded free of commission.
S*a*aage Eiubt Doilaro. Uonad Trip 815
Meals and KooB included.
For Freight cr Passage apply to

jel6•dtf

Organs, Liver, Bowels,and Nkin,

ry
For

m.

^flii

It), 1882,

FOB PO BTC AND at 9.00 a. in., 12.30, 3.30
7.00 p. in., arriving at Portland at 1.00, 5.00, 8.00,
OLD orchard beach
11.00 p. m.
FOR BOSTON at 6.40, 9.13 a. in., 1.23, 3.65,
ORFOR
OLD
BOSTON
5.29 p. m.
CHARD REACH at 8.00, 9.00 a. m., 12.30,
R
FO
SCARAND
m.
PORTE
3.30, 7.00 p.
BORO BEACH AND PINE POINT at
6.15, 8.45,110.25 a. m., 12.35, 4.55, 6.00, 8.30 p.
FOR OLD ORCHARD
m.
(See note.)
BEACH at 6.15, 8.46,10.25 a.m., 12.35,12.65,
FOR SACO AND
4.65, 6.00, 8.30 p. m.
Bl DDE FORD at 6.15, 8.45, 10.25 a. m.,
12.35, 12 55, 4.55, 6.00, 8.30 p. in. FOR
12.56,
KENNEBUNK at 6.16, 8.45 a. m
6.00, 8.30 p.m. FOR WELLS at 6.15, 8.45
NORTH
FOR
m.
a. m., 6.00 p.
(See note)
BERWICK, SALMOU FACES, GREAT
FACES, DOVER, EXETER, HtVER.
HICC, LAWRENCE, ANDOVER AND
CO WECC at 6.15, 8.45 a. m., 12.65, 6.00 p, m.
FOR NEW MARKET at 6.15,8.45 a.m.
FARMINGTON,
FOR ROCHESTER.
N. H., AND ACTON BAY at 6.15, 8.46 a. m.,
12.55 p. m. FOR WOCFBORO AND CEN-

New

hart. -A.stou, 8 p
From Long
From Flue S.cwt Wharf
at 1( a. m
insurance one-half the rate cl

ft

NOTICE

Promenade on Monday, the 19th inst, at 3 o’clock
in the afternoon, to hear all parties interested, and
then and there determine and adjudge whether public convenience and necessity require that said
Promenade should be so altered, and if they shall
so adjudge, will then and there alter the line of said
street and fix the damage as-required by law.
CHARLES F. LIBBY,
ALBION LITTLE,

W&nslaffc.

AV&sa J}-*'--

THE

sizes, at dealers in drugs and medicines.

PARKER’S

j

Saturday

N©

Coal Dealers

Notice

2aw&weow3m

n.hl 7

Leaves each Port Every Wednesday a»4

ggfggMMFjat 6.16, 8 45 a. m., 12.55, 6.00 p. in.,
~~=j~"j*""^arriving a' Boston at 10.45 a. in.,
-■■—1.15,4.55,10.00 p. m. BOSTON

at 8.45

Steamship SLtae.

Direct

TRE

CITY OFFAL.

_dtf

PIIILADELPIiiA

N01tCE

on ac-

of its superior
cleanliness and purity.
It contains materials
only that are beneficial
to the scalp and hair

50c,

ADVERTISEMENTS

fe'xcbnoge Ntreet

lOOtStOIl

_

count

Everywhere.

Nov22eodtangl

experience.

No.

_-tf

jul7

Agent,

J. JL. FAlttfESt,
meb 1B

HARBOR (via Str. “jilt. Washington”)
m., 12.55 p. m. FOR MANCHESTER AND CONCORD N. II., (via New
is hereby given that JOHN L. BEST has
Market Jet.)at 6,15 a. m., 12.55 p. m. (via Lawbeen duly liceused to collect the City Offal and
rence) at 8-45 a, m., 12.65 p. m. MORNING
I has given bond for the satisfactory performance of
TRAIN LEAVES KENNEBUNK FOR
the work. All persons collecting offal without a
PORTE AND at 7.25.
liscense in violation of the City Ordinance will be
note—The 12.55 p. m. train from Portland Will
1 Not
prosecuted according to law.
Stop at Scarboro Beach or Pine Point
and will Stop at Wells Only to Take PassC. K. BRIDGES,
Marshal.
City
junlGdtf
engers For Boston. Parlor Cars on trains
leaving Portland at 12.55 and 6.00 p. m., and Boston
at 9.00 a. m., and 12.30 p. m. Parlor-car seats
C3TY OF PORTLAND.
secured in advance at Depot Ticket Office.
EE^Ihe 12.56 p. m„ train from Portland connects with Sound Cine Steamers for New
to
York and all Kail Lines for the West, and the 6.00
p. m., train with all Rail Cines for New York
Committee on Public Buildings will receive
and the South and West.
sealed proposals until Wednesday, at noon.
June 28,1882 for eight hundred and fifty tons of
SUNDAY TRAINS.
best quality Lehigh Coal (broken) and two hundred
Portland For Boston and Way stations at
and thirty-five tons of best quality Lehigh Coal (egg
1.00 and 5.30 p. m. Hostou For Portland at
size) 2,240 pounds to the ton, to be delivered and
3.46, 8.30 a. in., and 6.00 p. in. Biddeford for
put in and trimmed in the pens at such ofthe Public
Portland at 6.40 a. m., 12.05, 2.30, 9.36 p. ni.
Buildings and school houses of the city, and at such
Portland for Old Orchard Beach at 1.00 and
time as may he designated, the coal to be in all re5.30 p. m. Return at 6.52 a. m., 12.19, 2.43, 9.48
spects of tlie best quality, and in the best order and
p. m.
well screened on the wharf before delivery, and
Trains on Boston & Maine road connect with all
weighed by such weigher as the city may designate. steamers running between Portland and Bangor,
The Committee reserves the right to reject any
Rockland, Mt. Desert, Machias, Eastporc, Calais,
and all bids that may not be deemed for the interSt. John and Halifax. Also connect with Grand
est of the city. Address proposals to
Trunk trains at Grand Trunk Station, and Maine
CHARLES. F. LIBBY, Chairman.
Central and Portland & Ogdenburg trains at TransJune 13,1882.
jel4tje28
fer Station.
All trains stop at Exeter ten minutes for refresh,
Hearing on Alteration of Street Line.
meats. First class Dining Rooms at P* rtland,
Transfer Station, Exeter, Lawrence «nd 8< it m
is hereby given that the Joint Standing
THROUGH TICKETS to all points West and
Committee on Laying Out New Streets, who
were directed by an order of the City Council, passSouth may be had of *1. C. Williams, Ticket
ed June 6th, 1882, to consider the expediency of
Agent, Boston & Maine Depot, and at Union
straightening the Ensterly line of the Western Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St.
JAS. T. FOR BEK, Gen. Supt.
Promenade southerly from Bowdoin street, will
meet at the junction of Bowdoin street and said
S. H. STEVENS, Gen. Agent, Portland.

i

Tnis elegant dressing
is preferred by those
who have used it, to any

deep-seated
nation, dyspepsia, bronchitis and
the kidneys,
joughs, consumption, weakness of
menliver and urinary organs, emaciation, dropsy,
delicate females,
tal, physical or nervous debility,
form of
and
the
and
every
aged,
mothers,
nursing
decline, they are truly marvellous.warranted
genPut up in German quarts and
uine when signed by tbe^Malt Bitters Company.
Jllftlt Bitters Co., Boston.
Sold

aud

CITY

PARKER’S

One bottle of Malt Bitters equals in
or
nourishment fifty bottles of lager beer, ale
urged against
porter,while free from the objectionsbitters,
etc.
tonics,”
malt liquors, alcoholic
BITTER3 build up anew the nervous,
For
cseeous (bone) and muscular system.
sick headache, constifeeble
medicine.

MALT

requiring skill

all diseases

a. an.

__

W. H. PARKER, M. D.

cn

?.30

PASSEIVGEU rlUlNS WILL LEAVE

bestowed.—Massachusetts Ploughman.
'Thousands of extracts similar to the above could be taken from the leading journals—literary, political,
religous anl scientific—throughout the land.
The book is guaranteed to be a better medical work, in every sense, than can be obtained elsewhere for
double the price, or the money will be refunded in every instance.
ThouMnodH of Topies are went by mail, securely Healed au<l post.paid, to all parts of the
world, every mouth, upon receipt of price, $1.35.

L. -The author may be consu'ted

tional, American, Red Star, Hamburg American,
North German Lloyd, British or Italian lines, to
and from all ports in Ireland, Scotland, England,
France, Holland, Belgium, Germany, Norway,
Denmark, Swedeu, Russia, Spain and Italy at
lowest ratesof passage, viz: Cabin, $50 to $100.
Second Cabin, $40 to $00, according to berth and
steamers.
Steerage §>2(5 to $32. according to
steamer and port. Return tickets very low.
Hierliug and Coiiunroiid exchange In
and
sums to suit.
Also agent Morris Europe*
American Express for packages *nd freigh. ro all
Also agent ijr the celebrated
parts of the globo.
Acidia Coal by the cargo. Apply to

Sunday, at 2 p. in. for Saco, Biddeford. Portsmouth, Newburyport, Salem, Lynn and Boston,
arrivlug at 5.30 p. m. connecting with Sound and
Kail Line3 for New York.

On and after Monday, June

SEND NOW.
The Science of Life, or Self-Preservation, is the most extraordinary work on Physiology ever published.
There is nothing whatever that the married or single of either sex can either require or wish to know, but
what is fully explained. In short the book is invaluable to all who wish for good health.—Toronto Globe.
The book for young and middle aged men to read just now is the Science of Life, or Self-Preservation. It
is worth many times its weight in gold. —Medical Times.

N.

on the lane routes freo from ice and icebergs,
viz: the White Star, Anchor, Cunard, Stale, Na-

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

He reaches the very roots and vitals of disease
The author of the Science of Life is a noble benefactor.
and is enabled to apply thorough remedies. The book already is read upon both continents by millions.—
London Lancet
The Gold aud Jewelled Medal awarded the author of the Science of Life was fairly won and worthily

to)

ing

York.

ILLUSTRATED SAMPLE 6 CENTS,

iMALnnntRS

Passage Tickets, Cabin, Second Cabin, and
Steerage, outward and prepaid, with choice of the
fastest, largest and best lines and steamers, cross-

Boston & Maine Railroad,

por Self-Preservation. A Great Medical Treatise
on Mnuhood; the Came and Cure of Exhausted
Vitality, Nervous and Physical Debility, also on
the (Jntold Miseries arising fromthe Excesses of Mature Years. 300 pages. Royal Nano. The very finest
steel engravings.
125 invaluable Prescriptions, for all
acute and chronic diseases.
Bound in beautiful French Muslin, embossed, full gilt,
Price only
/
by Mail. (New Edition.)

_

^Old^ltitb! brig

a

Ditson

<*3w

Cuticura Remedies are the only real curatives
for diseases of the Skin, Scalp, and Blood.
Price: Cuticura Resolvent, $1.00 per bottle;
Cuticura, LOc. per box; large boxes, $1.00; Cuticura Medicinal Toilet Soap, 25c.; Cuticura
Sold everywher
Medicinal Shaving Soap, 15e.
Principal Depot, Weeks A Poller, Bohiou.

jne!4

STREET.

EXCHANGE

Bryce,

First Universalist Church, Congress Square
Preaching by Rev. Dr. T. B. Thayer, of Boston, at
10V2 a. m. and 7V2 P. m. Sunday school at 12 m.
Free Street B vftist Church—Rev. Jas. McWhinnie, pastor. Morning Service at 10% a. m.
Sunday school at 12 m.; Evening services, preaching at|7 p, m.
First Baptist Church, Congress St., opposite
Lincoln Park.—Rev. T. D. Anderson, Jr., pastor.
Sunday School at 1.45 p. m. Preaching service
at 3. p. in. Social meeting at 7.30 p. in.
Prayer
meeting Tuesday evening at 7.45 p. m. Young
at
7.45.
Friday
evening
meeting
Peoples’

Tufh&Sat&wlm

jul

Helen M Row-

ley, Rowley, New York.
cedar KEYS—Ar 13th, seh C H Macomber,

Chestnut St. M. E. Church, Kev. Andrew
MeKeown, D. D., pastor. Residence, 219 Cumberland street. Preaching at IOV2 a. m. and 3 p. m.
The rest of the service as usual.
Rev. C. A. Harden
Church of the Messiah.
pastor. Preaching every Sunday evening— Subof
Life.
ject “The Voyage
Church of Christ, Cor. May and Danforth Bt».
Services every Lord’s day at 1012 a. m., 3 p. m. and
7 p. m.; Sunday school at 12 m.; Prayer meeting
Tuesday and Friday evening at 7V2 p. m.
CONGRESS ST. M. E. Church—Kev. G. D. Lindsay, pastor; Residence No. 62 Melbourne Street.
Preaching at 1OVa a. m. and at 3 p. m. by the pastor. Sund jy School at 1% p.m. Prayer Meeting
at 73/2 p. m.
Fu st Parish Church—Rev. Thomas Hill, D. 1).
pastor. Mori ing services 10% o’clock. Evening
servicis 7% o’clock.

The feeble and emaciated, suffering from dyspepsia or indigestion in any form, are advised, for the
sake of their own bodily and mental comfort, to try
fiostetter’s Stomach Bitters. Ladies of the most
delicate constitution testify to its harmless and its
restorative properties. Physicians everywhere, disgusted with the adulterated liquors of commerce,
prescribe it as the safest and most reliable of all
stomachics.
For Sale by all Druggists and Dealers generally,

Juiia Baker, Lewis, from Philadelphia for
before reported sunk off Reedy Island,
raised and towed back to Philadelphia.

FlfiHEBMEN.
Ar at Southport 15th, sch Alaska, Orne, Western
900
with
qtls fish.
Banks,
Ar at Boothbay 15th, sch Gen Grant, Nickerson,
800 qtls fish.
with
Banks,
Western
estAr at Bremen 13th, sch Abdon Keen, Keen,
900
with
qtl. Repoats the loss of one
ern Banks,
of her crew, (Clark Osier.)
Arat Eastport 12th, sch Elihu Burritt, Oliver,
Western Banks, with 700 qtls cod.
ElSpoken 12th, near Noman Land, schr Qnivot,
M Smith,
lis, with 130 bbls mackerel; Elizabeth
two
made
hauls.)
Seavy. (had
On Western Banks 12th, sch Josephine Swanton,
with 84.000 lbs split fish, (14 days out.)
Sch Edw Webster, of Gloucester, Capt Saul .Ja-

______

Fifth Av., New York, May 9th, 1875.

feb28

one

balsam. Contains in a modified form all the virtues
of Cuticura, the great Skin Cure, and is indispensable in the treatment of Skin and Scalp Diseases,
and for restoring, preserving, and beautifying the
complexion and skin. The only Medicinal Baby Soap.

Montevideo prev to 15th inst, barque Sir
Peel, Portland, (ordered to Buenos Ayres.)

Crscli

three teaspoonfuls Congress Yeast Powder. Steam
}Wo or three hours.

water,

says

31

PASSAGE TICKE1 OffICE.

leaving

ju!2

-CUTICURA S04PAn Exquisite Toilet, B till, and Nursery Sanative.
Fragrant with delicious flower odors and healing

Elizabeth, Scarboro, Saco,
Biddeford, Kennebunk, Wells, North and South
Berwick, Conway Junction, connecting for all
stations on Couway Division. Kittery, Portsmouth,
Kockport,
Newburyport, Salem, Gloucester,
Lynn, Cnehea and Boston, arriving at 1.16 p m.
At 12.55 p. in. for Saco, Biddeford, Kennebunk,
Conway Sunction, Kittery, Portsmouth, Newburyport,Salem, Lynn, Chelsea and Boston, arriving
at 4.65 p. m. connecting with Sound and Kail
Lines for all Southern and Western points.
At O p. ui. for Cape Elizabeth, Scarboro, Saco,
Biddeford, Kennebunk, Wells, North and South
Berwick, Kittery, Portsmouth, Newburyport,
Salem, Lynn, Chelsea and Boston, arriving at 10
p m. connecting with all Kail Lines for New

INSURE,

W. D. LITTLE, Agent,

Dunbar

Baracoa,
has boon

Boston Brown Bread.—One cup flour, one
cup rye, two cups Indian meal, two-thirds cups
molasses, two cups milk, one cup lukewarm

An infallible cure for Rheumatism, Sciatica, Neuralgia, Wounds, Burns, Sprains,
Stiff Joints, 3pavin, and Lameness from

Hong Kong 15th inst, ship Grecian,

paired

___

YOU

night

this train for Boston.
At 8.45 a. m. for Cape

TO

APPLY

AND

A sweet, unchangeable Medicinal Jelly, clears off
all external evidence of Blood Humor, eats away
Dead Skin and Flesh, instantly allays Itchings and
Irritations, Softens, Soothes and Heals. Worth its
weight in gold for all Itching Diseases.

,,,

ItlliVIO 12 A N 13 A
from
Sch Ann Elizabeth, Dean, at Alexandria
storm
Bangor, reports having experienced a severe
off Barnegat from May 29 to June 1, during which
and had to
sprung aleak, carried away jibboom,
throw over 300,000 laths.
ashore
went
which
Sch Robert Ripley, of Camden,
has reon the rocks oft' Plymouth some weeks ago,
mackorel
on
a
sailed
south
at Camden and

Kind Words.
Through force of real merit Corbett’s Shakers’ Sarsaparilla, prepared by Mary Whitcher,
has become a part of the domestic economy of
thousands of blew England homes.—N. E.

INQUIRE BEFORE

BE CAREFUL TO

Ar*at

Robt

REASONS, Viz:

TEN MILLIONS of Dollars ($10,000,000.)
9ih—It affords the cheapest, safest and most reliable insurance of any Company
in the world.
No institution of the kind in this countrv or the world has been more satisfactory than this great financial organization.

FROM MERCHANTS’ EXCHANGE.
Ar at

$95,000,000.

...

a

then make you many times worse.

FARE $1.00.
The *avorite 3 team on Forest City and John
Brooks will alternately leave FRANKLIN WHARF
Portland, at 7 o’clock p.m. and INDIA WHARF,
Boston, at 7 o’clock p. m. (Sundays excepted).
Passengers by this line arc reluirded that they secure a comfortable night’s rest and avoid the expense
and inconvenience of arriving in Boston late at
30p~ Ticket? and Staterooms for sale at D. H.
YOUNG’S, 272 Middle Street.
Through Tickets to Now York, via the various
Rail and Sound Lines for sale.
Freight taken as usual.
J. U. lOYLE,Jr., iieueral Agent.
^

At

1st—It is THE OLDEST Company, with 38 years of experience.
2d—It is the LARGEST COMPANY in the world by many Millions of Assets.
3d—It is purely Mutual, with no Stockholders to eat up its profits, and no
bonuses allowed to Officers, Trustees or Employes.
4th -It coniines its business to regular Life and Endowment Policies, and the
granting of Annuities, and has no new oi experimental plans.
6th—Its premium rates are lower than any other Life Insurance Company, and
its Policy-holders receive large Dividends annually.
Gth-No Policy-holder NEED forfeit his Policy, provided three annnal premiums
have been paid, and application is seasonably made for a paid up Policy, when
necessity arises to do so.
7th—Its Assets have more than doubled dunug the past ten years, notwithstanding the six years of financial panic.
Stlii—Ks Receipts for interest and rents alone have exceeded its Death Claims

LAUNCHED-At Bootbbay 13th, by Wm Adams,
fishing schr of 120 tons, (carpenter’s measure)
built on contract for parties iD Gloucester and to be
commanded by Capt T F Hodgdon.
The splendid fishing schr recently launched at Esof
sex and owned by Capt Hanson Joyce and others
Portland, is named Wm F Joyce and will register
113 tons. She is now at Gloucester fitting for the
mackerel fishery.

you are being so frightened about,
Hop Bitters is the only thing that will surely
and permanently prevent and cure. All other
and
pretended cures only relieve for a time
which

“Especially adapted to children
Dr. Alex. Robertson, 1057 2d Av., N. Y-

Psoriasis, Tetter, Ringworm, Barber’s Itch. Scald
Head, Itching Piles, and other Disfiguring and
Torturing Humors, from a pimple to a scrofulitic
ulcer, when assisted by Cuticura and Cuticura
Soap, the great Skin Cures.

A

Steamer New Brunswick, Bennett,Yarmouth, NS,
Hersey.
Barque D A Brayton, Huntley, Buenos Ayres-S
C Dyer.
Sch F N Tower, Morrill, New York—Berlin Mills.
Sch Kate, (Br) ChadBey, Lockport, NS— A D
Wliiddcn,
Sch Alta.(Br) Davis, St John, NB—Gallagher & Co
Sch Emma G, (Br) Giggy, Frederickton, NB.
Soh Mabel, Strout, Cherryfield—N Blake.
Sch Frank Pierce, Grant, Ellsworth-Chase Bros.
Sch Clinton, Rice, Swan’s Island—N Blake.
Sch Nauseag, Fitgerald, Prospect Harbor—Nath’l
Blake.
Sch Treaty, Blake, Carvei’s Harbor—N Blake.
SAILED—Barque D A Brayton; sche Sarah &
Ellen, Oliver Ames, EI Morrison.

.

Dr. Pitcher’s remedy for
Children’s Complaints.

-HUMORSThe cause of most human ills, aud curing wheu
and
physicians, hospitals, and all other methods
remedies fail, Scrofula or King’s evil, Glandular
Mercurial
Milk
Leg,
Swellings. Ulcers, Old Sores,
Affections, Erysipelas, Tumors, Abscesses, Carbuncles, Boils, Blood Poisons, Bright’s Disease, Wasting
of the Kidneys aud Liver, Rheumatism, Constipaand Scalyj
tion, Piles, Dyspepsia, and all Itching
-ERUPTS BOASOf the Skin and Scaip—sucn as Salt Rheum,

H P C

Sent ny

"I have been grossly insulted!” exclaimed
a
Brown. “That scoundrel Smith called me
liar!” “How unfortunate!” remarked Fogg.
“You couldn’t deny the accusation without en-

Old

Neutralizing. Absorbing, and Expelliug
Hcrofuious, Cancerous, and
(.'uniter

Cleared.

dorsing it, could you?”—Boston Transcript.

ASTOR

*

Twenty-five

cents

mail.
Wiggin & Co., Proprietors, Rockland,

Price 25cte.

SURE REMEDY AT LAST.

Eucrgy upon the Kiduej*,
Operate*
f,irer, Bowel*, and Pores of the ftkiu,

Sch Corporal Trim, Staples, Cape Ann, with 210
bbls mackerel.
Sch H S Kowe, Nickerson, Cape Ann, with 2o0
bbls mackerel.
Sch Agnes, Turner. Gloucester.
Sch Reno, Colburn, Machias for New York.

more.

the world.

RESOLVENT
wiili

The

'Steamers !

Train* leave Portland
2 a. no. Daily (Night Pullman) tor Saco,
Biddeford, Kennebunk, Kittery, Portsmouth,
Newburyport, Salem, Lynn and Boston, arriving
A special
at 6.30 a. m.
Sleeping Car will be
ready for occupancy In Portland station, At 9.00
p. m. (Sunday nights lip. ro., and is attached to

1843.

IN

ESTABLISHED

sell San Juan, from Fron-

FOR THE. FOLLOWING

FRIDAY, June 16.
Arrived.
Steamor New Brunswick, Bennett, Boston for
Yarmouth, NS,
Steamer Falmouth, Hall. Boston for Eastport
and St John. NB.
1
Brig Orloff, (Br) Woodruff, Cow Bay-coal to G
Railway Co. Vessel to Ryan & Kelsey.
Sen Grace Davis, Davis, Philadelphia- coal to H L
Paine & Co.

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT,
Commencing Sunday, June 18, 1882.

LIFeTnSURANCE GO

MUTUAL

ASSETS

PORT OP P(»BTtAJID.

Sufferers, try them, and ye will suffer
Fifty cents a bottle at druggists.
Sent by mail on receipt of price.
Miss Sawyer’s salve, as now prepared, beat
no

Eastern Railroad.

4POKEN.

3STEWS.

M^RI^TE

cine.

Ben-

Be Particular to Insure With

STEAMERS._

_

S Bridges, Gould, New York.

June 11, off Carrysfort,
tera for Now York.'

IPf £

surpassed

When other remedies fail get
son’s Capcine Plaster.

ers, Rockland.
Cld 15th, sch H

_

No
disappointment.—Wiggin’s Pellets
have an inherent power to cure Dyspepsia,
Constipation, Piles, Sick or Nervous Headache,
and all diseases of the Stomach, Bowels and
in the hiBtory of medi
Liver. Never

genuine
IJenson’sCmjcinePlaster
Parmaceutical product, of the highest
order of merit, and so recognized by
physicians and druggists.
a

|

San

When all the buffalo are killed off, if Uncle
Sam can be induced to quit feeding the red
devils on canned goods and other Government
rations, they will have to put up at an Ameridyspepsia will
can boarding house, and then
wind up the noble red man. The Secretary 0f
the Interior should cut this out and paste z
where he will see it again.—Texas Siftings.

Physicians and the Public prefer
to

cases

RAILROADS.

—-CUTICURA-

DEATHS,

A cable despatch that a “mine was discovered in a street in Moscow, Russia,” was headed by an innocent journalistic head-writer as
“A Bonanza in Moscow.”—Burlington Hawkeye.

Document:

is

man

on

Druggists

Benson^^Jagcim^Poroui^Plaster

a

m.

The People’s Spiritual Meecing, Mercantile Hall
Farrington Block. Congress St. Mrs. K. R. Stiles,
Test medium, of Worcester, Mass, will occupy the

long since one

Mystery explained.—Gub De Smith called

Over 5000

ters.

p.

of the Schaumburg girls
who was celebrated for his
poverty and other bad habits. Yesterday, Gilhooly asked him how his married daughter
Her
“She vash doing line.
was coming on.
He schoosts pnys her
husband vash so kind.
so
vash
goot mit
every dings she vants. He
“I
her. He schoosts puys her ebery tings.”
Veil, 1
is so considerate.”
am glad that he
vasn’t glad dot he vash so kind mid my
darter.”
“Why not?” “Pecause all de pills
vash sent to me to be paid. I vish he vould pe
He vosh too kind
a little more rough mit her.
mid my money—Texas Siftings.
Not

MISCELLANEOUS

pelmeeting

fula, which Corbett’s Shakers' Sarsaparilla

married

Ski fm Cardenas 9tli inst, brig Etta Whitmore,
Delaware Breakwater; Kaluna, Kay, for
New York.
At Cardenas 9th inst, barque Norton Stover, Henley, and Josie Mildred, Ginn, for DeiawareM BreakGoodwater; brigs Golconda, Coombs, and Clara
rich, lX)ok, for New York; Stephen Bishop, Rivers,
for Delaware Breakwater; J F Merry, Bradley, and
Goodwin, Sawyer, uuc; soli Canton, Hamilton, do.
At Matanzas 10th, barque Dida E Clark, Clark,
for North of Hatteras; brigs Carrie Bertha, Hall;
Mary Fink, Darrah, and Gipsy Queen, Chandler,
foi**North of Hatteras.
Ar at Moncton 14th, sell Webster Bernard, Leach,
Portland.
Ar at St John, NB, 15tli, sell Forest Belle, Syphj

Wright,

j

with Steamei for Sullivan from Bar Harbor.
Beturuiitg, will loave Bar Harbor at 7.1X1 A■ M.
moudny Wednesday nnd Friday, touching
at South West Harbor and Rockland, arriving in
Portland about 5.00 P. M,

CONNECT IONS.

Going East. At Rockland with B & B. S. S.
Co, Steamers Wednesday aud Saturday mornings
for Belfast, Bangor, and River Landings, also

with Steamers for I.rceu's l.nnding. Bine
Hill and Kllsworlh. At Bur Harbor with
Steamers for l.auioine aud Nullivau. At Bedg*
wick with Stage for Blue Hill.

COMING WEST.
Kockland Mondays and Thursdays with
for Boston, and from Bangor
Co.
Sanford S. S.
and Kiver Landings tor Portland.
During Summer Arrangement will connect each
trip at Rockland with Sanford Steamers to and
from Boston, commencing June 24.
GEOKtiE L. DAY, General Ticket Agent.
E. CUSHING. General Manager.
dtf
Portland, June 14,1SS2.
At

PACIFIC

MAIlTsT
FOR

8. CO.

CALIFORNIA,

JAPAN, CHINA,
•‘nudBirb

Inlands, Ncvr
Aaatralia*

Zealand

n

TLt new an
splendid steamers sail from Nea
Fork on the 10th, 20th and 30th of each month
carrying passengers and freight for San Francisco
a* below.
S. S. City of Para, June 21 | S. S. Colon,. ..June 30
S. S. Acapulco, for Isthmus of Panama only

July

For Sale.
MAHOGANY bay horse, seven years old*
weigh# 1000 lbs, black joints, kind and soundSplendid driver; sold for no fault. Address HORSE)
Trees office.
junl5dlw

A

10.

freight or passage rates and the fnlleet ioior
mation, applv to the General Eastern Agent#,
V. L. HAKTltK'n' A »’«•»
115 8taie Ntreet, c©» • Bread NJ.i Haatoa.
or to W. D. LITTLE & CO.,
81 Exchange St., Portland,
J«3»dtf
For

